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Who Says There's 
No Truth In 
Advertising? 
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It's tough when you wake up and 
ask yourself if you are fighting a figh.~ 
worthy of the name resistance. When 
this happens, it's important to take a 
step back and address one's motives. 

We should 
accept the fact 
that things 
are, and have 
been, deadly 
for those not 
part of the First 
World elite, and 
that getting a good 
story in the media or 
holding the moral high 
ground isn't always the most helpful 
or healthy thing to do about it. Our 
strategies should reflect both the 
need to destroy ivory towers (in the 
physical sense and in our minds) and 
our desire for better world. 

This issue of the Journal contains 
articles featuring a wide range of tactics. 
Logging road blockades and trees its in 
the Northwest, the First Social Forum 
of the Americas in Ecuador, a slew of 
ELF and ALF activity in Utah, and a 
nationwide strike in Guatemala 
protesting land evictions. 

We all know that we have to fight on 
many fronts, in different forms. That 
being said, it's not important for 
everybody to burn down a lumberyard, 
but it is important to realize that such 
actions are happening and need 
aboveground support. Nor is it 
important for everyone to put all of 
their energy into trying to get 
politicians on "our" side. 

What is important is that people 

~orrections: In the July-August 
isSue of the Earth First! Journal, we. 
incorrectly edited the article 1'A 
Wildland Fire Ttagicomedy1

' to give 
the impression that fire suppression 
generally causes fuel accumulaUon 
an·d subsequent uncharacteristic 
fires. The author wrote to us saying: 
"Journalists and politicians repeat 
this story ad nauseum, and it has 

promise the Earth (and 
the humans and non
humans who live 
in it) to continue 
a fight worthy of 
where we're at in 
this world. 

That we 
base our 
decisions 
on tactics 
off of our 
desires for actual change. 

Throughout all of this work, we must 
not forget the importance of breaking 
down oppression in all its forms, working 
together, and showing solidarity. We 
must be constantly thinking about 
communication, healing, creativity and 
our relationships with all living things. 
All of these are integral toward having 
lives filled with autonomy and respect; 
they are at the heart and soul of what we 
are fighting for. 

In the words of Derrick Jensen, "Do 
what you love, do what you can, do 
what best serves your land base, we 
need it all." 

And for some, do it at night with a 
timer and fuse. 

--QSCAR 

some empirical support i.n some 
pondecosa fQr-ests of the southweste~ 
US, but it cannot be generalized 
across the cont,inent' to other 
vegetation ·communities." 

Also, the photo on page 8 was 
incorrectly credited to Scott Silver. It 
was taken by Robin Silver. 

The editorial collective regrets the 
errors. · 
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-This is 
BY ANTI-G8 

From the Asheville Global Report: "On June 10, an unknown 
number of individuals shut down access to Research Triangle Park 
(RTP), in the Raleigh-Durham, North Carolina, area to protest the 
silencing of dissent, the destruction of the environment and the 
undermining of democracy by corporate and government interests .... 
Signs, including a 20-by-40-foot banner, were hung over the 
Durham Freeway and I-40 reading, 'Caution-G-8 and RTP equals 
explo,itation and greed.' ... 

"'Someone had jury-rigged the arms on the railroad to come down 
and some explosive looking devices were found in the area,' said Lt. 
Norman B.lake. Three intersections were blocked this way, while 
five more intersections were blocked with steel cables .... This act of 
civil disobedience coincided with the final day of the GB meetings 
on Sea Island in Georgia. No one was hurt in the scare, which police 
are calling a 'domestic terrorist act. '" 

There has been much talk about "autonomous action" in 
anti-capitalist cix::les 'since the Miami Free Trade Area of the 
Americas protests in November 2003. This action at RTP 
exemplifies this new approach to direct-action protest tactics. 
The individuals. who shut down RTP that morning did not go 
to Georgia to be brutalized and repressed by massive numbers 
of police; they-picked a target in another area, where such a 
disruption could benefit from the element of surprise, and 
took action without direction from a larger organizing group. 

The benefits of such an approach are clear. Since there 
was no police preparation, it was possible for this group
estimated by one newspaper as only three or four people
to accomplish disruptions that one thousand people could 
not have achieved in the occupied zone around the G8 
meetings. The action brought local attention to the global 
issues surrounding the G8. This attention would have been 
harder to draw otherwise, now that the media underreports 
anti-globalization and anti-capitalist efforts. 

This protest shut down business in one of the highest 
concentrations· of destructive corporate activity in the US. 
After an initial panic, the mainstream media maintained a 
total blackout about the event. Their mainstream reporting 
also downplayed the action's effectiveness. In one news 
report it suggested that the police and not the protesters had 
been the ones who shut down the area. This indicates a 
concern that if such tactics are publicized, they might be put 
to use by other groups. 

Participants in the anti-capitalist movement should learn from such actions. 
It can be more efficient for small groups of individuals to pick their own targets 
and act with surprise on their side than to protest in areas already entirely 
controlled by security forces. A campaign of constant autonomous action 
would force state and capital to overextend themselves, attempting to be 
prepared everywhere at all times. 

Autonomous actions demand security and careful planning according to 
local conditions and issues; they do not take place simply as the result of 
action-calls and rhetoric. They may not be as effective as mass actions for 
soliciting mass participation in the struggle, but they can be effective in 
countering repressive state activity and striking powerful blows, thereby 
attracting attention and inspiring new participants to join the movement. 

If the much-discussed strategy of autonomous action is to become a reality, 
however, it will be because others take note of actions such as this one. 

Rction 
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Dear SFB, 
It was disappointing to read 

that the Ruckus Society aban
doned its tradition of vegetar
ian/vegan-only meals at its 
camps (see EF!J May-June 
2004). Dangerous, the prece
dent set when one group's (for 
example, Native Americans) 
perception of oppression is le
gitimized while another's (veg
etarians/vegans) is disregarded 
as elitist. Itrustthe irony ofthe 
consequences of alcohol as 
oppressive and those of meat 
as benign or even empowering 
was not lost on all. I support 
the policy to keep alcohol out 
of the camps in respect to Na
tive Americans and the long 
history of oppression it has 
caused them. And here are the 
reasons that meat, too, has no 
place ina just society. The meat 
industry does not discriminate 
in its oppression of people, ani
mals and the Earth. 

Oppressive consequences 
of eating meat: 

• rampant destruction of 
the world's forests to allow 
for ranching practices, most 
of which are undertaken by 
multinationals 

• negligent use of antibiot
ics and hormones, which 
wreak mayhem on impacted 
ecologies 

• obscene amounts of 
petrofuels used in fertilizers 
to grow the corn feed, and in 
transporting animals/meat 

• disgusting amounts of 
pollution runoff and ground
water pol1ution, particularly 
from hog farming 

• unimaginable cruelty and 
abuse of animals before and 
during slaughter 

• induced disease epidem
ics among confined animals 
with the dangerous potential 
of zoonosis 

• oppressive and dangerous 
work conditions and unfair 
compensations of those work
ing in the meat industry, coin
cidentally the great majority 
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of whom come from tradition
ally oppressed populations. 

I could go on .... One final 
comment, I call bullshit on 
the position that adult people 
of color are confined to eat
ing what is put in front of 
them and that a meat"free 
diet is out of the lifestyle reach 
of many people. Not only are 
nutritious substitutes for meat 
widely available, but. they are 
also affordable. 

If some people are willing 
to sacrifice their desire to 
drink alcohol for a few days 
for the good of the camp, so 
too should others be willing 
to suffer a little tofu. 

-MICHELE 

Dear Editor, 
The July-August 2003 issue 

of the Earth First! Journal fea
tured an article by Mel 
Youngblood proclaiming the 
need for a direct action move
ment to protect North Ameri
can wolves. I fully agree with 
this assessment and contend 
that now is a critical time for 
wolves and their supporters. 

Soon the government will 
prematurely remove all fed
eral protections for the gray 
wolf. Western politicians 
have made it clear that when 
that day comes, it will be 
open season on wolves. Al
ready dozens of wolves have 
been killed in cold blood
some murdered by hateful, 
misinformed individuals, 
others "destroyed" by gov
ernment agents as "problem 
wolves." And in Alaska, 
where wolves have virtually 
no protection at all, wolves 
are being shot from airplanes 
by trophy hunters. 

The letters and lawsuits of 
the mainstream environ
mental groups have failed 
to prevent these tragedies. 
What is needed now is a 
militant grassroots organi
zation dedicated to using 
nonviolent direct action to 

protect wolves from imme
diate danger while simulta
neously engaging in a mass 
educational campaign to 
win the support of people 
living in wolf-inhabited ar
eas. I am calling onEF!Jread
ers to help launch this 
project. It can be a com
pletely new group or a part 
of Earth First!. I am open to 
suggestions. · 

The wolf restoration move
ment has the potential to 
move forward dramatically, 
bringing healing and balance 
to entire ecosystems that have 
suffered from the absence of 
their top predator. But if we 
don't do something soon, 
wolf restoration will be oblit
erated. Future generations will 
never hear the howl of the 
wolf-that ancient, primal 
song that represents the very 
soul of wild North America. 
And I for one don't plan to let 
that song be silenced without 
one hell of a fight. If you feel 
the same way, email me at 
restorethewolf@riseup.net 
and together we will turn 
words into action. 

For the Earth, 
-GROWLER 

Dear SFB, 
I hope the Journal's report

ing of McDonald's in New 
Zealand switching to non-GE 
chicken feed (see EF!J July
August 2004) won't be con
strued by its readers as- some 
type of major victory for the 
environment-certainly not 
for the billio11s of non-readers 
whomakeupthatselectgroup 

in the world called factory
farmed animals. Chickens, 
wheth~r on GE or non-GE soy 
feed, will continue to live un
bearably short, painful lives 
imprisoned in crowded, 
windowless, warehouse set
tings, with little or no room to 
move, daily breathing nox
ious ammonia fumes from 
their manure. Truly, their only 
salvation will come from noth
ing less than a no-compromise 
stance by humans in refusing 
to eat all chickens-and cows 
and pigs-today! 

-BOB BERMAN 

Dear Opportunists for Brains, 
The Journal doesn't usually 

cover elections much so I 
want to put in my plug: I 
never thought I would be ask
ing y' all to get out and vote
but these are critical 
times-times to think about 
the planet and planetary 
change and not about your 
stupid little country-it's not 
even a country-it's an Em
pire! Why not let all the occu
pied people vote-all one 
billion or so .... 

Especially people in Ari
zona, Florida, Arkansas, Mis
souri, Ohio, Tennessee and 
other key states-VOTE for 
the Man who has helped elect 
more leftists than anyone in 
history-and the Man who 
has helped build an armed 
resistance movement all 
across the globe-a growing 
resistant insurgency that 
threatens all of Capitalist 
Imperialism. VOTE GW 
Bush-please I am so so seri
ous-OK if you can't do it 
then vote Nader or not at 
all-DO THIS unless you can 
think of a way to stop the 
election-or rig up all the 
machines! Without Bush to 
guide the US down a hole, we 

Ke-e-p Yovv k-t+e-~ to 
the/ ~ltov~ Unde/v 

)00 Wovd<;! 



will die a slow and helpless 
death-Jihad for Bush. There 
is but One Stupid White Ty
rant-He IS Bush! Vote for 
Armageddon! 

-MOMBASSER I<ASSIM 

Dear Folks, 
It was a great honour to 

have my poem appear in your 
wonderful journal (see EF!J 
July-August 2004) . I have had 
different stories and poems 
published in many places, but 
this was the best. 

We fight against great odds. 
Humans have no idea how 
"great" a.geological force we 
have bec9me. Species after 
species, habitat after habitat, 
ecosphere after ecosphere
vanishing, poisoned, ren
dered uninhabitable. People 
become fanatical about sec
ond-hand smoke frorh ciga
rettes, yet are cl.ueless about 
exhaust pipes from vehicles. 

I am a man in !llY late fifties 
who has seen woodlands dis
appear, rivers poisoned, and 
the very air around me 
tainted; a perpetual cloud 
hangs over the city of Boston 
near whicli I live. 

I try to live well. I bicycle to 
work on most days or use 
public transport; I recycle; 
most of the items in my per
sonal office I write out of have 
been gleaned from trash days 
and clean-outs of other 
houses. Yet I too· get sucked in 
and buy an occasional CD or 
a cup of coffee when I have 
no container to put it in and 
add to the massive amounts 
of waste materials we, as hu
mans, generate. 

I cut back on this, I use less 
of that. 

I was visiting New Jersey a 
few months ago due to a death 
in the family. Some of my 
relatives, all their SUVs parked 
out in the driveway of their 
second home, one in Jersey, 
one in Florida, were discuss
ing drilling for oil in the tun
dra of Alaska. Then the guy 
married to my cousin says, 
"Well, it's either us or the 
antelopes." 

Every time I hear someone 
say something like that, and I 
hear more of it than I like, I 
realize how fucked we are and 

how important the work you 
folks are doing is. 

I was an active member of 
the Kearsarge Affinity Group 
in the late '70s, which was af
filiated with the Clamshell Al
liance. I did support and direct 
action and was arrested with 
my group blocking the reactor 
pressure vessel coming into 
Seabrook nuclear power plant. 
The last event I took part in 
was Biodevastation 2000 here 
in Boston. I was a peacekeeper 
in the nonviolent action/pa
rade to demonstrate resistance 
to GMO companies. 

Mybasicphilosophyisbased 
on nonviolence, yet I realize 
that the lamb cannot negoti
ate with the wolf. Our greatest 
strength lies in our diversity. It 
is that very diversity that keeps 
our planet alive, which the cor
porate ecopathic machine is 
killing. Unfortunately, because 
advertising is such an effective 
means of brainwashing, the 
public feeds the machine. 

I say let the machine eat 
shrapnel. 

For the Wild, 
-MARC D. GOLDFINGER 

Dear Friends, 
I've received your last two 

issues, both excellent. Thanks. 
On June 18, I pled guilty to 

one count Destruction of Gov
ernment Property and five 
counts of Threatening Com
munications. Two of these 
"communications" went to 
Whiteman Air Force Base 
naming all their weapons as 
weapons of mass destruction 
for their effect on both the 
human population and the 
natural world. Three of the 
"communications" went to 
federal judges warning them 
that the laws of the US are 
themselves weapons of mass 
destruction since they sanc
tion war, environmental con
tamination and destruction 
(agrichemicals, deforestation, 
species extinction), abortion 
and capital punishment. 

I don't yet have a sentenc
ing date, but I wrote a sen
tencing statement, which I 
believe you can get from 
nukeresister@igc.org (I know 
it's too long to print). 

One correction for your 
next issue. Some of my sen-

tences for the missile silo, 
bank action and previous 
letters with bullets affixed 
were concurrent and others 
consecutive, altogether to
taling 2 7 years. Thus far I 
have served more than 20 
years total, not the 18listed. 
That 18 years, which the 
Nuclear Resister lists, was just 
for the missile silo, and ac
tually I still have six years 
left to go on it, which will 
follow the time I will get for 
the 2004 actions plus the 
time I will get for the viola
tion of the supervised re
lease for the bank action. 
The pre-sentence investiga
tor who is preparing my pre
sentence report said that the 
way all these sentences are 
stacking up, I won't live 
long enough to even begin 
the final five years of the 
1984 sentences. Confusing 
and not necessary for any
one to understand, but the 
correct figure for my time 
in prison so far is 20 years. 

Thanks for all your good 
work, 

-HELEN W OODSON 

·territorial defeq.se, 
'pairs perching 

, pror,riinently and duet
, tingflagrantly. Their pre

cision, hence commit
ment, signals how will-
"ing they are to tussle for 
their turf. If a· territorial 

the 
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Green peace Me.ets 
Cascadia: 

BY TIM REAM 

In the pitch dark of an early morning, a 
large, canary-yellow shipping container is 
unloaded onto a narrow logging road with a 
tremendous thud. Almost immediately, 
goggled people enter the box with a gaS-pow
ered auger and are soon drilling a deep hole 
through the bottom, which is then.fitted with 
a cemented, two-arm lockdown. 

In the forest above, a camouflaged comrade tests the 
transmitted video reception and watches remotely as the 
container is locked from the inside. Wireless email mes
sages are soon sent out to the world declaring an end to 
ancient forest logging. 

It is Greenpeace meets Cascadia. Literally. 

camp, Greenpeace campaigners had to deal with stubborn 
activists who wouldn't honor their elaborate climb safety 
protocols, as well as a few locals who fe lt that stealing 
Green peace equipment was an expedient means of defend
ing the forest. 

A major theme under exploration during the month was 
the friction . between Green peace hierarchy and forest 
defender consensus . Greenpeace campaigners on the 
ground in Oregon worked hard to keep the process open 
wherever possible. It was a definite shift from the top-

A little over a year ago, Greenpeace USA declared that 
ending commercial logging on public lands was among its 
highest priorities. Along with the down Green peace campaigns of the 

past, and it frustrated some of their 
In a nutshell, the Green peace own activists, who were used to 

giving and taking directions. On 
approach is to engage in direct the other hand, both the timing of 

huge Tongass rainforest of Alaska, 
the diverse conifer forest of the Kla
math-Siskiyou is where it chose to 
launch its new public forest cam
paign. It has been a great learning 
experience for everyone involved. 

Much of that experience was posi
tive. The forest defense community 
of southern Oregon and beyond 
welcomed new activists from around 
the US, who were brought in by 
Greenpeace for the month of ac
tions. Just by setting up a camp in 
the Kelsey-Whiskey Timber Sale of 
the Medford District of the Bureau 
of Land Management (BLM), 
Greenpeace was able to instantly 
attract a huge amount of media and 
public attention to this threatened 
are~ . The action described above 
clearly met its objectives of drawing 
national attention to the logging of 

• .c h f actions and the tactics employed 
action 10r t e purpose 0 were dictated from afar, something 

maximum media exposure. 

The central idea is to create 

an image or set of images, 

memes if you will, that gain 

the widest possible dispersal 

through corporate media. 

Through that exposure, 

change is sought. 

local activists found to be discon-
nected and disempowering. 

It became apparent to many par
ticipants that two distinctly different 
subcultures had come together, and 
everyone was going to have to stretch 
to make things fit. Nowhere was this 
more evident than in the way action 
styles matched ultimate goals. 

In a nutshell, the Green peace ap
proach is to engage in direct action 
for the purpose of maximum me
dia exposure. The central idea is to 
create an image or set of images, 
memes if you will, that gain the 

ancient forest on public lands. The local media was satu
rated and coverage extended around the country. 

widest possible dispersal through 
corporate media. Through that exposure, change is sought. 
In comparison, it is safe to say that most Cascadia-style 
actions seek to challel).ge or stop some perceived wrong, 
for example public lands logging, and then to obtain or 
solicit as much media as possible for that action. If the 
distinction seems subtle on paper, it · is anything but 
subtle on the ground. 

For their part, some of the Greenpeace campaigners 
found the local milieu challenging. Overall response by 
local activists was light in this remote region without 
major population centers. Few local activists stepped up to 
take on lockdown or "high risk of arrest" roles. At their 
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In Cascadia, an action camp is created to attract new
comers and to train and inspire them to take effective 
action. For Greenpeace, an action camp is created to 
project an image that an action camp 

logging around the country. Local activists, however, 
pointed out that no treesit in Oregon has been successfully 
evicted, and we didn't want to diminish the effectiveness 

of the tactic with such a precedent. In 
the end, the treesit was disassembled has been created. Green peace was wildly 

successful in this endeavor. 
The Greenpeace camp had two large 

geodesic domes, several arctic tents, a 
high-tech communications van, solar 
panels, a fire truck and several addi
tional structures all located on the very 
edge of the Kelsey-Whiskey Timber Sale. 
An elaborate treesit was constructed close 

Of course, it could be the and loaded into a truck. 
All in all, it was a stunning lesson. The 

case that no single tactic 

or approach is "best." 

Green peace blockade didn't stop logging, 
but it appeared more widely in the media 
than anything we could have done alone. 
The Greenpeace camp wasn't an action 

That we all are In a camp but appeared in the media more 

by. The whole camp took days to set up. process of learning and 
like an action camp than anything we 
have created. The treesit wasn't really a 
treesit, but it looked more like a treesit 
than Cascadia's. 

No action camp created by Cascadians 
has ever looked a fraction as good. The 
media at~ it up, and the public got the 
message loud and clear. 

constantly evaluating our 

effectiveness, that the 
But it. wasn't an action camp per se. situation is in continual 

The domes weren't waterproof. Most 
people from Greenpeace slept on cots flux and demands ever
otherwise unavailable in the field. Tons, 

So what's best? i suppose it depends 
on your worldview. If you believe that 
change happens incrementally 
through a political process that re
sponds to the masses, then the masses 
must be educated and agitated into 
influencing their elected officials. The 
best way to reach them is through 

literally tons of exp-ensive equipment evolving tactics. 
were brought in.or bought at superstores. 
Neither climbing nor communications 
nor groundtrutJ1ing skills were widely shared. Many people 
who attended the camp left without hiking through the 
threatened units. Actions were certainly being planned, 
but at a separate Greenpeace camp. 

But again, it looked more like an action camp than any 
action camp I have ever seen and was therefore widely 
reported as such. Interesting. 

A parallel experi
ence occurred with 
the road blockade 
action. That ship
ping container was 
the most elaborate 
blockade I have 
ever seen. Nonethe
less, the BLM -and 
county sheriffs dis
mantled it by noon 
the same day, and 
the loggers went 
quickly to work. We 
left the action site 
to the sound of 
roaring chainsaws. 
Although we didn't 
really stop logging 
that day, the block
ade resulted in 
wider media cover-
age than any other one-day action I have participated in. 

When packing up, Greenpeace wanted to leave the 
treesit behind. Local activists pointed out that the sit could 
easily be defeated by a cherry-picker from the road. 
Greenpeace thought that this was a fine situation, since it 
would make for such great still and video images, which 
could once again be used to tell the story of public lands 

mass media. Direct action is sexy 
enough to penetrate that medium. 

If you believe that most people already agree with your 
basic premises but have little influence in politics, or if you 
believe that corporate media will never really deliver your 
ultimate messages, or that meaningful change will require 
destruction of the system, not engagement in it-then you 
better get out of the office and into the woods. 

Of course, it could 
be the case that no 
single tactic or ap
proach is "best." That 
we all are in a process 
of learning and con
stantly evaluating 
our effectiveness, 
that the situation is 
in continual flux and 
demands ever-evolv
ing tactics. If this is 
so, then we should 
keep pushing the 

~ edge of our comfort 
"" zones, risking our 

privilege constantly 
and communicating 
as widely as we can 
while remaining true 
to our core messages. 

I'm glad that 
there are national news stories about the destruction of 
the last wild places, like the Klamath-Siskiyou. I'm also 
glad there are people who won't go home until the saws 
are quiet. 

Tim Ream is glad that Greenpeace came to Oregon and certain 
that he heard them promise they would be back to defend Kelsey
Whiskey from logging. 
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State Legislature Debates While Treesitters Hold Strong 
BY JESSICA LEE 

As you read this, ancient trees in California are being 
mauled, toppled and sold for profit. 

On a platform 100-feet up in an old redwood that has 
lived for more than a millennium, Willow gazes out 
across the Humboldt County forest that has been 
mutilated by Maxxam/Pacific Lumber Company (PL) . 

Willow and a team of local treesitters have vowed to 
protect the three remaining old-growth trees in the land 
"claimed" by the lumber 
company. Jerry, the tree 
Willow calls home, has been 
continuously occupied for 
the last two-and-a-halfyears. 

The fate of]erry depends 
not only on Willow's 
presence, but on law
makers in Sacramento. 
Dedicated, soft spoken 
and fearless , Willow says 
that he will not descend 
until the Heritage Tree 
Preservation Act is signed 
into law. The bill, SB 754, 
would protect trees on 
private or state land if they 
sprouted before 1850, the year California 
became a state. Protected species would 
include l.arge hardwoods, redwoods, 
giant sequoias, Douglas firs and Port 
Orford cedars. The trees could only be cut 
in prov.en emergency situations. 

Only three percent of California's 
original ancient forests remain intact, with 
one third of that rooted on non-federal 
land. Susan Moloney, of the Citizens' 
Campaign for Old-Growth Preservation 
(CFOG) estimates that the bill could save 
hundreds of thousands of trees from the 
ax. CFOG, a coalition of religious, environ
mental and business groups has been 
working on the bill for several years. 

The bill passed the Committee on Natural 
Resources in June and has been resting in the 
hands of the Committee on Appropriations 
since August 4. From there, it will be sent to 
the floor of the California State Assembly. If passed, it is 
then up to Governor Schwarzenegger to sign the bill into 
law, which would take effect on January 1. 

Moloney personalized the fight to save the world's 
oldest living organisms when she sat on the steps of 
the state capitol in Sacramento in 2002 and fasted for 
52 days to force then-Governor Gray Davis to keep his 
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campaign promise to protect the trees. In late July, 
treesitters throughout California committed to a juice 
and herbal tea fast for nearly two weeks to bring 
attention to the rate at which the trees are being cut. 

While big name stars including Pierce Brosnan, Martin 
Sheen, Bonnie Raitt and No Doubt have stepped into eco
politics and publicly advocated saving the old-growth 
forests, only the direct-action treesitters have opted to 
put their bodies between the saws and the trees. 

"If treesitters weren't up here, the company could 
probably liquidate the 
forest and turn it into a 
tree farm. We aren't going 
to let them get away 
with it," said Willow 
in a cellular phone 
interview from Jerry. 

"I have a huge affinity 
[for the activists] doing 
the direct action part 
of this campaign," 
Moloney said. 

But in Sacramento, 
politics transforms acti
vists into well-dressed 
politicians. 

"The lawmakers do 
not have empathy for eco

defenders who put their lives on the 
line," Moloney said. "When I dress up 
and lobby, I can't talk about EF! actions 
... it sucks. I feel like [I have] to be a 
chameleon to go from one world to 
another, from the direct action to the 
legal arena. [Politicians] have a tainted 
opinion of what direct action and EF! is 
like, and in Sacramento that doesn't help." 

While lawmakers go about policy as 
usual, Willow hasn't touched ground since 
he ascended Jerry on November 11, 2003. 

"This is a nonviolent direct action," 
Willow said. "To stay up and not touch 
ground is a more potent way of protest. I am 
up here to educate people what's going in 
the world's only old-growth redwood forest." 

Willow, from his platform, overlooks the 
clearcut patches of forests where 16 of the 

ancient trees have been cut by PL. During Spring 2003, 
22 treesits attempted to save the trees. Now only three 
remain (see EF!J May-June 2003). 

Since his ascent, Willow has witnessed more than 
the attack on ancient trees; he has seen an assault on 
an entire ecosystem, from clearcuts to mudslides. 
Willow cried the first time he witnessed a clearcut. 



"You can hear the saws going and they are really loud, 
and then they stop. The tree starts to moan and 
finally you hear the crack of its spine and the sonic 
boom of it hitting the forest floor," Willow said. 

Although deeply affected by the cutting of trees, 
Willow stresses that North Coast Earth First! (NCEF!) is 
not anti-job or anti-logging. Before Maxxam bought 
Pacific Lumber in 1985, the company rotated watersheds 
when harvesting trees, did not clearcut or use herbicides 
and also abstained from cutting on steep slopes. 

Maxxam's change of company policies rapidly 
intensified the impact that logging was having on the 
20,000-acre Freshwater Watershed. Extensive cutting 
on steep slopes has caused large mudslides, qmying off 
valuabl~ soils needed by .the forest. Eroded sediment 
has now ~filled Freshwater streams up to eight feet in 
some places, increasing the frequency of floods in the 
town of Freshwater. 

Since· Schwarzenegger took office, Ruthanne Schulte 
and jim Branham, two PL employees, have accepted 
positions within -the California Environmental 
Protection Agep.cy. 

"How convenient that PL, which has violated over 
600 environmental laws in the last decade, can swap 
workers for favors at the state level," said Remedy, a 
NCEF!er who ·-sat in jerry for. nearly a year and was 
forcefully extracted by PL in March, 2003. 

While The Heritage Tree Preservation Act creeps 
through the legislative process, Willow and other 
treesitters remain in jerry, Everlasting Life and Anastasia. 

Remedy is still fighting a SLAPP (Strategic Lawsuit 
Against Public Participation) lawsuit against her and 
others, and hopes that the bill won't be stalled much 
longer. "This is a very important bill that that has been 
a long time coming .... In the meantime, trees are being 
cut down," she said. 

Since being trimmed by the 
loggers more than a year ago, 
jerry has begun to sprout new 
growth and perhaps one day will 
tout the long strands of lichen 
that once looked like the beard of 
Jerry Garcia. 

Treesitters are requesting food 
(Willow loves dried mangos and 
olives), ropes, other donations and 
legal help. For those wanting to 
ascend to the next level, additional 
treesitters are needed now! 

For more information, contact 
NorthCoastEF!, POB219, Bayside, 
CA 95524; (707) 825-6598; 
shunka_2004@yahoo.com; 
www .northcoastearthfirst.org. 

~Nf!~fh. eo~t~~~,~lockade 
;;ilt~axxam. .OPc,ertiti·ons 

.l3,Y EMRYS 

~;,;::. ~6rtk C~~:st Earth F!r~tl~rf"'staged:two r.oadblocks ort· 
ziJuly 27, targeting routes used by Maxxam/Pacific Lumber 
' Company '(l>L) to slay and temove old-growth trees in 

the Mattole':River watershed in California. The following 
day, a tre~sit village was constructed to further hinder "' 
fl;:te logged' progress. . 

The Heritage Tree Preservation''Act, which is currently.,,. 
before the California Assembly Appropriation , 
<:o:tnmittee, WOUld preserveJtee~tll.Ote than 254 years ) 
bJd qn non-federal land, which contains one-third. of '; 

li,tG~lifomia.!s>remaining old>·growth forest. But while 
;,pthe' I.egislatioil,moseys tbr,ough tb,.e political process, 
Lfp:restMfenders remain on. the frontlines to hold the · 
i lqggers;at bay. · . 

"We · afford t() wait for legislation that takes effect :% 
p,:tP:r¢s,;S,~r·· !' yeUedf tre~sitJ:ettrom her occupied''···: 

... tlre Herita,g~.;.Tree Bill but need ,. 
.-.. ·•~.·-··"'~·."" •. l)~~ng cut tpaay." . ...• . ... 'Y' 
inh<!h}t th~ ttee:Villageuntri the bill::;iS.'?; 

"·""'a •. ,whi.r.J:,v1w .. nullrl piovide::protedj:on to the trees that~ 
· .... inttieMattolehasconsisted.{,l 

:l~~U'cuts:, ;,.·i'l· ri!.lli·~ · .,'; .• pn steel?,(lllOUntain slopes .. ~ 
·ge1netitted unna .. tural,'erosion;.whichts .clogging1J 

·· · threatetung $almonruns. "~ 
•• activists plocked twoJr~e-laden loggiJ?:g i~ 

·: of thE! wllumboldt f6unty Courthous.~~i 
. people ~Fli:pi:P'ed oil/top of one of the>l 
. signs~ ~·nd, . banners condemning PL'sw~ 

· , passing moto,rists '. 
oe;vastat1lon caqsed byloggi.ng; '! 

.. .. ~•·»·· .. , .. "u"'j"""P· ... "''""·""· .. . .... · ~ .. L ';StOP dear cutting, ' 
.... To,nf> . ._.,. cutting old~g:rowth trees and.;'\ 

Jessica Lee is a freelance writer in 
Tucson, Arizona, who loves chasing 
Sonoran thunderstorms in the 
beautiful desert. Willow poses next to a small fern garden growing in a scar left by a lightning strike on Jerry. 
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~~ Sa.tJe Some Old <Vzees!" 
The Down-Sized Message of Northwest Enviros 

BY TIM REAM 

The Northwest forest movement has completely lost its 
way, and the evidence is everywhere. 

In the late '90s, the vision for the forests of the Pacific 
Northwest was clear. These amazing ecosystems were cen
tered on federal lands and being destroyed by commercial 
extraction. Stopping commercial extraction on public lands 
was the unifying message generated by the grassroots move
ment for protecting the forests of the North west. It d-rove the 
actions of everyone from Earth 
First!ers to the Sierra Club. We 
knew what we wanted, and 
we fought hard to get it. 

"Save the Poster Child!" 
With George Bush newly 

elected, the analysis of many 
in the forest protection move
ment in early 2001 was that 
forest watch efforts had al
most run their course. The 
fantastic work of those who 
groundtruth, appeal and sue 
was about to come to an end, 
and suddenly the national 
forests would be thrown open 
to unprecedented logging at 
the hands of Bush. People were 
clearly afraid, and from that 
fear the Old Growth Cam
paign was born. 

The Old Growth Campaign 
was founded on the quixotic 
notion that we could get Bush 
and the Republican-controlled 
Congress to produce legislation (JNI.)I yo~ 
putting Northwest old-growth 
forests off-limits to logging. The campaign partners aban
doned the practice of calling for an end to the entire federal 
timber sale program throughout the country. The focus was 
instead shifted to big, old trees on the west side of the Cascades. 

At that time, the Journal noted the folly of the approach (see 
EF!J September-October 2001). Why not maintain Q.ational 
unity around protecting forests everywhere? Why not ask for 
what we want and what the ecosystems need for integrity? 
Why not realize the impossibility of a good Republican forest 
bill and instead focus all efforts toward holding onto the 
protections we had in the 1994 Northwest Forest Plan? 

Three years later, the results are in. We have lost the Survey 
and Manage Program and the Aquatic Conservation Strategy 
without most dtizens ever understanding what they were. 
Senator Ron Wyden, a Democrat from Oregon, obtained the 
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cover he needed to support Bush's Healthy Forest Restoration 
Act. Grassroots activists no longer talk about ending logging 
on public land. The Eugene, Oregon-based Cascadia Wild
lands Project has recently endorsed a bill by Oregon Repre
sentative Peter DeFazio-another Democrat-that will"save 
the old growth" while tripling national forest logging. All the 
while, the Bush administration's rate of ancient forest logging 
has remained on par with Clinton-era logging. 

You might think that hindsight would lead to a little 
foresight in the current timeframe. 

Supporting "Our 
Friends" in Congress 

Despite Wyden's efforts to 
stick a knife in the backs of 
enviros whenever he gets the 
chance, many allies are lining 
up and turning around for the 
next jab. Ah, the promise of 
"Wilderness." 

Wilderness is the Holy Grail 
of forest activism. Once an 
area is declared Wilderness, it 
is about as "saved" as it can 
get. A meticulous job of in
ventorying Northwest Wilder
ness candidate areas has been 
underway for several years. 
This has created an important 
database, helping define what 
needs protection. 

The problem is, you gener
ally don't get a Wilderness bill 
passed in Congress without 
both of a state's senators in 
agreement about the bill and 
a president who is willing to 
let a bill pass without veto. 

Despite these obviously overwhelming obstacles in the cur
rent political situation, enviros have been working hard with 
Wyden to introduce a Wilderness bill. 

Enviros wanted a big bill covering many areas in Oregon. 
Wyden said no. OK, enviros wanted a bill that would include 
several areas in Oregon. Wyden said no. OK, enviros wanted 
a clean bill that just proposes Wilderness. Wyden said no. OK, 
enviros wanted a bill that doesn't actually increase the 
amount of overall logging. Wyden said no and released a Mt. 
Hood Wilderness recreation bill for Portland yuppies that 
reduces protections for other areas and increases the amount 
of logging around Mt. Hood. 

Our visionless movement responded in June by largely 
sitting silent, afraid to criticize our friend, the senator, in an 
election year. 



Pass the Biscuits 
Back in 1994, the Northwest Forest Plan created an 

imaginary forest called a "Late Successional Reserve" (LSR). 
It was an area that was supposed to be off-limits to logging. 
What was passed over by legal protections, and therefore 
available for logging, was called "the matrix." This in
cludes areas where ancient forest logging is allowed if 
adequate screens to protect ecosystems can be met. When 
you hear about a campaign to stop an ancient forest timber 
sale in the Northwest, it is generally a campaign to stop a 
sale in the matrix. 

There are a couple of problems with this scheme. 
Despite these protections, Northwest ecosystems con
tinue to show declines in key indicator species. Spotted 
owls, for example, have declined an average of four 
percent.in each of the last 10 years. Matrix forest is often 
·Some of the most valuable ecosystem left in an area, the 
seeds to future restora-

25 million board-feet of timber became the media center
piece. That plan, which included fairly stringent screens 
and was spread over 500,000 acres, is not as horrible as it 
sounds. The problem, of course, is the precedent. 

Enviros have signaled that they are in favor of some 
logging of ancient forest at Biscuit. Our side said 25 million 
board feet. Bush said 500 million. Now it has become a 
question of where the deal gets settled, and it doesn't look 
good for a number of precious places. 

Forest Politics or a Political Forest? 
How can we reclaim a unifying vision for the Northwest 

forest movement? A good starting point might be checking 
in with the Earth. 

Our vision for the forests must be one of sustainability at 
the very least. If Northwest species are becoming extinct or 
extirpated as a result of forest management practices, those 

practices must be targeted 
tion: Cutting it is not jus
tified. Moreover, the LSR 
is not really off-limits to 
logging, given that little 
loophole known as "sal
vage logging:" That's 
right, under some cir
cumstances, c'ompanies 
can go into ~-SR after a 
natural fire and turn the 
ecosystem-which is 
supposed to be a reserve 

Asking to protect only half the forest for change. That much 
seems obvious. 

has been far too successful. We 

protected the half still remaining, 

Trusted scientists are 
telling us that very 
large blocks of mostly 
unmanaged ecosystems, 
buffered and connected 
to other such blocks, are 
the only way to prevent 
widespread extinction, 

halfway, till it was a quarter. The 

quarter half-protected 

the eighth. 

became 

especially given impend
ing threats like climate 

for ancient forests-into a tree plantation. 
Before the 500,000-acre Biscuit fire in southwest Oregon 

in Summer 2002 had cooled, the Bush administration was 
already plotting to log in LSRs. Enviros knew this. Their 
response? They immediately began trying to figure out 
which ancient forest areas they could give up ih the matrix 
to keep Bush out of LSR. 
Unfortunate~y, the timber industry is driven by its own 

clear vision: It wants to convert every acre of public land to 
plantation. And it has a strategy: use the threat of fire and 
post-fire situations to justify logging and planting in oth
erwise off-limits areas. The timber industry does not sit 
down and figure out how to compromise with enviros. It 
asks for everything and settles for as much as it can get. 

While enviros were figuring out what to give away, the 
Bush people were figuring out how to ask for more. At 
Biscuit, they went for inventoried roadless areas too. Lack
ing clear vision, enviros again acted out of fear. 

The US Forest Service's first move on the Biscuit playing 
field since its official decision to salvage log has been 
the declaration of eleven "emergency" timber sales: 
sixLSR, five matrix (seeEF!J]anuary-February 2004). 
A total of nine different environmental groups of all 
stripes have sued to stop the LSR sales. Not one has 
taken action to stop the five matrix sales, totaling 
more than 1,000 acres, all in ancient forest, all part of 
the largest complex of wildlands on the West Coast. 

Further, the enviro coalition media team has de
cided that the movement should try to duck the issue 
of fire. Instead of talking about fire as natural and 
ancient forest logging as wrong, an enviro plan to log 

change. Truly defending the forests of the Northwest 
means removing the commercial incentives for govern
ment management activities across the major portion of 
public lands here. 

This vision runs directly counter, of course, to industry 
and agency approaches, which seek to have a role in the 
management of forests nearly everywhere. Without man
agement activities, there is no commercial extraction. With
out management activities there is little 
rationale for sizable agency budgets. 

Everyone who has worked closely 
with federal land management 
agencies knows that 
they seek nearly every 

continued on next page 
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continued from previous page 
excuse possible to justify management and commercial 
extraction. Every loophole is exploited. With every inch 
they gain, they grab for miles more. 

For ecological reasons, most of the public forest of the 
Northwest needs to be put off-lim
its to logging. Simply protecting 
old trees will not save the lynx or 
wolverine, let alone bring back the 
wolf or grizzly. For reasons of expe
diency, leaving some areas open to 
commercial extraction invites a 
never-ending battle over exactly 
where the line should be drawn. 

Asking to protect only half the 
forest has been far too successful. 
We protected the half still remain
ing, halfway, till it was a quarter. 
The quarter half-protected became 
the eighth. 

Nothing short of an end to the 
federal timber sale program will 
protect Northwest species on the 
brink. Polls indicate that the ma
jority of Americans want just that. 
How can environmental groups 
ask for any less? How can na
tional and grassroots environmen
tal groups be to the right of the 
American public on forest issues?! 

' 

Can one imagine an antislavery group that fought for 
fewer whippings? How about suffragettes asking for 
three-fifths of a vote for women? Would people rather 
unite behind an abolition of the USA PATRIOT Act or a 
rewrite of several clauses? 

Shall we fight to protect every 
acre of our public land from profi
teering, or should we seek to pro
tect trees over a certain age? Shall 
we condemn a senator who uses 
a Wilderness bill to increase log
ging or should we sit quietly? 
Shall we stop salvage logging on 
every acre of ancient forest or 
shall we trade away some places 
according to their current admin
istrative designations? 

Do we want to win, or are we so 
beaten and afraid that we will con

. tinue to settle for the hope that we 
can arrange to lose a little less? 

We really can end the federal 
timber sale program in the next 
four years. The first step, of course, 
is to agree that that's our vision, 
and say so from now on. 

Tim Ream is a radical, just like the 
more than 100 members of Congress 
who have endorsed legislation to end 
the federal timber sale program. 

System Strong-A"ms Biscuit Defender 
BY N UTHATCH 

In the timber counties of Oregon, justice remains a two
tiered system. But Charlie Steak, district attorney in Gold 
Beach, is taking dvil rights violations into new territory. 

In late July, activists erected a road blockade of the Indi 
Timber Sale, the first "salvage" sale auctioned off in the 
Biscuit Bum. A series of rope loops attached to a suspended 
platform cut off access to logging equipment-beingused to 
destroy ancient forest under the guise of "hazard-tree 
removal." Afterthreedays, the woman in the 75-foot-high 
pod was lowered using a 13-vehide law enforcement 
caravan. Cops offered other folks on the scene an oppor
tunity to get their gear from behind police lines and then 
arrested three of them for being there. , 

Steak charged the four arrestees with Class A misde
meanors, "Interfering with an Agricultural Operation." 
No one has ever been tried and convicted of this crime. 
Bail was then set at $10,000-four times the normal 
Class A amount. 

Three arrestees stayed in jail for a week, with one 
woman's bail doubling to $20,000 fora recent Green peace 
action arrest. All four were forced to sign ag,reements 
making their presence on public lands illegal, a literal 
impossibility in Southern Oregon and a requirement 
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known to be unconstitutional in the US. One woman is '~,,-, 
required to stay in Gold Beach, a town of 2,000 people, ;cl 
for a month and check in with the court daily. A teenager ~ 
who was arrested at the action had his bail dropped and .; 
then reinstated. 

What is Steak so afraid of that he has to abuse people 
who care about forests? 

My guess is that he knows a serious direct-action move
ment is gearing up against any and all logging in the 
Biscuit Bum, and he is trying to scare it off. 

During the first month since the US Forest Service ' · , 
announced its decision to salvage log, it has only managed 
to offer one contract at Biscuit, to a small mill from out of 
the area. The Indi Tirnber Sale is near the headwaters of the 
90-percent-intact Indigo Creek watershed, a prime salmon 
tributary. The project area has wilderness on two sides, 
inventoried roadless areas on three and is surrounded by 
ancient forest reserves. 

For the rivers and for the forests, still healthy after a 
natural mosaic bum, Wild Siskiyou Action has vowed to 
st~P. small-tim~, andent-,forest capitalists from malqn,g ~a .. },j 
million by bettmg on the destruction ofa healthy, remote . _. 
place. Big time or small time, nobody gets to profit from ' 
intact ecosystems in the Biscuit. 

To stay up-to-da~e on the Biscuit, visito2co1lective.org. 



Free the Klamath River, Bring Down the Dams: 
Tribes Stage Protests for Wild Salmon 

BY KLAMATH SALMON A CTION NETWORK 

In a global economy-in which international corpora
tions can "own" a river thousands of miles away-there 
is a need for a global fight against exploitation. In 
California and Oregon, a complex of six dams on the 
Klamath River is owned and operated by PacificCorp, a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of Scottish Power, which is the 
14th largest corporation in the world. The dams prevent 
salmon from traveling upstream to their spawning habi
tat, but Scottish Power claims that removing the dams or 
building'fish ladders is not economical. Instead, Scottish 
Power i's beginning the dam relicensing process, which 
it must do every so years. 

Soon)uly 17, whileright
wingers and environmen
talists in Oregon dueled at 
a Congressional hearing on 
the Endangered Species 
Act, fishers and members 
of the Hoop·a, Yurok, 
Karuk, Klamath and 
Modoc tribes from along 
the 400-mile-long Klamath 
River took their case to 
Scottish Power headquar
ters in Edinburgh, Scot
land. Their message was 
simple: We will not be ig
nored any longer. Bring 
down the dams, save the 
Klamath Salmon. 

Leaf Hillman, a-member 
of the Karuk Tribe, said, 
"We came hereto send a message to Scottish Power .... We 
will travel to the ends of the Earth to accomplish our goal 
and bring the salmon home." 

Over the course of a week and a half, the salmon 
advocates met with the Scottish Parliament, held a 
salmon bake at Scottish Power headquarters, won over 
the Scottish media and public, and brought their mes
sage to Scottish Power's board of directors. The advo
cates told how Scottish Power has ignored scientific 
recommendations for years on how to use the relicensing 
process to stop the dams from killing fish. These kills are 
destroying not just wild salmon but lamprey, sturgeon, 
local communities and a way of life. The tribes re
counted that none of their recommendations have been 
heard. They told the story of a genocide that continues 
in California and Oregon as elders die from diet-related 
ailments . They told of devastation to fi shing communi
ties-and Scotland heard them. 

A reporter from the mainstream news program Scot
land Today said, "Scottish Power can't be in much doubt 
now as to how much this means to these passionate and 
spiritual people, but if this protest doesn't convince 

them then history certainly should, because when Native 
Americans say they are prepared to fight, they mean it." 

Back in the US, locals and environmentalists brought 
the fight for the Klamath salmon to ground zero
Klamath Falls, Oregon. 

Klamath Falls is not friendly territory, and the pros
pect of protesting an anti-fish meeting and rally in one 
of the most right-leaning towns in the western US did 
not bring many environmentalists running. Their fear is 
not without cause. In 2001, Klamath Falls hosted a 
bucket brigade in which right-wing politicians and 15,000 
protesters stole water from the Klamath River. They also 
monkeywrenched open the flood gates to the Klamath 

., 

Water Project to protest 
water-use restrictions for 
farmers , which were en
acted in response to an 
endangered species crisis. 
Soon after, the Bush ad
ministration "fixed" the 
problem with a 10-year 
plan. The next year, up to 
60,000 wild salmon-half 
the run-died before 
spawning. The fishing 
and recreation industries 
and tribal subsistence 

[ were devastated . 
.;. The meeting in Kla
!£ math Falls was meant to 
~ ensure that silly things 

like science and laws 
won't be used again to 
deny water to farmers. 

Only one representative for all five Klamath tribes was 
allowed to speak in this gross display of injustice. 

In a response to this one-sided testimony, more than 150 
tribal members and environmental supporters from through
out the Klamath region marched through downtown to tribal 
drumming and songs be(ore crashing the anti-fish rally, 
which included its own cavalry, giant bucket and loaded 
logging truck. Salmon advocates urged lawmakers to consider 
the economic and cultural impacts of salmon extinction to all 
of the downriver and Native American communities. Locals 
could not remember the last time Native people and environ
mentalists rallied together in Klamath Falls in such numbers. 

There have been few times in history that so much world 
attention has focused on the health of a western river. The 
Klamath salmon run, one of the healthiest in the lower 48, 
does not have long in this world if something doesn't 
change soon. Actions for the salmon and people of the 
Klamath will continue. September marks two years since 
.the first big fish kill, and a day of action is planned. Please 
join us in bringing down the dams and freeing the river. 

For more information, contact the Klamath Salmon Action 
Network, (541) 95 1-0126; salmonaction@cascadiarising.org. 
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BY CAPTAIN 

PAUL WATSON 

Japanese fishing 
fleets have invaded 
the territorial waters 
of Tuvalu, ruining the 
catch for local fishermen. 

In a recent Associated Press (AP) ar
ticle, a Tuvalu fisherman named 
Tanemuga Tenae lamented that fish
ing is bad. "Too many boats! Too many 
Japanese boats!" he shouted. 

"There's a lot less fish than when I 
started 15 years ago," fishermanSoloseni 
Penitusi told the AP reporter on Funafuti 
Atoll, Tuvalu, a strip of sand and coral in 
the remote mid-Pacific. Yet when asked 
if the government should stop issuing 
licenses to foreign fishing boats, Penitusi 
replied, "No, I can't say that. We need 
that money." 
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The small island 
nations of the Pacific and 

Indian Oceans are selling out 
their futures to large industrial fish
ing nations and depleting the Pacific 
of fish . 

Yes, the money is needed. Of course it 
is needed. These countries do not have 
the resources or the means to afford the 
materialistic economies and the culture 
of Westernized nations. So they have 
resurrected the same_ attitude of cargo 
culturalization that impoverished their 
societies more than a century ago. 

But now more than just culture is at 
stake. The island nations are pawns in 
the vicious global assault upon the last 
of the world's once bountiful fish and 

whale species. The 
great tragedy is that 

those who exploit our 
oceans make such awesome 

profits doing it, they can afford 
the incredible extraction technologies 
required and can afford to buy off 
those who don't have such efficient 
means of stripping the sea of life. 

Until recently, the only thing pro
tecting fish and other sea life has been 
the legal sanctity of territoriality, and 
that is now available to the highest 
bidder-Japan. 

Indentured Servitude 
Tuvalu has not just sold out its fish

eries to Japan. Along with nations like · 
St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Vanatu and 
Grenada, Tuvalu has become just an
other Japanese vassal. It has been in
dentured to serve as a vote for Japanese 

. schemes to resurrect whaling and to 
expand Japan's oceanic plundering. 



And so in July, Tuvalu took a seat for 
the first time at the table of the Interna
tional Whaling Commission, which re
cently convened in Sorrento, Italy. 
Tuvalu's membership dues were paid by 
Japan, and Tuvalu's representatives 
knew just how to vote . Without hesita
tion or apparent shame, they parroted 
whatever Japan wanted. 

There are some countries that still 
uphold ecological values. The 
Marshall Islands, for example, have 
expressed concern that resources 
must be protected. But then the 
Marshall Islands are a pseudo-colony 
of the US, and they can afford to be 
seen as .. more concerned. 

Yet even nations that sell out like 
Tuvalu · are getting mere coins out of 
the deal. The sale of fishing rights is 
now funding 20 percent of the Tuvalu 
economy, but that ~orks out to only 
one cent per kilogram of fish extracted 
by foreign fleets. The Pacific and In
dian Oceans are being invaded by an 
armada of foreign ships in an insatiable 
quest for tuna, squid, shark fins, 
toothfish and pretty much ahy seafood 
that people want to eat iri Tokyo, Paris, 
Taipei or New York. 

New licensing deals have allowed for 
ships from the European Union to join 
the more than 1,000 Asian and US 
boats already plundering the fish in the 
Pacific nations' 200-mile-wide eco
nomic zones-those millions of square 
miles of sea that are encompassed in 
the so-called sove:reignty of these scat
tered island nations. 

These nations are the reason that 
the Pacific will be stripped of life. 
They lack the integrity to protect their 
natural treasures, not because of need 
but because of greed-and the desire 
to turn paradise into a materialistic 
hell. They can be bought, and they 
are being bought cheap. 

For less than a penny on the dollar, the 
islanders are selling off the right to life of 
the fish of the sea. And the fish most 
sought after right now are the tuna. 

Vanishing Tuna 
The massive ships invading the Pa

cific are the longliners and the purse 
seiners. Their prime targets are the 
yellowfin and skipjack tuna, whose 
numbers continue to plummet as their 
sleek, fast, powerful bodies are caught, 
ground up and stuffed into cans for 
cats and people. 

A decade ago the cry was to save the 
dolphins from the tuna nets. Now we 
must save the tuna from the tuna nets. 

In the Pacific there are four species 
of tuna under constant stress from 
fishing. The bigeyes average 40 pounds 
and are a favorite in Japanese sushi 
restaurants. They are already consid
ered to be severely overfished. The 
yellowfin, averaging 26 pounds, are 
on the decline. The albacore, which 
are considered the prime white tuna, 
average 20 pounds and have been se
verely depleted in many areas. The 
skipjacks are the favorite for canning, 
and three billion pounds of this fish 
are sold each year as cheap tuna. At an 
average size of only seven pounds, 
that means that more than 719 mil
lion skipjacks are caught annually. 
There is no way this can be described 
as a sustainable fishery. 

The tuna fisheries are crashing, and 
the response from fishing nations has 
been to build more boats and catch 
even more fish. The lust for consump
tion is winning out over the rational 
need for conservation. 

The sad reality is that these island 
nations have the legal and political 
power to protect tuna and other fish. 
They could all have a sustainable fishery 
for centuries to come by simply keeping 

' the big nations out. IftheJapanesewant 
to eat Tuvalu fish, they can travel to the 
island, stay in a hotel and eat the fish in 
a local restaurant. That would benefit 
the Tuvalu economy. 

But the present system will see the 
tuna fishery crash in just a few years and 
within a decade, the people of Tuvalu 
will have no more hand-outs from Ja
pan and no more fish. They will be 
severely impoverished. 

But not to worry, the Japanese have a 
plan. After they kill off the whales in 
Antarctica, they anticipate large har
vests of the oceanic krill that the whales 
won't be around to eat. They intend to 
process this krill into a protein base to 
sell to Third World nations. 

And thus Tuvalu islanders will be able 
to sit down to a meal of coconut, poi and 
protein krill paste, conveniently sup
plied from a toothpaste-type tube. Or 
they could just buy a Happy Meal-that 
is, if they have any savings left. 

For more information, contact the 
Sea Shepherd Conservation Society; 
(360) 370-5650; (360) 370-5651 (fax); 
www.seashepherd.org. 
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Transforming Dreams into Reality 
The Struggle for Vieques Continues 

BY ROBERT RABIN 

On May 1, the people of Vieques, 
Puerto Rico, celebrated the first anniver
sary of the end of the US Navy's bom
bardment of our land (See EF!J 
July-August 2003). After more than half 
a century of the US military's horribly 
destructive presence on Vieques, we cel
ebrated 365 days without bombing and 
without the continued accumulation of 
military toxins that we believe to be 
responsible for our high rates of cancer. 
Music, vigils, prayer, ecumenical 
acts, poetry, folkloric dance and 
movies were the principal ingredi
entsoftheweekend'scelebrations. 

ing endangered wildlife. Yet it is prepar
ing a land management plan without 
consulting the local community. We are 
demanding genuine community partici
pation in this and all related matters. 

Recently published congressional 
documents describe Navy plans for a 
superficial clean up and the fencing 
off-forever-<>f the most heavily con
taminated areas. We demand an envi
ronmental clean up of all of ViequeS'to 
levels necessary for future projects of 
housing, education and tourism. Thou-

controls be incluqed in the Vieques Mas
ter Plan for Sustainable Development in 

' order to protect our lands from specula
tion and other inappropriate uses; com
munity control over our lands through 
land trusts and land cooperatives; and 
active community participation in all 
these processes, including the total de
contamination of our lands. 

We propose community-controlled, 
environmentally and culturally sensi
tive development; small-scale posadas, 
bed•and-breakfast -type tourist deyelop-

ment; integrated programs of fish
ing and agriculture; and strong 
legislation to guarantee that 
Viequenses are employed in ad
ministrative positions in tourism 
and other economic projects. 
Centers for the study of marine 

~ biology and archaeology would 
~ help promote positive tourism 
~ and further knowledge of our is
f land and people. 
; Decontamination must take 
§ place under the supervision of our 
~ community, along with environ-

The Committee for the Rescue 
and Development of Vieques 
(CRDV) used the occasion to em
phasize the need to continue the 
struggle for decontamination and 
the return of the people's lands, 
as well as for the democratic, sus
tainable development ofVieques. 
On April30, Viequenses picketed 
in front of the former entrance to 
the US Navy's bombing range at 
Camp Garda, which is now con
trolled by the US Fish and Wild
life Service (FWS). The new chants: 

Instead of the wire cutters and night-vision 

mental scientists who are trusted 
by our people; we advocate the 
training of Viequenses in jobs re
lated to the cleanup process. The 
founding of an International Cen
ter for Military Decontamination 
would allow the sharing of infor
mation and experiences in this 
area, as well as provide a unique 
tourist destination. 

"Ellos tienen nuestras playas, Fish 
and Wildlife que se vaya" (They 
control all our land, Fish and Wild
life go away) and "No queremos 
guardarraya, Fish and Wildlife que 
sevaya" (Wedon'twantanymore 
fences, Fish and Wildlife go away). 

binoculars used in the campaign to end the US 

Navy occupation, CRDV now operates 

computers and radio transmitters to continue 

the work for peace-a peace that requires 

When military bases close, the 
Scientific studies have found much more than the cessation of bombing. 

that Viequenses have a 27 per
cent higher cancer rate than the_ rest of 
Puerto Rico, and this is most likely due 
to high levels of heavy metals and other 
pollutants in the soil and water-the US 
Navy's toxic legacy. Therefore, we de
mand that the US and Puerto Rican 
governments provide the best possible 
health-care facilities to carry out testing 
and remediation. 

US government often transfers contami
nated lands to FWS in order to "con
serve military contaminations." FWS's 
mission in Vieques is conservation with 
strict limitations on social use. Because 
of this, environmental cleanup will be 
minimal. Bird watching, for instance, 
mandates a soil cleanup only a few 
inches deep, whereas land for housing, 
schools and ecotourism requires a 
cleanup several feet deep. Our demands 
for sustainable development focusing 
on housing, schools, hospitals and tour
ism projects are not being met. 

FWS claims that it is "taking care" of 
the natural resources ofVieques, induct-
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sands of unexploded bombs, dangerous 
amounts of heavy metals, unexploded 
depleted uranium projectiles and ura
nium oxides are part of the poisonous 
legacy of 60 years of US militarism. We 
won't rest until it's all cleaned up! 

Demands for a 
Sustainable Vieques 

CRDV demands that the US govern
mentimmediatelyrecognize Viequenses' 
rights over our land; the removal of the 
FWS from the island; the creation of a 
Viequense corporation with the mission 
to preserve and protect our natural envi
ronment without weapons; that strong 

Peace Work 
Instead of the wire cutters, night-vi

sion binoculars and sophisticated com
munications equipment used in the 
campaign to end the US Navy occupa
tion, CRDV now operates computers, 
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"Ha; hal I'm leaving Vieques, but I'm leaving you Fish and Wildlife. " Viequenses kicked the US 
· military off their island but now must deal with US Fish and Wildlife mismanagement. 

fax machines and radio transmitters to 
continue the work for peace-a peace 
that requires much more than the cessa
tion of bombing. 

During the- past year, CRDV held a 
series of workshops on the legislation 
related to the cleanup process. In March, 
the MilitaryToXics Project brought activ
ists from US communities that have been 
negatively impacted by the military to 
network with people in Vieques. Last 
October, CRDV and the Caribbean Project 
for Peace and Justice hosted representa
tives from groups struggling against mill
tarism in Guam, the Philippines, Korea, 
Japan and the Marshall Islands, as well as 
indigenous groups from North America. 

We achieved a major victory in Febru
ary 2003, when the Puerto Rican govern
ment adopted <?ur guidelines as the basis 
for its Master Plan for Sustainable Devel
opment. However, we reaffirm our posi
tion that "we cannottrustthepolitidans, 
because history does not allow it." 

La Lucha Continua 
La lucha continua (the struggle contin

ues) is the theme of CRDV's Sunday 
morning Radio Vieques program, trans
mitted since August 2003 from our head
quarters at the Peace and Justice Camp 
(PJC). Located across the street from the 
entrance to Camp Garda, the PJC was a 
major hub for the community organiz
ing and civil disobedience campaign 
that successfully stopped the bombing. 
In this "post -bombing" phase, the PJC is 
now a center for community education 
and organizing around the more tech
nical issues of environmental cleanup 
and health, sustainable development 
and transferring the land to the people 
ofVieques. 

CRDV is keenly aware of the need to 
involve more young Viequenses in the 
struggle. In response, we began two 
media training projects for young people 
this past June. The first project involves 
digitalizing thousands of hours of video 
footage taken during the past five years. 
A second project in July trained a team 
of young Viequenses to produce and 
transmit one of the Sunday radio pro
grams each month. Through these ini
tiatives, CRDV hopes to integrate 
students into the work of our commit
tee to help them develop their leader
ship skills, and also to help us learn from 
the unique and often ignored perspec
tives of young people. 

From May 15-18, CRDV and the 
Vieques Women's Alliance held a two
day conference in Washington, DC, on 
this new phase of struggle. At the confer
ence, "Vieques: Transforming Dreams 
into Reality, The Struggle Continues," 
100 activists gathered to discuss the fu
ture of the Vieques movement. Two days 
aftertheconference, the movement again 
showed its resilience with a protest in 
front of the Puerto Rican legislature in 
San Juan, demanding that the 
commonwealth's Health Department 
fulfill its promises for services, equip
ment, and testing children for the pres
ence of heavy metals. La lucha continua. 

For more information, contact the 
Committee for the Rescue and Devel
opment ofVieques, POB 1424, Vieques, 
Puerto Rico 00765; (787) 741-0716; 
bieke@prore sea tevieq ue s . org; 
www. prorescatevieques.org. 

Robert Rabin is a founding member of 
CRDV and spent six months in federal 
prison in San Juan for actions related to the 
campaign to stop the bombing. 
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Protesters Shut Down Guatemala 
BY REBECCA BRIGHAM AND LENNY 

A nationwide strike and day of pro
test effectively shut down the coun
try of Guatemala on June 8. More 
than 100 groups, including indig
enous rights groups, campesino (peas
ant farmer) organizations, human 
rights groups, women's organizations 
and labor unions organized the strike 
to protest a recent spate of violent 
evictions of indigenous peasant farm
ers, the signing of the Central Ameri
can Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA) 
and a series of new tax laws targeting 
the poor. 

Twenty of Guatemala's 22 prov
inces were affected by the strike. Ven
dors abandoned their markets and 
university students burned 
tires in the streets of Gua-
temala City. Thousands 
of protesters surrounded 
government buildings 
and the international air
port, while thousands 
more blocked the roads 
in and out of the capital, 
as well as major highways 
leading to the coasts and out 
of the country. 

"Peasant farmers are desper
ate," said campesino Emilio Set 
from a roadblock south of the 
capital. "We have no food and 
nowhere else to go." 

The strike was planned for two 
days, but was called off after only 
12 hours when the president of Guate
mala, Oscar Berger, met with protest 
leaders and signed an agreement to 
address their demands. 

The issue at the heart of the protest 
is the fundamental inequality built 
into the Guatemalan social system, 
especially in distribution of land. 
When the Spanish conquered Guate
mala, they evicted the indigenous 
people from their lands and forced 
them into servitude. After indepen
dence in 1821, thebulkofGuatemala's 
land remained in the hands of the 
economic elite. In 1950, President 
Jacobo Arbenz Guzman began a pro
gram of land reform, seizing and re
distributing unused land from 
wealthy landowners, including the 
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US-based United Fruit Company. In 
1954, Arbenz was ousted by a CIA
sponsored coup that plunged Guate
mala into more than 30 years of civil 
war, wherein all land reform was re
versed and a concerted genocide cam
paign was waged against the 
indigenous population. 

In the 1996 peace accords, the gov
ernment promised to find land for 
campesinos displaced by the war. But 
two years later, 70 percent of the 
nation's arable land remained in t}1e 
hands of one-seventh of one percent 
of the agricultural population. With 
60 percent of arable land uncultivated 
and more than half a million rural 
families living below subsistence level, 
campesinos and unemployed workers 

US corn, bankrupting small Mexican 
farmers and forcing them off their land. 
When farmers saved and planted the 
imported com-much of which was 
genetically modified-they unknow
ingly contributed to the spread of modi
fied genes into native corn stock. 

Berger attempted to dismiss the pro
testers as a disgruntled minority, but 
only eight h"ours into the strike he 
agreed to meet with protest leaders. As 
a result of the meetings, Berger agreed 
to call for an end to the land evictions 
and to have Congress review t.he rel
eva~t laws. He also promised to open 
a special office on agrarian affairs and 
to distribute copies of CAFT A in all the 
Mayan languages. The Supreme Court 
agreed to investigate the legality of 
the recent evictions. 

"Until [the strike], the government 
had given priority to the interests of 

the business sector, of which it is a 
faithful representative, but now it 
understands that it has to change 
directions and take public opin

ion into account," said Miguel 
Angele Sandoval, leader of 
the Agrarian Platform. 

"Back off, military!" 

Critics point out, how
ever, that all of Berger's 
promises have been 
made-and broken-be
fore, and that he lacks the 
judicial authority to halt 
the evictions. Marco An
tonio Barahona, a politi
cal analyst with the 

began reclaiming and cultivating un
used land. Since Berger took office in 
January, government forces have 
evicted more than 1,500 people at the 
demand of land owners. Twenty-three 
of the 39 evictions have been carried 
out with extreme violence. 

Also of concern to the protesters was 
the signing of CAFTA in May. An ex
tension of the North American Free 
Trade Agreement (NAFTA), CAFTA 
would loosen (i.e., eliminate) "trade 
barriers" between countries involved 
in the agreement. Guatemalan 
campesinos fear that CAFTA will further 
impoverish them and restrict their abil
ity to compete in local and global mar
kets. In Mexico, for example, NAFTA 
led to the mass importation of cheap 

Association of Investigation and So
cial Studies, called the strike a "waste 
of popular energy." 

Cesar Davila, leader of the Social 
Organizations Collective, disagrees. 
"For us, the strike's main success was 
getting the government to agree to 
discuss our requests." Strike leaders 
agreed to a 90-day moratorium on 
strikes and protests in order to give the 
government time to implement 
changes. After that period, anything 
goes. And now that Guatemala's people 
have shown their collective power, 
the government may not be so quick 
to dismiss their concerns. 

Rebecca Brigham is a senior at Wesleyan 
University and an intern ·at the Guate
mala Human Rights Commission/USA. 



BY SEA SHEPHERD CoNSERVATION SociETY 

In July, the highest Ecuadorian court 
ruled that limits on the harvesting of 
sea cucumbers are legal and must be 
upheld. "This is a great victory for 
conservation in the Galapagos," said 
Captain Paul Watson of the Sea Shep
herd Conservation Society, whose ship, 
the Siren ian, is on 
perrna~ent patrol 
in the Galapagos 
Marine Reserve. 

its authorities were correct to consider 
"aspects rel ated to protecting 
biodiversity and the environment" 
when setting limits for fishing. 

EdwinNaula, thedirectorofGalapagos 
National Park, said that environmental 
authorities and fishermen would meet 
to discuss setting new dates for sea cu
cumber fishing this year, since the origi-

nal two-month 
season concluded 
inJulyduringthe 
conflict. How-

., ever, the park has 
~ banned sea cu
g cumber fishing 
~ for 2005 and 2006 
"' !f inanefforttopro-
~ teet the species in 
~ 
;r the islands. 
a Watson 

Conflict be
tween fishermen 
and reserve au
thorities erupted 
in early June . 
The fishermen 
had become dis
gruntled with 
the quota of four 
million sea ·cu

is 
concerned that 

Sea Shepherd crew with Galapagos tortoises more and more 

cumbers that the reserve imposed on 
their fishery in May. They occupied 
the Galapagos National Park offices, 
held hostages and threatened to kill 
a giant tortoise unless they were al
lowed a fishery with no limits (see 
EF!J July-August 2004). 

The fishermen challenged the na
tional park in court on its right to 
set limits on marine resources . They 
won an injunction from a local 
judge, who ·ruled that the limits were 
unfair and impeded the ability of 
the fishermen to make a living. The 
judge struck down the limits, but in 
so doing struck down the 
fishery altogether. With
out official guidelines and 
policy, the fishermen 
were not allowed to take 
even the four million that 
had been granted to them 
in May. 

In the meantime, the 
park and the Environment 
Ministry of Ecuador ap
pealed the injunction to the 
nation's Constitutional Tri
bunal. On July 22, the high 
court ruled that since the 
Galapagos Islands are pro
tected as a marine reserve, 

people are moving to the islands from 
Ecuador. "The islands are attracting 
fishermen from Ecuador who have 
already depleted coastal mainland 
fisheries," said Watson. "The rate of 
growth in the Galapagos is escalat
ing. The Galapagos National Park is 
now the last stand. If we can't save 
these profoundly unique and trea
sured islands from being destroyed 
by humanity, we won't be able to 
save anything in this world from 
over-exploitation." 

For more information, visit 
www.seashepherd.org. 

The Sea Shepherd ship Sirenian patrols the Galapagos 

Regains Sacred Land 
Wiyqt Tribe received 40 

·· of land· from the city of 
, California, on May 18. 

· land, part of the 250-atre 
· Island, marks the site 

Anglo invaders massacre<J 
144 yeats ago. 

2000, the tribe purchased 
on the eastern tip of the 

has been workin;g 
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The America the Beautiful Pass 
The New Gatewa9 to Public Lands 

BY jESSICA LEE 

When Bob Bartsch escapes from the 
city into the Southern California wil
derness, he always breaks the law. Re
fusing to purchase the Adventure Pass, 
a fee required to access public land, he 
often returns to his car to find another 
ticket of noncompliance. · 

Bartsch, an activist with Free our 
Forests Los Angeles, has gathered more 
than a handful of the 
unenforceable tickets 
over the years. When 
he heads out into the 
wilderness, he now 
tapes them up in the 
windows to encourage 
others to stop buying 
the pass. 

Although thousands 
of Americans practice 
civil disobedience daily 
on federal lands by re
fusing to buy a daily or 
annual access pass, the 
future of the 1996 Rec
reation fee demonstra
tion Program (fee demo) 
is likely to live or die in 
Congress this Autumn. 

Meet House Resource 
Bill3283, the proposed 
Federal Lands Recre
ation Enhancement Act. 

Introduced by Ohio Representative 
Ralph Regula, yet written largely by 
representatives of the American Rec
reation Coalition (ARC)-a group of 
more 200 hundred businesses that 
benefit from marketing outdoor recre
ation (as admitted in their own May 6 
Congressional testimonies)-the bill 
would do more than make all current 
fee demo sites permanent. 

First, the bill proposes creating 
one pass for "any site of federal land 
management agency that charges a 
basic recreation fee." This would 
standardize the regional fee demo 
passes. Cheesy at best but disturb
ing nonetheless, the annual national 
pass would be named "America the 
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Beautiful" and would most likely 
cost $85 or more. 

The pass would not be the "buy all, 
end all." It would cover the entrance 
fee to a site, but the "recreationalist" 
would be faced with multi-layered fees 
to use campgrounds, interpretative 
centers, boat ramps and mar~ once 
inside the fee area. 7 

The legislation would decrease the 
amount of fee money that is required 

legislation. "The guy from Ohio is 
going to tell us in Colorado that we 
have to pay to use our natural re
sources ... give me a break," she said. 

Regula does not have any federal 
public lands ln his Ohio district. 

With election day looming, the cor
porate lobbyists who have held high 
ranking positions in federal land man
agement policy for the last four years 
know that the time is now. The ARC 

and key pro-industry con
gressional representatives 
have made it clear that 
privatization is the goal. 

Alaska Senator Frank 
Murkowksi has said, "If the 
Forest Service policy won't 
allow [privatization], we'll 
change the policy. If we 
have to cut off the funds to 
get your attention, we'll cut 
off your funds ." 

"I can tell you right now 
that the American public 
feels that recreation on pub

~ lie lands is an incredible 
!~~~~~i~~ ~ bargain, and is willing to 

:! pay substantially more," 
,! said Derrick Crandall, Presi-

to be spent on-site from 80 percent to 
60 percent. 

In the eight years since fee demo was 
adopted, the enforcement mechanism 
to punish people who refuse to pay 
the fee has been weak. According to 
Bartsch, more than 250,000 notices of 
noncompliance have been handed out 
in Southern California, yet only two 
people have been prosecuted. If HR 
3283 passes, failure to purchase a pass 
will be a Class B misdemeanor, which 
carries a $5,000 fine and up to six 
months in jail. 

The bill has seven co-signers, but 
not one is from the West, where the 
majority of federal land exists. Kitty 
Benzar, cofounder of Western Slope 
No Fee Coalition, is outraged over the 

g::;·J,.;)<S£~ ~ dent of ARC, in testimony 
to Congressional Subcom
mittee Hearing on Forest 
Fees in February 1998. 

In Northern Arizona, individuals 
have resisted the fee demo program 
since january 2000. "It is like logging, 
mining and grazing extractive agen
cies," says jon Orlando, statewide co
ordinator of the Arizona No Fee 
Coalition. "This is the next extractive 
industry: recreation. It is a $300 bil
lion dollar agency in the nation. They 
see public lands as a cash crop." 

Orlando and others have witnessed 
many of their favorite, once-free 
campgrounds in the Coconino Na
tional Forest turned over to Resource 
Management, Inc., a California com
pany that profits from running camp
grounds. It is difficult to hike in the 
area around Sedona without seeing 
the Red Rocks fee signs. 



In Southern California, to even access 
public land you must display an Adven
ture Pass. Want to hike to the top of 
Mount Shasta? Dish out $15. Colorado 
charges five dollars to stroll through 
patches of mountain wilderness. 

Currently, the US Forest Service, the 
Bureau of Umd Management, US Fish 
and Wildlife Service and the National 
Park Service manage approximately 640 
million acres ofland. In September 2003, 
the Department of the Interior reported 
637 existing fee demo sites. No fee 
activists dispute the number, saying the 
definition of a 11 fee demo site" is confus
ing because of the amount of access 
roads th:~t lead into these areas. Anti-fee 
demo activists believe the number of 
sites. is in the thousands. 

Earth First!ers and others who are 
connected to the land know that na
tional public lands are slipping into 
the hands of the re'creation industry 
through feder.al agencies that have 
been swayed by private interests. Now 
leaders of the anti-fee demo move
ment are calling for ticked-off wilder
ness lovers to embark on a massive 
educational campaign. 

11The most effective thing is educa
tion. Visit the websites available, read 
the articles, spread the word, bring it 
forward," said Robert Funkhouser, 
Western No Fee Coalition cofounder 
and lobbyist in Washington, DC. 
11 People who have become aware then 
bring it to the organizations where 
they work and play." 

The beauty of the fee demo issue is 
that it outrages nearly everyone. Re
gardless of political ideology and eco
nomic class, individuals are protesting 
fee demo on the grounds of double
taxation, privatization, assault on our 
freedoms, affordability and that our 
forests will now be governed by a 
business plan, rather than a manage
ment plan. 

It is time to get down and dirty in 
public education and policy work if 
we are to liberate our public lands 
from the fee demo program. Call 
your congressional representatives 
and tell them to not support HR 
3283 or any possible in-the-works, 
rewritten versions. 

Refuse to support fee demo and 
resist purchasing daily and annual 
access passes to our public lands . 
Boycott businesses who make a profit 
from selling Fee Demo passes and 
pressure them to drop their contracts 
with the forest service. Throw an out
doors party to get people out into the 
wilderness to appreciate why we want 
our lands to stay in the public do
main. Public will and grassroots orga
nization can topple the recreation 
management empire. 

For more information, contact the 
Western Slope No Fee Coalition, 
POB 403, Norwood, CO 81423; 
wsnfc@hotmail.com; or visit 
www.freeourforests.org; 
www. wild wilderness. com; 
www.aznofee.org; www.sespewild.org. 

Bob Bartsch encourages others to boycott fee demo 
by plastering his car with noncompliance tickets 

Mt. Graham Heats Up 
Southern Arizona's hot spot, Mt." 

Graham, heated up this Summer 
, With two fires that burned 30,000 

acres, taking out two million dol-"' 
Iars worth of communications 
equipment and coming within a 
quarter mile of a $130 million tele
scope complex. 

Arizona Representative Ric}.<'' 
Rea;zi wasted no time before Visit

l'>' "'·~?._..., .... u ... in July to discUss 
<tv>nm:>~ that would allow 

Prior to the Summer's fires; o 
April13, the San Carlos APlu:h1e~··;,.l 

Tribal Council rejected ~H bribe 
, from the University of Arizona. 

The University proposed giving 
tbe tribe $120,000 in credits for 
s.chool programs in exchange for 
propping opposition to develop-· 
ment .on Mt. Graham. 

{ribal Councilman Myron 
Moses questioned the unJLi.••c" 

behind the proposition. "If 
'W().sn't for the telescopes on top . • .. 
Mt. Gr¢am ... there would be noi. ·.· 
fnterest .,. in the Apacbetribes." · 
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Roadless Rule Shredded 
BY LISA DIX 

On July 12, the Bush administration 
announced that it would move forward 
with a new Roadless Area Conservation 
Rule. The new rule would overturn 
roadless-area protection for almost 60 
million acres that was put in place by 
the Clinton administration in 2001. This 
follows on the heels of the Bush 
administration's exemption of Alaska's 
Tongass National Forest from roadless 
area protection on December 23, 2003. 

Administration officials have stated 
publicly that they are still"conserving 
roadless areas on national forests," and 
simply "modifying" the rule, but this is 
just more green washing. The Bush pro
posal undeniably eliminates the Roadless 
Rule in its entirety, ultimately opening 
up our national forests to logging. As 
written, the proposal could easily serve 
as the pretext for reducing protections 
to a level even lower than they were 
before the rule took effect in 2001. 

Basically, the new rule will set up an 
optional, two-step petition process 
where governors with roadless areas in 
their states will decide what regions to 

protect. Then they must petition the 
Department of Agriculture for that pro
tection. If the Secretary of Agriculture 
accepts the governor's petition, the US 
Forest Service (USFS) would initiate a 
state-specific rulemaking. 

There is absolutely no guarantee that 
this process would result in roadless area 
protection because according to the draft 
regulations, a governor's petition would 
not necessarily be accepted. Governors 
could also petition the administration 
to weaken protections, which is likely to 
happen in-pro-development states like 
Idaho and Alaska. 

Thus, governors will request what re
gions they would like to see protected, 
but in the end, the administration will 
have sole discretion over whether it will 
allow these areas to be protected. The 
administration will also control any de
tails about how the state-specific 
rulemaking moves forward. 

The Bush administration claims 
that it is making these changes be
cause the process used by Clinton to 
establish the rule was unfair to states 
and local governments. It also claims 
that Clinton's comment period was 

not sufficient and that it was a last
minute process. 

However, the Clinton administration 
spent three years on public dialogue 
and comment processes, which included 
an incredibly thorough assessment of 
roadless areas, extensive scientific analy
sis, more than 600 public hearings na
tionwide, a:qd comment periods in 
excess of those required. A record num
ber of Americans wrote to the federal 
government-more than 1.5 million
and more than 95 percent supported 
the roadless rule. Not by any stretch of 
the imagination can it be accurately 
characterized as a last-minute process. 

In contrast, the Bush administration 
has not issued any scientific analysis 
justifying a change in the rule, and it has 
not held one public hearing. Typically, 
the administration is completely ignor
ing public sentiment and participation. 

The fact of the matter is that there 
are already too many destructive roads 
that crisscross our national forests-
386,000 miles worth-enough to circle 
the Earth 15 times. American taxpay
ers are being forced to subsidize log
g~ng roads and timber sales that benefit 

Gap Gets Trashed at DNC takeover of a building. that the community fough,t to 
On July 29, 12 activists stormed a Gap clothing store in 

Cambridge, Massachusetts. Once inside theyturned over 
displays, threw clothes on the floor and spray-painted 
what they could. 

According to a communique, the activists wanted to 
• show the connection between corporate globalization 

and the DemQcratic Party, which was holding its national 
convention in Boston. The activists pointeG out that the 
Gap is one ofthe biggest employers of sweatshop labor 
around the world and that it will stay that way under the 
Democrat-supported policies of "free trade." 

The environmental damage caused by the Gap was also 
a factor in the actions. "They are closely connected to 
unorganic cotton, one of the most chemicalized crops on 
the planet, poisoning our Earth, air and water. The Fischer 
family, which owns the Gap, also owns Mendocino ~ed
wood Company, which continues to cut the last of the 
old-growth redwoods,'' stated the communique. 

The communique also highlighted the Gap's role in 
gentrifying Cambridge Square, telling of the company's 
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keep them out of. 

Car-Free· Events Across Germany 
Almost a million people in Germany took part in car

free events this Summer. On June 6, nearly 250,000 
cyclists converged on Berlin for the annual"Sternfahrt" 
(rally), which was organized by the German Bicycle 
Club. After the ride concluded, participants held a 
party and eco-festival. , 

Later in the month, 250 towns took part in a n ational 
car-free day to promote transpottation alternatives. " 
Among the actions was a blockade of the B 27 Highw.ay 
between Heilbronn and Mosbach. 

ALF Arson Gets Results! 
On the night of June 30, the Animal ~ibeta2o 

Fron_t (ALP) left powerfu~ incendiary devices on 
construction site in Oxford, .Englana, to target R 
Group, which is doing concrete work on a new me 
cal laboratory at Oxford University. The incendiar 



timber companies to the tune of hun
dreds of millions of dollars per year
even though the USPS has a $10 billion 
road-maintenance backlog. And, less 
than one-quarter of one percent of the 
nation's timber supply is located in 
roadless areas. 

These roadless areas belong to all 
Americans, but this rule change ben
efits only a few timber and energy 
companies. Public comments on the 
new proposed rule will be accepted 
until September 14. After the com
ment period ends, the USPS is sup
posed to read and incorporate public 
comments and come out with a final 
rule. However, millions of Americans 
have already commented in favor of 
roadless area protection, and it looks 
likely that the administration will ig
nore the public during this period as 
well. Given Bush's track record, we 
should be prepared 'to see a final rule 
come out on Christmas Eve. 

We need to mobilize our networks, 
memberships, .. friends and co-workers 
to help stop this latest attack on our 
national forest-s. Our goal is to generate 
more than one million comments! 

For more information, visit 
www.americanlands.org or contact us 
at (202) 547-9400. 

Lisa Dix is the National Forest Program 
Director for American Lands Alliance. 

devices caused $27S,OOOworth of damage and resulted 
in the destruction of three trucks and the site office as 
well as severe. damage to associated industrial build
ings and machinery. 

Two weeks1ater the ALF struck again, slashing the tires 
on two vehicles and cutting cables on construction 
equipment. The subcontractor for RMC Group, 
Montpellier; pulled out of construction on}uly 19, thus 
ending RMC Group's construction on the lab---a tempo
rary victory for the animals. 

In the days after Montpellier pulled out, activists 
blockaded Oxford University's main phone line with 
more than 300 calls at various times during the day. 

ALF Actions in Sweden 
On june 15, the ALFplantedseveraUhcendiaries in the 

main building at the Skyberga Mink Farm in 1<urnla,· 
Sweden, burning it to the ground and causing $400;000 
ln damage. The owner of this farm is notorious among 
ft,!~fcqmers. He captured three animal tights actiVists on 
his farm irt 1998, and has claimed since then that no one 
can get him. 

Also in Sweden, nearly 90 animals were liberated 
f..r:om a rabbit-!peat farm in SkAne on JUly 26. Many of 
the rabbits were pregnant or had wounds. ALFers also 

vandalized the inside and outside of the building am:l 
destroyed water pipes to tlie empty cages. 

"The war against the fur industry will get harder," 
read a Swedish ALF communique .. "If we <;an't get the 
animals because of increased security then we are 
going after your buildings, homes and maybe the fur ,, 
farmers themselves." 

Hiroshima Day Actions ... 
August 6 was the 59th anniversary of the US nuclear 

bombingofHiroshima,Japan,duringWorldWarii.People 
from across the US marked the weekend with protests 
·against US nuclear policy. 

In Oakland, California, 300 activists marched from an 
elementary school to the Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratory on August 8. The next morning, 23 people 
were arrested for blocking a road outside of the nuclear lab. 

In Washington, DC, two people were arrested at the 
National Air and Space Museum for throwing ashes on the 
E.{lola Gay, the plane used to bomb Hiroshima. The mu
seum was evacuated for 90 minutes while authorities 
rescreened all visitors. 

In Oak Ridge, Tennessee, 200 people marched to the Y-
12 National Security Complex, where 12 activists were 
arrested at the for obstructing a roadway. 
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Protecting Prairie Doqs and Savinq the Ferret: 
BY Roo CoRONAoo/CHuK'sHoN EARTH FrRST! 

The grassland plains of northern Arizona's Aubrey Valley 
are home to one of only six reintroduced colonies of black
footed ferrets (Mustela nigripes) in North America. The last 
wild black-footed ferret in Arizona was recorded in 1931. In 
1996, with the cooperation of the Hualapai and Navajo 
Nations, 35 captive-bred ferrets were released on the 
Navajo Nation's 750,000-acre Boquillas Ranch near 
Seligman, Arizona. Since then, more than 165 ferrets have 
been reintroduced into the Aubrey Valley. 

The survival rate of young, captive-bred ferrets and their 
ability to distribute themselves is currently being investigated. 
Thought extinct until the discovery of a colony in Wyoming 
in 1981, the black-footed ferret is the most endangered 
mammal listed under the Endangered Species Act _(ESA). 
The ferrets cannot survive without healthy prairie dog 
colonies, which comprise 90 percent of their diet. 

Prairie Dogs Under Assault 
Since the 1930s, prairie dogs in North America have 

been the target of a genocide-like eradication campaign 
instigated by the livestock industry. According to many 
ranchers, breaking a leg in a prairie dog hole is the only 
supposed threat posed to grazing cows by prairie dogs. 
But an Arizona Department of Game and Fish (AZDGF) 
brochure about prairie dogs says the threat is 
"overstated" and that "documented cases of this are 
extremely rare." Still, the US Department of 
Agriculture's Wildlife Service, the National Park Service and 
state agencies across the West continue to poison prairie 
dogs-even in Arizona, where Gunnison's prairie dogs have 
been exterminated from 98 percent of their historic range. 

French-ActivistS Attack GM Crops 
:" On July 25, 1,500 activists led by Jose Bove ripped up a 
~· fiel9- of _:genetically modified · (GM) corn in Levignac, 
- >France~"·t\:US biotechnology company, Pioneer Hi-Bred 
f Intern~tfonal, owns the field. It is one of 48 parcels of 

' experimental tran~genic food crops in France. 
Police were ord.ered to intervene, but instead they just 

took down the identities of a fe:w activists. Bove, who 
• became famous after helpirig to pull down a McDonald's 

in 1992, stated, "In the coming weeks, there will be other 
GM test fields that will be destroyed.'' 

Fighting Missile· Dismantling in Russia 
Activists in Perm, Russia, set up a protest camp in July to 

keep a missile dismantling plant out of their town:They 
are not against the-disa.t:mament of Russia's old weapons, 
but they' claim that the way missiles are processed is 
dangerous to both people and the environment. 

The camp was organized by Autonomous Action, 
Anarcho-EcologicalResistance~ Union for Chemical Safety 
anq Yekiterinburg Movement Against Violence, and has 
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AZEF\ in Action 
While poisoning campaigns continue to threaten both prairie 
dogs and black-footed ferrets nationwide, recreational 
shooting and outbreaks of Sylvatic plague are the Gunnison's 
prairie dog's greatest threat in the Aubrey Valley. 

The US Fish and Wildlife Service's (FWS) Black-Footed 
Ferret Recovery Program's national goal is to establish 10 or 
more self-sustaining colonies by 2010, with approximately 

1,500 ferrets in the wild. In Arizona, 
the primary goal of the 

OBJECTIVE· 
. Gunnison' 
spo s prairie do 

rt hunters. AZEFt p~s make easy prey(i.o 
. ans to shut d r weekend 

own operations. 

been active since July 2. It has featured creative perfor
mances, as well as speakers and pickets. 

On the evening of July 14, the campers got a scary 
reminder of why they are fighting when a train carrying 
hydrochloric acid derailed 43 7 yards away from the protest 
camp. The train was. on the same tracks that would carry 
hazardous materials to the missile dismantling plant. 

Energy Czar Meets Biotic Baking Brigade 
On July 29, an unidentified protestor wearing a Ronald 

Reagan mask plunged a cream pie into the face of Beth 
Nagusky during a 11Liquid Natural Gas (LNG) in New En
gland" forum. Nagusky, Maine's energy chief, was listening 
to another speaker when "Reagan" burst in and said, 0 This 
is for John," then escaped offstStge. "Reagan'' was referring to, 
Maine Governor John Baldacd who, in early July,. received 
a much smellier present than Nagusky (see page 29). 

This inddent, however, was not the only controversial 
aspect of the forum. Earlier in the week, the organizers of 
the forum chose to omit representatives of a community 
group and a com.nlercial fish_!.ng organization ort the 



program is to establish at least one free-ranging, self-sustaining 
population in the Aubrey Valley. A federal wildlife biologist 
who worked with ferrets for 13 years believes that it takes at 
least 100 breeding female ferrets in a wild population for the 
colony to survive. Ten thousand acres of plague-free prairie 
dog colonies are necessary to achieve such a biologically 
independent ferret colony. 

Bring Back the Wild Ferret 
Arizona Earth First! (AZEF!) supports the return of uncollared, 

transponder chip-less black-footed ferrets to the plains of 
Arizona. According to FWS, the greatest 
limiting factor in ferret 
recovery is the avail
ability of large, healthy 
prairie dog colonies. 
Hence, AZEF! also supports · 
the legal petition filed by 
Forest ·Guardians in Feb
ruary, ·calling for ESA pro
tection for the Gunnison's 
prairie dog. 

action, outrageous humor and extreme praute dog 
acrobatics." Complete with a heavy-metal soundtrack, the 
video includes Olympic-style scoring for prairie dogs ripped 
from their holes with high-powered rifles. Investigative 
research also led us to a sportsmen's Internet chat room, 
where we learned of local hunters' plans for a prairie dog 
hunt in the Aubrey Valley. 

On June 26, members of Chuk'shon, Phoenix and Prescott 
Earth First! met at the Boquillas Ranch to volunteer for 

AZDGF's annual ranch 
cleanup. In the process, 
we hoped to document 
and stop the slaughter 
of Gunnison's prairie 
dogs. Our Earth First! 
group's collective 
objective was to 
document the hunt
ing of Gunnison's 
prairie dogs during 
their pupping sea~ 

filrrt son, immediately 
AZDGF has an obligation to 

suspend any. activities that 
threaten the lives of endangered 
animals. Until the black-footed 

d capture (their own-on after the two-and-a-
1 ~~ ~0 • . AZEF!ers oc target pra half month break m an 

scoriNG IT oUT. otherwise year-round hunting season. 

ferret reintroduction program 
has met its primary goal of truly wild ferret colonies, and a 
federal judge ean rule on the petition to protect Gunnison's 
prairie dogs under the ESA, AZEF! calls for an end to the AZDGF 
nine-month hunting season for Gunnison's prairie dogs. 

Action in Aubrey Valley 
In early June, AZEF! reviewed Velocity Films' "Prairie Dog 

Be Gone!," a video that promises "maximum dog blasting 

1unrun1et Torcfled in Washington· :-
at); email message sent to four news organizations in 

tht!. Earth Ubera~io~ Frppt (ELF) 
ttei:l[.~¢~::P()it1Sil)ili1:y fbr burning a $ SS' ,000 H'Z Hummer ' 

at a dealership in :tibert.Y'Lake~ a subutb ot 
P<i>Ji~·e. Two other Hummers at thE same dealersHip 

also damag~ from the fire. .., 
'Jbis was the fifth action claimed by the ELF this year 
. the second targeting Hummers. InJanuary, the ELF 

.. ;.e~t,IDE~a responsibillty. for vandalizing five Hummers in 
> 

After picking up trash, we found the Internet hunters-all 
US servicemen-on the edge of a prairie dog colony, shooting 
from folding chairs with scoped AR-lSs and other high
powered rifles. Unbeknownst to them, we had camped next 
to their site the night before, the hunters having conveniently 
described online the vehicles and guns they would be using 
on their brave adventure. As we approached their group, the 
hunters quietly began breaking camp and putting their rifles 
away. A Chuk'shon Earth First!er greeted the group and 

continued on next page 
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continued from previous page figure. The majority of the prairie dogs-which are shot and 
stated that we were making a documentary and would like to simply left where they fall-appeared to be young pups who 
interview prairie dog hunters. They politely declined, had not developed a healthy fear of humans. A member of 
continuing in silence to pack their gear before walking back the Yuma Valley Rod and Gun Club said that shooting 
to their trucks. One young hunter paused long enough to say, prairie dogs is a great way to sight in your rifle for the 
"I love coming out here because it is so peaceful." upcoming Fall big-game season. 

Ournexttargetwasagroup of four shooters located The only other argument we heard to justify the killing of 
between Route 66 and prairie dogs was that there were simply plenty of them and 
parallel railroad tracks a that they were in no actual danger of 
quarter mile away. We drove extinction. But as one 
our Trojan horse-a white hunter said in an 
4x4 truck-directly into Internet posting, "The 
their field of fire and prairie dog is a poster 
parked. We set up our ~hild for animal rights 
video camera on the hood activists. AZDGF, as a way 
of the truck and retired to of pacifying animal rights 
await their next move. activists, put a season on 
After 15 minutes of scop- them hoping [the ac.tivists] 
ing us with binoculars, would go away:" We 
the baffled hunters interviewed an AZDGF 
packed up and left in Commissioner at the ranch 
frustration. By simply who confirmed that the 
looking official, being Gunnison's prairie dog 
informed and author- hunting season was imple-
itative and armed with men ted in response to the 
nothing more than a petition to list the species 
camera, the presence under the ESA. Yet no AZDGF 
ofEF!ers in the killing biologists are presently inves-
fields was enough tigating threats to prairie 
to influence most dog survival. 
prairie dog hunters Phoeni){ who said T;;o Back online, the Internet 
away from killing more animals. t at he loved corning a young hunters discussed their encounter 

When the hunters we approached didn't stop out because it's so peac with AZEF!, one hunter joking 
hunting, as was the case with a local rancher and his son, efuf about being in the next Michael 
we engaged them in debate and distracting conversation. Moore or People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals video, 
When we observed a hunter shooting prairie dogs from his while another went so far as to say that he felt killing prairie 
truck window, we videotaped his license plate and dogs was a "guilty pleasure" and that, "I can't help butfeelthat 
confronted him about his illegal behavior until he left the God was looking down on us shaking His head." 
area. Our biodiesel truck looked official, and some prairie AZEF! will continue to expose and challenge the mis
dog hunters seemed confused as to our identity. Then management of our state's wildlife by AZDGF and continue 
again, shooting prairie dogs from the road in such an the call for the appoint-
unsporting manner isn't something most hunters want ment of Game and Fish 
captured on film. commissioners more re

Campaign Hunt Sab: 
AZEF! vs. AZDGF 

Without breaking any laws, 
AZEF! uses some hunters' fear 
of being filmed while engaging 
in their bloody sport to save 
lives. We are equal citizens, some 
even with hunting licenses, 
exercising our right to access 
public lands. Only, AZEF! offers 
no apologies when a citizen's 
desire to nonviolently enjoy 
wildness results in disrupting 
hunters in their violent sport. 

The prairie dog hunters we spoke 
with claimed to shoot between 10 
and 30 prairie dogs a day. Upon 
inspecting the shot-out colonies after 
the hunters left, we discovered the 
shattered bodies that attested to this 
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flective of our state's 
majority, non-hunting 
constituency who enjoy 
wildlife without killing. 
Only through public 
involvement can we 
challenge the wildlife 
agency's bias toward 
sport hunters. AZEF! is 

up 

planning further act
ions against AZDGF
sponsored trophy 
hunts starting in 
September. If you 
would like to join 
us in the field or 

least a dozen 
A group e AZEF! creW· At esome sport can provide direct 

t d and filmed by tntneir weekend's gru support, con tact 
· confro» e ed from · 1 after vemg unters were deterr Chuk'shon Earth Fust., 

11 sabthebastards@hotmail.com. 



BY P ANAGIOTI EVANGELOS TSOLKAS 

It was sometime mid-week during the 2004 Earth 
First! Round River Rendezvous (RRR) that I crossed paths 
with a crew of young folks on the trail to Caribou 
Mountain in Maine. Perhaps they were "outward bound" 
or "Eagle Scouts," or maybe they were just a group of 
friends out camping with an older brother. Their guide 
started a brief conversation, asking us who we were and 
what we were up to back at our camp. 

At the time, t.he interaction with those other human 
animals passed· quickly and casually, blending in with 
the week's encounters of sun-bathing snakes on the 
rocky trail, snapper turtles burying eggs on the shore of 
the pond where we swam, naked two-legged babies 
running amok, and hungry mosquitoes flying into my 
ear canal and meeting a bloody, waxy death at my 
fingertips. But in hindsight, that short run-in with the 
other hikers stood out as a significant reminder of what 
I was doing in the woods that week. 

Aside from offering an excuse to escape the urban hell 
that dominates this planet, which we should be doing as 
often as we can anyway, the Earth First! RRRs serve 
another purpose. Anyone who has been to a rendezvous 
understands that pretty intimately. 1 This gathering is 
our invitation to the public to join the radical environ
mental movement, whether a person travels 2,000 miles 
to check it out or happens to be hiking by on accident. 
This is the place where many get their first glimpse at a 
whole community of people who have dedicated them
selves to fighting for the wild. Along with reading the 
EF! Journal and attending regional EF! gatherings, the 
national Summer rendezvous is how most people find 
out what "Earth First!" is really about and how they can 

View across the lake near Franklin, Maine 

get involved and stay connected. Many folks, myself 
included, came alive under the stars and around the 
campfires of EF! rondys. 

My perception of the 2004 RRR is that it was an incred
ible success on several fronts. Movement development 
was coupled with individual and interpersonal growth, 
and a sense of rejuvenation and enthusiasm prevailed. 
One thing worthy of mention is that new folks severely 
outbalanced the presence of people with years of invalu
able experience under their belts. Many of the organizers 
had never attended a specifically EF! gathering before. 
This had something to do with the location ("Maine? You 
can't get there from here.") but also the fact that move
ments tend to ebb and flow and there is certainly a new 
EF! generation on the rise. 

In recognizing that fact, I tried to be pretty thorough in 
this account, attempting to avoid assumptions that new 
readers would know how one of these things looks or 
works. (Yeah, I'm talking about you, who just picked this 
Journal up off the rack at Borders to read while sipping 
your beverage at the bookstore cafe. Here's an idea: Go 
pick through that trash can for someone's leftover biscotti, 
grab a few good books and walk out of that hideous 
store-right past the cash register-as if you owned the 
place. Finish reading this article on the way to your 
nearest direct action campaign.) 

The Camp Infrastructure 
For those who have never had the honor of working on 

a RRR organizing committee and don't live in a bioregion 
that is likely to host one anytime soon, I highly recom
mend showing up early enough to offer your hands to 
the collective effort. I was fortunate enough to get into 

continued on next page 
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Portland, Maine in time to assist in dumpstering food 
and collecting donations, help with local projects and 
party with the organizers before the stress and tension 
kicked in. 

From what I gathered, the folks who hosted the RRR came 
from different regions of the state and split up the essential 
tasks: finding a site; doing local, 
regional and national outreach; 

issues were represented at the gathering. States/bioregions 
represented were: Arizona, Midwest (Ohio,. Minnesota), Vir
ginia, New England (Maine, Rhode Island, Massachusetts), 
Cascadia, Canadian boreal forests, Vancouver Island, KatUah 
(Tennessee, North Carolina), South Florida and Wild Rockies 
(Montana, Wyoming). 

Issues and actions 

having a well-stocked camp 
kitchen, medic tent and childcare 
area; planning and facilitating daily 
workshops and events; and orga
nizing the post-camp action. The 
childcare and kitchen are particu
larly noteworthy, since both have 
been neglected or ignored elements 
of past EF! gatherings, which has 
caused legitimate controversy. 

The lack of a communal 

ranged a broad spectrum. From 
natural gas mines in the Rockies 
to natural · gas terminals off 
the coast of Maine ; from 
gentrification and displacement 
in South Florida to urban sprawl 
in Arizona; from deforestation 
by logging in Cascadia to defor
estation by air pollution in Ap
palachia; from fighting the Ku 
Klux Klan in the South tb fight
ing Olympic Ski Resoits in 
Canada. Trophy hunt sabotage, 
-fighting factory farms, opposing 
new roads, blockading timber 
sales, occupying abandoned ur-

kitchen or sufficient childcare 

The lack of a communal kitchen 
or sufficient child care is a great way 
to minimize the ability of people 
with families, or people who travel 
on low budgets or without personal 
automobiles, to participate fully or 

is a great way to minimize the 
ability of people with families, 
or peopl~ who travel on Jow 
budgets or without personal 
autdmobiles, to participate 
fully or at all. ban spaces, exposing high dioxin 

in rivers, indigenous solidarity, 
lockdowns against mountaintop 

at all. This might have worked out just fine for the handful of 
wannabe cowboys who started up this beautiful movement 
in the 1980s, but EF! has evolved and changed quite a bit since 
then. In several ways, it is coming from a more holistic and 
inclusive approach and the fact that we take care of each other 
and share more responsibilities is a good example of that. 
From what I can tell, such efforts have furthered the multi
generational participation of these gatherings. 

As far as the community kitchen went, there was a slight 
drawback in that we spoiled the few slackers who tended to 
sit around the snack table complaining that there wasn't 
enough soy milk for their third cup of coffee, which was 
necessary to sober them up after a hard night of drinking 
away the money that they sure as hell didn't contribute to 
the organizing fund (you folks know who you are, al
though I doubt you had the ambition to make it this far 
into the article) . But without question, the beauty of 
mutual aid exemplified by our kitchens, child care and field 
medics outshined the few jackasses who occasionally 
stumbled in the way. 

Workshops, Skillshares and Activities 
The schedule throughout the week was packed with 

stuff like: wild plant walks, action climbing, treesits, tri
pods, sexual consent discussions, song exchanges (props to 
the Hootenanny Songbook crew!), why cell phones suck, 
anti-oppression (confronting white supremacy and patri
archy), the Warrior Poets Society, a multigenerational EF! 
discussion, radical childrearing, a treasure hunt, cooking 
for large groups, sign language, alternatives to schooling, 
writing to political prisoners, community garden struggles, 
bicycle touring, a homebrew challenge, kicking fossil fuel 
addiction, mobilizing against the Republican and Demo
cratic Conventions and tons more. 

At the end of the week there was a regional roundup, giving 
folks a chance to find out what areas and environmental 
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removal, buffalo protection and fighting the telescope on 
Mt. Graham were among the campaigns mentioned. 

Wrap Up 
As of the last day at the RRR, a couple of things were left 

unresolved, one being that no Winter Rendezvous/ Activ
ist Conference location was decided on. Next, we did not 
raise enough money to offer an equal contribution to 
next year's RRR committee in the Northwest. And last, if 
anyone knows that person who was passed out drunk 
around the campfire at the final action planning meeting, 
the one who sat halfway up and tried to take a piss in the 
middle of the crowd, please tell him to save that level of 
boldness with his urine for sprinkling on the cops or the 
corporate/political elite. It just seemed like a complete 
waste trying to piss on the people who busted their ass to 
put an amazing rendezvous together. 

Hope to see y'all in Cascadia next Summer! 
For more information about the 2004 Maine RRR and 

ongoing campaigns in Maine, visit www.maineef.org. To 
listen to an audio file of the regional roundup, visit 
www.maine.indymedia.org. 

1For those who have not yet been to an Earth First! 
Rendezvous, check out the two articles from the 20th 
anniversary edition of the EF! Journal (November-Decem
ber 2000) for a more thorough-and hilarious-history of 
the gatherings.. 

Panagioti is a Greek-American anarchist who hopes to 
someday shed the second half of his ethnic identity, head for 
the olive-covered hills of Kalama(a and count himself 
among the rowdy ranks of the infamous Mediterranean 
rebels. In the meantime, he spends long, hot days fighting 
luxury condo development and nurturing tropical plant life 
on the coast of south Florida. His face was dripping in 
mango juice and avocado chunks the entire time he was 
writing this. 



Lobster Guts to LNG 
BY PANAGIOTI EVANGELOS TSOLKAS 

We were sitting around the campfire at the Round River 
Rendezvous (RRR), with the fog rolling in across the lake. A 
few folks from the Maine EF! crew had gone to scout out the 
site for the post-randy action, and we eagerly awaited their 
return. When they made it back, we crammed in around the 
fire to finalize the action plan. You know those late-night 
meetings where suddenly people realize that they don't know 
anything about the issue and everyone wants to argue about 
who goes first in the caravan? It took hours, but 
in time all- the questions were answered, 
everyone had rides and we had a great plan 
ready to go. 

Finally the day of.action came, and on 
July S, we descended en masse into the 
capitol city of Augusta, Maine. We threw a 
rowdy picnic in the backyard of Governor 
John Baldacci's mansion and declared our 
complete oppgsition to plans for a liquid 
natural gas (LNG) terminal off the coast of 
Maine. Such a terminal would destroy 
coastal ecosystems, further our depen
dence on fossil fuels from war-tom, Third
World countries and threaten coastal resi
dents with an explosion potentially larger 
than the nuke dropped on Hiroshima. 

After several years of successful local 
fights against these would-be'coastal di
sasters, the governor made an announce
ment on June P-the day before the RRR 
began-to push for the terminal to be built on the 
coast of Passamaquoddy tribal land. During the course of the 
gathering, local activists met with Passamaquoddy commu
nity members who confirmed their opposition, despite the 
corporate promise that this plan would bring much-needed 
economic resources to the reservation. The unanimous deci
sion amongst the Maine EF! crew was that this was an 
excellent opportunity to push the local momentum already 
against LNG past the not-in-my-backyard mentality to com
plete rejection and no compromise against these offshore 
time bombs. 

The action was composed of several self-organized affinity 
groups and a couple dozen active supporters, totaling about 
100 people. To start off, participants erected a 20-something
foot tripod in the governor's driveway. A woman quickly 
climbed to the top and hung a banner reading "Kick The 
Fossil Fuel Addiction: No LNG!" This was followed by an 
anonymous crew of righteous vandals, known as the Lobster 
Liberation Front, who proceeded to dump a couple hundred 
pounds of rotting lobster carcasses on the governor's door
step, porch and front yard. 

Before long, a dirty horde-ripe from a week of rustic 
camping-swelled in over the fences and up the driveway 

Post-Rondy Action 
and commenced an EF! family reunion picnic, including a 
nasty oil slick n' slide, a dumpstered donut food fight and 
other wild, wacky games that involved tromping around the 
well-manicured lawn. A squad of eco-radical cheerleaders 
even made a guest appearance, performing cheers to rally the 
rowdy reunion of rabble-rousers. Meanwhile, some unknown 
climbers managed to make the US flag atop the state capitol 
disappear, replacing it with a flag that read "No LNG Any
where." The Maine flag was raised from half staff to just under 
the "No LNG" flag. Sorry, Reagan. 

After an hour of the outdoor occupation, (which seemed 
to hold the governor captive to his own fear, 

as he stayed in the house the whole time, 
allegedly missing an afternoon movie 

with his son) the police rushed in with 
little warning. They arrested five folks 
on the ground, cut off support and 
communication to the tripod sitter 
and then arrested her after talking her 

into coming down. 
The jail support rally outside the police 

station was loud and inspiring. Inside, the 
arrestees maintained solidarity, and given 

the fact that the jail, like most every jail in 
this country, was already overcrowded, all six 

folks were released that day with minimal 
charges. Of course, the badass folks of Maine EF! 

already had a pro bono activist lawyer lined up, 
and all of us from outta town were confidently 
back on our own paths by the next day. 

Some Words on Post-Rondy Actions 
Post-RRR actions are my favorite part of EF! gatherings. 

They are an incrediple chance to put some of those new skills 
and inspiration that were acquired at the RRR into use. The 
actions also tighten new relationships and build solidarity 
with campaigns and activists in other bioregions. 

Since the first RRR that I participated in, I have always heard 
other folks complain about feeling "out of the loop" or ill
informed on the action plans, hence unsure if they really 
have the time or energy to participate. And since my first 
rondy, I've always felt like that excuse was a copout .. This is 
where our "actions speak louder than words," where "action 
is the antidote to despair." This is the stuff that the bumper 
stickers in the EF! merchandise catalog are made of. 

Post-rendezvous actions are where young, budding activ
ists often find the courage and motivation to kick some ass for 
the first time in a big grou~and then to go try this stuff at 
home. Plus a court date is a good excuse for another road trip. 
Yeah, it takes a little trust, and there will most always be a little 
uncertainty for security culture reasons, but give the local 
organizers some credit. When a rendezvous is as well put 
together as this year's was, it is a safe bet that the action will 
kick-ass too. And it did. 
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BY PucK 
ARTWORK BY BILLY 

"You'll see ... " Those ominous words were all that my 
Chicana friend would say to me after I told her that I was 
going to accept the position as an editor on the Earth 

more than the sum of our assigned races, social classes and 
genders, and if we're friends then we probably value each 
other for reasons irrespective of our backgrounds. So let's 
say that although you (you're s'tm imagining you're a 

person of color, right?) might feel slightly un
_comfortable with how white the crowd is at First! Journal collective. Up until I mentioned my 

plans, she had been talking about her experiences 
with racism in the forest defense scene. "Maybe 
it'll be different for you ... ," she trailed off, 
shrugging. But that's not what the look in her 
eyes told me. 

That was two years ago. Since then, most of 
the people of color I know who were once in 
the Earth First! movement have left-all 
citing reasons of racism within the scene. 
Recently, while I was contemplating 
whether or not to attend the Round 
River Rendezvous this year, I had a mo
ment of terrible clarity: I realized that 
while most of my friends of color have left 

aJ1Y given event, race isn't what you're think
ing of the most. You probably want to have 
a good time, do good work and not always 
be thinking about oppression and how much 
it sucks. 

But throughout the years you've had to 
deal with hearing from folks who you 
thought were your allies that ignorant brown 

people are overpopulating the planet, and 
that racism isn't as important to address as 

sexism or clearcutting. White kids talk about 
how they've rejected their privilege, yet 
boast incessantly about their grand "Third 

the scene in disgust, many of the men who :t::ct:t~~-k~:::o~f.it;c;;;J1l 
have sexually assaulted women and queer ..., 

World" adventures criss-crossing the 
globe. Some tell you that poor people of 
color should just escape the system by 
living in squats and eating trash. (Some folks are still up in the trees, writing press 

releases or lurking at basecamps. I wonder: 
What the tuck does that say about our scene? 

of us do, and often it's not voluntary.) 
..,,__ ~ As an isolated person of color in a 

I decided to attend the Rendezvous. Despite all of the 
sketchy experiences I've had, especially when it comes to 
race issues, I went because I still felt like I should be able 
to call this scene home if I want to. I've had to deal with 
racist shit at previous actions and gatherings, and I didn't 

white-dominated radical scene, you might 
also notice this: Out of the few images of people of color 
presented in anarchist and activist literature, the majority 
depict us as starving, being bombed, being incarcerated, or 
naked and holding a spear. Then if you dare to comment 

want to feel like those things had successfully 
pushed me out. So I decided to go a·nd say 
something about it and then (theoretically 
anyway) I wouldn't care if you all hated me 
or wrote me off, because if you only liked me 
when I was quiet then you never really had 
my back anyway. From the feminist struggle 
to queer liberation to anarchism, I know that 
nothing ever changes without a fight . I knew 
that if I just silently dropped out, then some 
other person of color would have to deal with 
the same shit again. So I got on a bus headed 
toward Ellsworth, Maine. 

I Dare You 
Consider what it might be like, being a person of 

color entering an enclave of almost exclu
sively white people. Hopefully, we all realize 
that "race" is a social construct, not a biologi
cal one. We realize that as individuals we are 
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on this or any other form of racism that mani
fests, you're obliged to have the same boring 

conversation about white supremacy and 
what it means to be a person of color in the 
US again. And usually the person you're 
talking to doesn't care nearly as much about 
your hurt feelings and frustration as about 
wanting to prove that you're wrong; they're 
not racist, and you're just oversensitive. 

More reasons to be wary of white-domi
nated groups: You are tokenized when it's 

convenient but ignored or contradicted when 
you share your experiences. Your insights and 

criticisms are rejected and blown off because 
you're "too angry and emotional." When you 

take a physical and emotional risk and con
front racism within a majority white 

• ..,. t".;~ of ~""(,...al,"to. group, you are shouted down by some 
,:~ "1\.\&-\ \)f . asshole bellowing" reverse racism." Imag

ine being left to fend for yourself while 
hordes of white people just watch. Now 



that you've dared talk to about race, people who you once 
thought were your friends only want to tell you about how 
oppressed they are individually by black people who are 
mean to them for living in all-black neighborhoods. 

Well, this is what happened to me at the Rendezvous, 
and I found myself wondering: In what way do these 
people-my supposed friends and comrades-support me 
at all? Why the fuck don't they do something to help? 

I wonder: Would it be okay with this same crowd if a 
rape survivor talking about her experiences with abuse 
and patriarchy was so brusquely interrupted by a barrage 
of defensive, arrogant men demanding, "Well, what 
were you wearing? You were probably asking for it, so 
shut up already." 

Sure, it's not just the Earth First! scene, or even the 
environmental movement. One doesn't have to look far in 
this world to find examples of white supremacy. It's so 
etched into the patterns of our lives, consciousness, lan
guage and habits that it can easily be taken for granted as 
normal. This is especially true in spaces that are all or 
mostly white. I've learned the hard way that as an institu
tion, white supremacy is just as present in "anti-racist" 
activist and anarchist circles as it is in the larger society. 
Even within the radical environmental movement, under
neath the sprinkling of "politically correct" liberal lan
guage about "valuing diversity," many white supremacist 
ideas and influences-inherited from the white bourgeois 
origins of the conservation movement, as well as xeno
phobes like Edward Abbey-continue to go unchallenged. 

Opportunists and Alliances 
If you splash pictures of naked brown people ("noble 

savage porn") on your anti-civilization leaflets, this does 
not at all make you a race traitor or an ally to people of 
color. Rather, this is a disgusting example of tokenism. Do 
you know that naked man's name? Do you care about 
justice for his descendants who are alive today? Are there 
indigenous people in your group who make decisions? Or 
did you just want to use that image of the naked brown 
man carrying .the spear for your own bizarre political 
purposes? It looks to me like more ofthe same old colonialist 
bullshit-more "fantasies of the Master Race." 

It's true that all of us living in North America have an 
enormous responsibility to support indigenous struggles 
for land and freedom, and we will all be better off when this 
land is returned to their care. So rather than hanging dream 
catchers in our vans or romanticizing the poverty of 
reservation life, let's fork out some fundraised money and 
other tangible support for the Native Youth Movement! 

Indigenous people are not the only people of color who 
are fighting against environmental destruction. We have 
allegiances to build in many of the most polluted, oppres
sive environments in the US and beyond. Frdm Los Angeles 
to Detroit to Miami, people of color are always organizing 
against the corporations who dump and burn toxic wastes 
in their neighborhoqds. Most people of color want clean 
water to drink, good organic food to eat, and beautiful 
forests, deserts and rivers to explore, and they would love 
to have time to contemplate all the grand philosophical 
questions of the day. continued on next page 

Resources for 
Challenging 

White Supremacy 

Dealing with Racism 
•www.whiteprivilege.com. An anti-racism educa

tion and activism resource published by the Monkeyfist 
Collective (monkeyfist.com). 

•Challenging White Supremacy, 2440 16th St, PMB 
#Z7S, San Francisco, CA 94103; (415) 64.7-0921; 
www.cwsworkshop.org. Anti-racist organizers work
/~llg for social change in the US by building mass-based, 
'!iin ulti-racial'grassroots movements led by radical activ
. ists of color. 

•www.activesolidarity.net. Anti-racism and move
...... · WJ:~~tl1&s a11? lil)l<s to various 

'>;,.'""'''"''''-" '"''""''' ... "··., and'Mn·racist·.gipups. 
People of Color, www.illegalvoices.org/ 

poe. A resource created by and for anarchist and anti
. thorit<ffi.~m people of color; a netwo:d< .of organizers 

n communities across the US that grew out of frustra
~ tion with the predominantly white radical movement 
~- ·''~rid subc-ultures. 

:,Multi-Cultural Environmental Resources 
•Insurrectionary Anarchists, www.geocities.com/ 

insurrectionary _anarchists. A Canadian and interna-
tional radical news resource, including indigenous, 
immigrant and prisoner information. Resources and 
updates for Native Youth Movement actions in Canada. 
, •Indigen,ous Environmental NefW:ork, POB 485, 

·tmemidji,MNS6619; (218) 751·4967;wW'W.ienearth.org. 
Environmental justice resource for indigenous com
munities throughout the Americas. 

·'zmes 
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It's insulting as hell when white people talk about 
ecological issues like they're Great White Secrets that 
people of color don't care about and can't understand. I 
bet that wherever you live-if you try-you can 

Next Time? 
A few folks who went to the Rendezvous have asked me: 

"What could we have done? How can we do things differ
ently next time?" For starters, you could create a space 

where marginalized people who call out shitty, 
find people of color organizing for a more just __ ...,.. __ oppressive behavior don't have to deal with a 
and sustainable Earth. 

Beyond Dumping Piss Buckets on 
Loggers 

I never got to have the discussion I 
wanted to during the Rendezvous: I was 
interrupted. Yes, I wanted to talk about 
my personal encounters with racism 
in the scene, but more than that, I ~ 
wanted to brainstorm ideas (especially ~ 
with people of color) about specific 
ways we could all fight for environ
mental justice and ecological preserva
tion by using direct action and grassroots 
community organizing. 

As environmental activists we choose 
campaigns to work on, corporations and 
politicians to target, allies to work with and 
issues to focus on. We decide who we reach 
out to, where we are based and how we frame 
our messages. Now, although some people can 
pull it off, most folks can't just quit their jobs, 
ditch their families and take off for days on end to 
hop a freight train to the old-growth forest defense cam
paign and dive dinner from the nearest dumpster. And if 
the race politics in the scene stay as they are now, why 
would anyone who isn't white want to join this fight? 

So seriously, if we're talking about fighting for freedom 
for everybody, cultivating global resistance and having 
ecological sustainability and autonomous decentraliza
tion, there's plenty of direct action environmentalism to 
do outside of rural, forested areas. The More Gardens! 
Project in New York City is a great example of an ecologi
cally-minded project that is based on multi-racial commu
nity organizing and civil disobedience. The whole campaign 
is about direct action-from growing food and establish
ing relationships with local people to 
challenging racist city policies and 
disobeying police. Organizing 
against such issues as water 
privatization-like the Water Al
lies Network does across the US-is 
a grand way to connect the horrors 
of capitalism to the murder of the 
planet and the absurdity of our 
unsustainable lifestyles. Genetic en-
gineering is another issue with the potential to bring 
people with different backgrounds together. 

We would also do well to destroy the stereotype of all 
environmentalists being white and middle class-because 
we aren't. However vehement our anti-capitalist or anti
consumerist rhetoric might be, we're all talk until we 
actively create campaigns that ally with working-class 
people and fight together for justice and a safe, healthy, 
thriving planet. 
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defensive and reactionary majority that uses 
the opportunity to attack and force a debate 
on their own terms. Again, would this be 
expected of a sexual assault survivor? Being 
an ally is not theoretical. Find the people 
who are doing good shit, and ask them how 
they need to be supported. 

Right now, I feel like going to the Rendez
vous and speaking out was a big fucking 
mistake. The whole ordeal makes .me feel 

- exhausted and terrible still. A few white ac-
tivists who were at the workshop have. since 

expressed sentiments like: "It was good 
for me to think about these things. It 
really challenged me." 

Throughout the weekend, I felt awful 
and was often close to tears. I couldn't just 

"be myself"-! had to always be on guard, 
waiting for the next ignorant comment and 
the next attack to refute. Meanwhile, most of 
my supposed allies stood around and dispas
sionately commented on how much my pain 

taught them. I couldn't help but feel like a lab animal who 
is being sliced open, stared at and prodded by scientists 
who remark coldly about how much there is to learn from 
my insides. Does this sound too harsh? Well, I try to 
appreciate where some of you might be coming from and 
understand that this might be new for you, but being 
treated like an abstract theory or a lab experiment and not 
a human who deserves respect leaves me feeling even 

more isolated and alienated. My suf
fering shouldn't have to be your 

lesson plan. 
Please do seek out resources 

that are out there for white 

' 

people to deal with racist so
cialization. It sucks having to 

[ 

talk about issues that often di-
~ rectly impact our lives-like 

•

... gentrification or immigration 
policy-on a purely theoreti
cal level with people who've 
never had to deal with these 
things themselves. It sucks 

/ worse when those same people 
~--.a. arrogantly insist that we're 

wrong about our understanding 
of the oppression that we live 

through and fight daily. 

Healing and Decolonizing 
The process of colonization is painful and dehumanizes 

both the oppressors and the oppressed. We all have so 
much healing to do. The dominant Western culture is 
killing the planet. We need to love the land, build real ties 



On July JO, Greenpe.ace activists and .First Nations 
from Canada and Alaska led a sea-based action against 

~ the,aquacu1ture intlustryin British Coh.tmbia, Canada. 
~. '',AC:ti,Vists called attention to the environmental destruc

tion caused by fish fanning in the Btoughton Archi-
" £~}ago bX floating a 60-foot banner re~ding, "Keep It 

Wild, No Jlish Farms/' by a set of fish farm pens. " 
In 2002, close to four million wild pink salmon died 

a{te.t contracting lethal levels of sea lice.from fish farms 
in the Broughton area. At the end of April of this year1 

wild juvenile pinks were seen with deaqly numbet§ of 
sea lice, btghet than in ,2002. Many ofthese small Hsb, 
had more than 60 lice. 

with and learn from people whose ways of life are more in 
tune with the Earth and are less oppressive to people. 

How will we able to do this if we're stuck in an insular 
scene, congratulating ourselves and pretending that noth
ing is wrong? We need to find ways to support each other, 
care for each other, rip off our blinders and talk frankly 
about the problems we face. 

I wrote this so that no one can pretend that racism in the 
movement isn't a big deal, or that nothing happened or 
that everything was resolved. Nothing has been 
resolved for me. I think that if any of you care about these 

''We arewatching a storm 
ens to wipe out our 
livelihooas in Alaska/'" presi
dent of the Klawock Cooperati,ve Association, an Alas
kan Nativ~ comrn,.erc,ial,tJ~~eri~~ ~oup:~hat P;articipated 
in the action. "Vj~ 'a/e ·iiiere~bask''alitanadtans to put a 
stop to this insanely risky enctegvm;." 

"What's happening inJhe - gh~~n?the erad~ca-
tion of a thajor wild sahnd'n ·· bound to happen on 

· the north coast towar Ee the BC and federal 
;~sh , fatro;s/' said 

west coast cam
expansion is 

the'entiie west 
.·# 

things, then you should freaking change things so that 
people of color don't keep leaving. After all, talk is just talk, 
right? Actions-whether it's setting fire to corporate head
quarters, putting your ass on the line in front of a logging 
truck, or deliberately choosing campaigns that ally with 
people of color and working class folks-are what matter in 
the end, not words. 

Puck is a freelance independent journalist and is part of 
theAnarchist People of Color movement. She was an editor on 
the Earth First! Journal collective and has been involved in 
forest defense campaigns and land struggles. 
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ARMtD WITM VISI9NS 
Goose Island Texas Park 

Live oaks 
that look like 

they've lived a thousand years 
weep and reach for the sky 

in one triumphant, tangled sweep. 

On the beach 
laughing gulls celebrate life's comedy 
while wintering pintails 
huddle in the slivers of coast 

not fumed with--oil. 

Mockingbirds 
everywhere with their stop sign tails 
greeters in the campground 
where phoebes keep a quiet eye 

seeing just as much. 

Cool on my feathery bag 
I wake hourly to watch 

the stars wheeling me around 
and in the morning vultures return 
reminding me that 
for all the changes humans have made 

life is still pretty much the same. 

-Jenny McBride 

Silver King Creek and 
Lower Fish Valley 

Moon's ripe crescent 
thins west ridge silhouettes: 

scarp shine-
Bark-yi p coyotes yarp-howl 

coming down, switch 
back scree slides 

crossing boulder slopes 
scattering yip, yarp, yarl 
streak aspen camouflage 

snow brush thickets 
cascade granite ledges 

weave pine-sage brush 
across grass meadow 

runs prey down 
encircling 

mana! 

Manifest! 
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Calls crack crisp air! 
Crest line crags break light! 

Yapping, yars, yar~yar~yar~yarp~yarp~yarp~ 
Yeeeoooowwwrrrrllllllllls--

Ritual spiral coursing 
the beat of the heart 

the chant of the breath 
clamp teeth kil,l! 

Renewal aria chorusing 
yip~yip~yi~yar ~yar ~yar ~yarp~yarp~yarp~ 

Yeeeoooowwwrrrrlllllllllls-

Air-ice-clear-
Aspen! 

Pine! 
Breathe 

-Chris Olander 

,..,My Secret Fort,.., 
Here I sit in my Secret Fort 

trees to starboard, grass to port 
A speckled sun comes shining through 

a roof of leaves moist with dew 
From outside, it's just a bush 

but.. give the secret door a push 
and .. inside, you'll find waiting there 

a secret table, and secret chair 
a place to sit, and watch the birds 

or search my mind for secret words 
and gaze out over secret pond 

to snow capped mounta ins far beyond 
read the paper, drink a cup 
go and fill my senses up 

Just make sure when all is done 
my Secret Fort stays known to one! 

-joey racano 



... CLtAR A5 CUT <iLA55 dr 
JU5 T A5 DAN<itR9U5 . .'. 

Remedy in Olympia 
There was Judi, there was Julia, 
and now there's Redwood Remedy. 
Take care, my wild friend, 
beware Maxxam and their assassins, 
remember Gypsy, Judi and Darryl. 

I see you far on up your trail, 
an honored Elder of the Tribe, 

and, I pray that I see true. 

I put your posters everywhere 
in and, around Oly town 
(and even by a federal tree 
on a Forest Disservice bulletin board), 
and we all came out to see you, 
back at your ·o]d bookstore. 
You gave us the real news 

alL ~i7hts use~11ed to the authozs 

Se>td poems to 

Wanio~ ?:>oets Societ'( 

?:>OB 14501 

Be~kele'f, CA 94712-5501 

East Neck 
This morning the field 

is full of trucks, 

tractor trailers with 

pieces of a house soon 

to stand where last year 

there was forest . 

This morning the turtle who 

spent the week laying eggs 

in the sand beside the road 

I ies crushed on the pavement, 

eyes open, still breathing and 

just yards down the road, of the ter roris! war against the Earth, 
bigger by far than all the news 
in the Sunday- morning papers. 

the squirrel has already died. 

You cried and so did we These are the first signs. 

as we watched your Earth First! video, 
and hearq the moaning agony 
of the ancient falling trees. 
I thought of creatures great and small, 
the screaming songs of harpooned whales, 
the mournful howls of the last wolves, 
and the cries of a billion babies 

We leave the earth a cleared place, 

spaces where the woods were, 

spaces where the turtles were, 

what becomes of the world, 

with us in it. 

on a hot and dying world . 
I will move the beautiful bodies 

into a woods of their own. 

Thanks for all your remedies, 
you and Wren and the strong sisters 
of the North Coast woman warriors. 
Thanks to the Elders and X'ers, Y and Z'ers, 
the treehuggers and treesitters 
and treebards and treebeards, 

the hobbits in the land of Mordor 
and rebels in the New World Order. 

(Let's put those words together
we're in the New World Mordor!) 
We'll dance to Joules Graves and Liarbird 
and Sisters of the Revolution, 
we'll sing when monkeywrenchers 
stop the jack-the-ripper log trucks 
that roar all day on West Bay Drive, 
we'll break on through the wildest summer 
since the fabled summer of'68, 

and then we'll all come home 
and dance around the fire again

Earth Tribe, rock on to the end! 

- Craig Oare 

-Gary Lawless 

6/22/04 
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From Atheist to .Treehugger 
BY } EAN EISENHOWER 

It began with a Douglas fir tree. I think. I've never had a 
mind for details like scientifically-agreed-upon names for 
things, so I had to call the US Forest Service seven years later, 
when I first wanted to write this story, and ask the ranger what 
the dominant tree was on Oregon's Humbug Mountain. 

Earlier that Summer, in 1986, I heard an activist teasingly 
call another activist a treehugger. I'd heard that term used 
derogatorily about a fanatical, off-balanced sort of person, 
who would defend trees over even the plight of humans. 
These men, however, seemed to enjoy the word. 

A few weeks later, as I hiked the trail, watching my long
legged partner disappear beyond a bend, I wondered if that 
word meant anything literal, whether anyone actually did 
hug trees for any purpose? 

As soon as I'd articulated that question, I heard a stunning 
response from a nearby tree, Why don't you try it? 

I might as well have banged my head into a low-hanging 
branch by the way I stumbled in my heavy-booted stride. 
This forest is alive! 

Of course, I knew already that on one level the forest was 
aliv~, but this new level was an absolute shock to my reality, 
and I nearly cried out. 

Not wanting to see anything different or hear anything 
more, I turned sideways on the path and looked at 
the trees standing there. My face, I imagine, be
trayed my dread and probably a hint of submis
sion-for what else can you do in 
the face of such a thing? Submis-
sion would be the only rational re-
sponse, tonotfightwhatyoucannotchange. 

Still, I imagined the goofiest stereotypes 
of New Age people and thought, Please, I 
don 't want to be like that. 

A gentle part of me cajoled: If 
I was truly a good empirical ratio
nalist, then I couldn't ignore my 
perceptions just because I didn't 
like the corollaries. 

I had to agree, but I didn't like it. My heart was 
sick that I might have to give up my tough, 
proud, cynical atheism. 

Defenseless, I accepted that I would do this 
thing, but I didn't want it made worse by 
someone coming around a bend and catch
ing me in the act. The. campground below 
wasn't crowded, and it was mid-afternoon, 
so most folks would have finished taking 
their morning walks and be back at camp, 
relaxing in their folding chairs before mak-
ing dinner. It was unlikely that my part
ner would come back down the trail to 
find me, since he loved his solitude 
as much as I love mine today. 
1 should be safe. 
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As soon as I'd imagined hugging a tree for real-no longer 
a concept, but now as a real physical act-I noticed that the 
roots of the trees were all humped hugely out of the ground 
and sloped steeply up into the trunk. It would be very difficult 
to get near one. It was impossible. I was saved. 

But I'd demonstrated my empirical open-mindedness, and 
that was the important thing, I thought. Like Abraham about 
to slay Jacob, I wouldn't really have to do the dreadful thing, 
only prove my willingness. Relieved, I made a vow then and 
there not to be so cynical about issues of Spirit, and I turned 
to resume my walk, humbled and wiser. Then I saw tpat the 
tree directly in f!ont of me displayed a perfectly-level, stair
step-height root that met the trunk at a neat right angle, 
making my task extremely easy to accomplish. I was stunned. 
(foday, I wonder, Did that tree shape-shift? and Just how flexible 
is this reality, anyway?) 

The challenge had returned, and I had no out. With a 
sinking heart, one last glance down the trail and a prayer for 
privacy, I stepped up onto the root and hoped it wouldn't take 
too long. My logical mind also wondered how I'd know 
whether whatever happened wasn't just my imagination. 
This is just a test, I told myself, an empirical experiment. 

I reached my arms around the trunk as far as I could and 
embraced half its girth. I adjusted my stance, relaxed my torso 
against the trunk and stretched my arms a bit more. My 

fingers found holds a little farther around as I leaned my 
face close to the cool roughness. I wondered again how 

much time would constitute a fair test. 
Before I had completed my first ex

halation, my reality was broken more 
thoroughly than it had ever been bro

ken before. A waterfall of crystalline light 
fell through me, dissipating something like radio static 
that I'd never known was in me until it was gone. In 

its place was emptiness, 
breath, wonder, beauty, si
lence, blessing, awe. A h .... 

Tilting my face to the sky, 
I saw the yellow light beyond 

the silhouette-black fir needle 
clusters, spaced with perfection, each 

about its work of gathering sunlight. Look
ing at the bark, I saw the mute presentation of 

Mother Nature in this ancient tree. 
I stepped down carefully, then backward, watching 

the trees and raising my hands into the classic prayer 
gesture beneath my chin, grateful for a healing I 

never knew I needed. Slowly I bowed, wondering 
where this experience would take me. 

Jean Eisenhower worked to protect Mt. Gra
ham and did media work for the Judi Bari v. 

FBI trial. A writer, artist and semi-hermit 
in the desert of Cochise County, Ari

zona, she succumbed to the Mystery 
and now communes with mes
quites and oaks. 



Cja.tztt fl. Bennett 

~emem6e'led 
BY jOE CARMICHIEL 

Friends of the wild places lost a tireless 
and committed ally on May 21 when Gary 
A. Bennett of Penfield, New York, succumbed 
to a long illness. A lifelong outdoorsman 
and activist, Gary found creative ways to 
enjoy and protect the wilderness through
out his· life. 

I fjrst 'met Gary at college in the 1980s. I 
was an· idealistic teenager and Gary was a 30-
sonietping who, sick of the work-a-day life, 
returned to school to study geology. Already 
a veteran environmental campaigner, he in
troduced me to the world of environmental 
activism and ~o the notion, as radical as it 
seemed at the time, that all species share the same basic 
rights. To support these ends, he spent his time in peaceful 
direct action and protests against the corporate greed that 
was destroying the wilderness. By the end of that year, 
Gary was even proud to have been arrested for peacefully 
protesting the clearcut logging of old-growth forests in the 
West. He ~ent me a post card with a smiley face on it from 
the Arapahoe County Jail in Colorado. 

Whether floating down the Amazon looking for pink 
river dolphins, hiking down a trail into the Grand Canyon 
or sipping moonshine from a sugarcane still in the rainforest, 
Gary always remained genuinely amazed at the plants, 
animals and people that make the wild places their home. 

His selfless fundraising and advocacy work benefited 
many of his favorite groups, including the Adirondack 

Mountain Club, Earth First!, The Maine Woods Project and 
many others. In the last years of his life, he dedicated 
special effort to helping homeless and abused pets. He 
wanted people to remember him by supporting organiza
tions like those mentioned above, and especially BestFriends 
~nimal shelt~r of Kanab, Utah (bestfriends.org). 

The next time you are hiking down an Adirondack trail, 
or staring up at the rim of the Grand Canyon (another of 
Gary's favorite places), or if you happen to hear the 
wilderness call out to you in the form of a coyote howl in 
the night, remember Gary Bennett. Remember Gary and 
people like him, who believe that wilderness is the essen
tial spirit of the Earth. Remember them if only because 
they are right, and they had the guts to speak up for the 
animals throughout their lives . 



In July, 500 indigenous people from across the Americas converged in Ecuador to share their experiences and struggles 

BY AGAVE 

It's about 5:30 a.m. and I want to sleep some more-but 
my roommates, Kichwa indigenous compafleros-have started 
a good-natured chatter while getting up and gathering their 
bedding off the fiber mats we sleep on. I arise in pre-coffee 
grogginess and follow the flow of people up the stairs to the 
rooftop terrazzo, where this morning's ceremony has begun. 
We are about 100 people in the hazy, Andean dawn light; the 
city of Quito sprawls out below us while a Bolivian Aymara 
man performs a coca leaf ceremony to usher in the day. 

It's the Second Continental Summit of Indigenous Pueb
los and Nationalities, held July 22-25 in Ecuador's capital 
city of Quito. Five hundred people from across Abya Yala 
(the Americas) have converged to share their experiences 
and struggles and develop a unified indigenous front. The 
summit is held in a monastery. While nuns fuss and cluck 
over breakfast, I take in the colorful and intricate vestments; 
there's also a fair number of indigenous people in jeans and 
baseball caps, or sporting cell phones. 

One pivotal theme of the Indigenous Summit is that of 
lands, territories and natural resources, which I follow with 
interest. The moderator of this working group speaks of an 
"Ecological Debt" that the US and other consumption
heavy "First World" countries owe to Latin America: The 
environmental destruction caused by industrial production, 
overconsumption and the production of greenhouse gases 
has created an unequal exchange between the North and the 
South in terms of sustainability. This concept of an ecologi
cal debt directly references the external debt that Southern 
governments pay, which cripples national economies and 
contributes to chronic poverty. Further along in the presen
tation, Rudolfo Recap of Guatemala makes the point that 
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"territory" is a Western concept nonexistent in the tradi
tional worldview of his people, the Maya. Their pre
Columbian conception oflands was that of a single territory, 
unmarred by national borders. 

Commentary from Aldo Gonzalez, a Zapotec man from 
Oaxaca, highlights for me a major underlying debate within 
the Indigenous Summit. He says that entering the fight for 
intellectual property rights is a trap-" property" is a West
ern concept that if accepted, negates traditional cultural 
beliefs. He states, "The concept of property is not of indig
enous people-we are not proprietaries of plants or animals. 
Rather, we belong to and are guardians ofliving things in the 
natural world, and as such, cannot sell them." Viewpoints 
within the summit are characterized by both a struggle by 
indigenous people to assert autonomy-by developing sys
tems of governing based on cultural traditions, designed by 
their own pueblos or nationalities-and on the other hand, 
an effort to reform the dominant system, working to better 
their lot within it. 

Throughout the discussion, privatization comes up time 
and again-! keep hearing mention of environmental 
groups taking over natural preserves to commodify the 
resources available there. Disturbing. I decide to conduct a 
little research. 

The Indigenous Summit was in part a prelude to the First 
Social Forum of the Americas, held in Quito July 26-30. The 
Social Forum is a grand-scale event-nearly 8,000 people are 
in· town to participate over four days. Listings for the 
multitude of seminars alone fill 20 pages of the SO-page 
schedule of events. On the 26th, I'm at the "Alternative 
America Fair," part of the Social Forum, marking the differ
ences from the Indigenous Summit. For one, it's more 
commercialized. Scores of green tents showcase artesanfa 



(traditional crafts) from all over; there are also books, infor
mation booths, fair trade chocolate, vegetarian food and the 
like. The number of panel discussions, testimonials and 
seminars are flat-out overwhelming. I decide to follow the 
indigenous and environmental threads. 

In the first conference of the event, entitled "Indigenous 
Pueblos and the Construction of Another America," 
Humberto Cholango of the Ecuarunari states that, "change 
is not just a problem of indigenous people." Rather, people 
have to work in coalition to achieve social change. For 
example, the Ecuarunari is part of a triumvirate of organiza
tions in Ecuador that has maneuvered strategically for 
several decades to achieve considerable influence upon the 
politics of the nation-up to a complete regime change in 
the uprising of 2000. Indeed, indigenous movements in 
South America look upon successes in Ecuador as an ex
ample and inspiration for Native peoples of the continent. 
Cholan,go promotes the reformist point of view: "In this 
process of constructing a new America, we need to partici
pate actively in government." 

In the course of the summit and forum, I get to know 
Alfredo Luna, a biologist. I meet with him to better under
stand the reCl,liring theme of privatization in the name of 
preservation. He passes me a number of documents, includ
ing one entitled, "Water: Together We Can Take Care of It!" 
On the surface,. it appears to promote the conservation of a 
complex of natural, protected areas north of Quito-nearly 
2.5 million acres com-
posed mostly of paramo, The 
or high-altitude Andean environmental 
steppe. These areas con- d 
tain a rich variety of flora estruction caused by 
and fauna, including en- industrial production 
dangered species such as 

"environmental services"-that is to say, water from nature-
to local and neighboring populations, leaving them excluded 
from their own land. Basic laws of economics would dictate 
that to preserve a diminishing resource, the price should be 
raised. But should water, a basic human need, cost more to 
those who cannot afford it? Should water ever be subject to the 
laws of the market and meted out by a private entity? 

Ecuador is also the stage for a new "Biodiversity Law," 
proposed legislation that would open protected areas to 
multiple use, authorize infrastructure projects within them, 
and turn their management over to private entities through 
a fund that includes public moneys. Negotiating this pro
posed law are not transnational corporations, as one would 

expect. In this model, 
environmental non
governmental organi
zations like TNC 
become the "techni
cal experts," or inter
mediaries, to the 

l global market. 
0 
~ Waterprivatization 
~ is a global issue and 
~ crisis we all face--af-
"' il 
" ,c 

i 
~· 
c 
~ 

~ 
" 

ter all, water is life. 
Joseph Stiglitz, former 
vice president of the 
World Bank, has 
stated, "The next 
world war will be 

~ aboutwater." As fresh-
~ water resources be-

the Andean condor. 
Around these zones also 
live nearly 800,000 in
habitants, with several 
thousand within the ac
tual protected ar~as. These 
populations include 40 
indigenous communities 
that practice ways of life 
that fall between subsis
tence agriculture and the 
cash economy, raising 

and overconsumption has created 

an unequal exchange between the 

North and the South in terms of 

corn scarcer and the 
global population 

continues to grow, scenarios such as this 
one in Ecuador will continue to be repli
cated around the globe. 

Resistance to the privatization of water 
is also global, and indigenous people have 
been at the forefront. In Bolivia in 2000, a 
united front of campesinos (peasant farm
ers), indigenous people, students and citi
zens in the city of Cochabamba raised a 
ruckus when Bechtel, one of two major 
players in the global water market (the 

sustainability, and the US and other 

consumption-heavy countries owe 

Latin America an "Ecological Debt." 

dairy cattle and growing traditional crops. 
Hydrologically speaking, paramos are vast sponges, trans

fusing water from permanent mists into the sloping ground, 
where it eventually drains into hundreds of streams and 
rivers-including those that provide drinking water to 
Ecuador's growing capital city of Quito. In the name of 
preserving these watersheds, The Nature Conservancy (TN C), 
funded by USAID, has produced a plan to "clean up" land 
tenancy in and around these areas while simultaneously 
assessing the monetary value of hydrological resources 
within them. In this plan, a raise in consumer water prices 
would fund aii undefined private entity and give it the 
authority to manage these reserves, including controlling 
access to them. 

The TNC's plan places private organizations such as their 
own in control of natural protected areas in order to sell 

other being Suez), tried to privatize the 
municipal water supply in accordance with the structural 
adjustment policies of the World Bank. In a popular uprising 
lasting four months, rioting citizens filled the streets, traffic 
was stopped for four straight days and several government 
and water buildings were damaged and burned. When the 
tear gas finally cleared, some 150 people were left dead as a 
result of military and police violence. 

It appears that the global water wars have already begun, 
and here in Latin America, where people and land have been 
so tremendously exploited for over 500 years, resistance is
simply put-a matter of life or death. 

TNC's plan to take over Quito's water supply does not 
stand alone in terms of the global scenario. Conservation 
International (CI), another biggie in the international 
"conservation" scene, has done similar work in Chiapas, 

continued on next page 
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Nuclear Waste, Gold 
and Land Theft in Newe Sogobia 

BY LISA 

On July 7, President Bush signed into law the Western 
Shoshone Distribution Bill, the latest chapter in a long history 
of indigenous land theft. The bill authorizes the US govern
ment to pay the Western Shoshone Nation $145 million for 
24 million acres of land in Nevada, despite heavy opposition 
by the majority of Western Shoshone tribal governments. 

The Shoshone land, Newe Sogobia in the Shoshone lan
guage, has been occupied by the tribes for thousands of 
years, and the Western Shoshone Nation holds official title 
to 60 million acres via the Ruby Valley Treaty of 1863. The 
US government has ignored that fact for decades, illegally 
using Shoshone land for nuclear, mining and ranching 
interests against the will of the tribes. In 1979, the US 
proposed to buy the land for 15 cents an acre, but the 
Shoshone refused. The new distribution bill simply disre
gards Shoshone opposition-granting them the 1979 
amount, plus interest-in order to escalate the exploitation 
of Newe Sogobia. 

Dump Your Waste and Rob the Resources 
The Nevada nuclear test site was developed on Western 
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Shoshone land in the early 1950s and was used for full-scale 
nuclear detonations until 1992, severely irradiating local 
communities. In February 2002, the Bush administration 
officially designated Yucca Mountain, also located within 
the treaty boundaries, as the repository for all the nation's 
nuclear waste. Bechtel has been ·awarded a $1.2 billion 
contract to build the facility. 

The Western Shoshone, scientists and other coJ?_cerned 
citizens have opposed the Yucca Mountain project since it 
was first propos~d in the late 1970s. Geological and hydro
logical features of the area make it highly unsafe for the 
storage of nuclear waste. There are also concerns about the 
effects of radiation on nearby populations and possible 
accidents during transportation of the waste. 

Disregarding significant evidence of dangers as well as 
the illegality of using the land, the US government is 
pushing through with the waste repository project. The 
Bush administration has also hinted at resuming nuclear 
weapons testing on Shoshone lands, despite strong inter
national opposition. 

Newe Sogobia is also rich in mineral deposits. A 1999 report 
by the US Geological Survey called it the "number one 
investment opportunity" for extraction companies. Ten 

'l flash back to an evening of inter- • 
' Cultural entertainment during the ! 

, Indigenous Summit. A group of men 
' and women from Nampa, Per61 per~ 
form a solemn circular dance. They 
are · wearing clothes with neon em

broidery and rows of decora
tive buttons, shawls with bits 
of mirror sewn onto them and. 
tall headdresses of long tan 
feathers. The men carry in their· 
left hands a drum, in their right 
hands an Andean panpipe held 
to their lips. 

ThemusicishaWlting, a slow 
steady rhythm and low wood
windtones.Eachmanplaysonly ~ 
every other note-the music as 

. a whole is comprised of all these 
individual saunds put together. 
For me, this symbolizes the in

JUly digenous way.ofintegrated liv
Ing With each other and the Earth. ; 
rer~aps it may also symbolize ·how 
global resistance can be built. 

Agave is an autonomous journalist 
from Tucson, Arizona, who is traveling · 
in South America. 



percent of the world's gold production (two-thirds of US 
production) occurs on Western Shoshone land. The US has 
awarded mining contracts to Barrick, Placer Dome, Newmont, 
Kennecott and Marigold multinational companies. 

A new privatization scheme currently in Congress, HR 
2869, would award yet another mining contract to Placer 
Dome. The proposed contract for Mt. Tenabo-a sacred 
mountain in Crescent Valley, Nevada-is expected to yield 
seven to eight billion dollars in revenue for the company. 

Nevada legislators are also trying to develop the many hot 
springs located on Western Shoshone treaty lands for geo
thermal energy production. Federal bill HR 2772 would 
open up the area to massive geothermal production, grant
ing preliminary subsidies to the energy industry with the 
option to convert energ}\leases into mineral claims. 

' 
Another Lousy Deal 

All of these actions by the 
US goyernment and multi
national companies are de
grading and poisoning the 
land of the W.estem Sho
shone. They ·are also com
pletelyillegal. Now, with the 
passage of the distribution 
bill, the US is tr}ring to termi
nate all Shoshone claims to 
24 million acres of Newe 
Sogobia by "buying" it. 

has the constitutional right 
to individualize Western 
Shoshone assets without 
Western Shoshone tribal 
concurrence." 

As many as 10,000 West
ern Shoshone could be en
titled to payment. However, 
some have said they will 
not accept the money be
cause doing so would sug
gest that they accept the 
legislation robbing them of 
their land. 

Based OJ). a straw poll com
pleted by a handpicked 
group of Shoshone, the Bush 
administration claims that 
the "vast majority" of people 
in the Western Shoshone 
tribes want to sell the land. 

Western Shoshone people are prepared to fight against a buy-out of 
millions of acres of their land, which Bush authorized in July 

"I 'm not going to sell my 
dignity, my spirituality, my 
culture. No way," said Car

rie Dann, a traditional tribal member. Tribal leaders call the vote a sham, and even the Bureau of 
Indian Affairs has not validated the results. 

"A fraud is a fraud," said Western Shoshone National 
Councilmembe""r Raymond Yowell. "The [people] who pushed 
for this money are not members of any federally recognized 
council and have no authority to speak on behalf of the 
Western Shoshone nation. The Nevada legislators and the 
Bush administration have been well-advised of this fact." 

Six members of Congress attached a dissenting view to the 
legislation, arguing that the administration did not prove 
that a majority of Shoshone support the distribution. In fact, 
eight resolutions opposing it have been passed by various 
Western Shoshone governing bodies, representing more than 
70 percent of the Western Shoshone population. In addition, 
the National Congress of American Indians, the United 
Nations and Amnesty International are against the bill. 

The US government claims that the original Ruby Valley 
Treaty was invalidated by the so-called "gradual encroach
ment" of miners who squatted the land during the 1800s, 
but this justification cannot be upheld legally. 

The tribes believe that the legislation may be unconstitu
tional due to the fact that the funds will be distributed 
amongst individual members of Western Shoshone tribes. 
Tom Leubben, an attorney for the Yomba Shoshone tribe, 
claims that "there is a legal issue, which is whether Congress 

Dann claims that the government has stolen and ex
ploited more than 60 million acres of Newe Sogobia across 
Nevada, California, Utah and Idaho, and a lawsuit challeng
ing past land seizures is currently before the US District 
Court in Washington, DC. 

Yowell echoes her sentiments. "What this bill does is give 
[the US government] an out," he said. "Now they can say that 
they paid the Shoshone for their land. I cannot be a part of it." 

Unfortunately, many Shoshone will probably accept the 
payments, but tribal authorities still refuse to recognize the US 
government's claim to the land. "The fight is not over," said 
Yowell. "Individuals cannot sell out a nation, and the bill, 
although a threat politically, does nothing to change our 
inherent rights or our treaty rights .... We will use the Treaty of 
Ruby Valley to stop Yucca Mountain and to protect our lands." 

Elders and traditional tribal members won't give up, be
cause they cannot. "As Western Shoshone, we have been 
fighting for many years to simply remain who we are
Western Shoshone," said Dann. "The Earth is our mother and 
land provides us with life, like the water and the air. To take 
this land from us will be to lead us into a spiritual death." 

For more information, contact the Western Shoshone 
Defense Project, POB 211308, Crescent Valley, NV 89821; 
wsdp@igc.org; www.wsdp.org. 
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l Utah Heats Up 
... Uta}1)ias been a hotspot 

~lor~ Fl3f' concern this Sum
·~er-· after a slew of Earth 
aiht Ahimal Liberation 

.. @LF and ALF) ac-
_;fook place there 

with1n a span of three 
months. Since the inci
dents, there has been only 
one arrest. To makE: mat
ters worse for the feds, the 
2004 Total Liberation 
Tour's bands and speakers 

performed in Salt Lake City on July 17. 
On June 14, the ELF targeted a lumberyard in West 

Jordan . According to a communique received by the ELF 
press office: "Stock Building Supply ... was targeted 
because it has ignored several warnings to repair [its] 
forklifts ... [which] put out far more pollutants than 
average diesel engines .... If the consequences of early 
Monday morning are what it takes to bring their negli
gence to the attention of the media and the people of the 
world, then it is well worth it.. .. If you build it, we will 
burn it! Stop destroying Mother Earth." 

The arson inflicted $1.5 million in damage to Stock 
Building Supply, in the fourth action claimed by the ELF 
this year. 

Less than a month later, a fire was set in an empty barn 
at Brigham Young University's (BYU) Ellsworth Meat 
and Livestock facilities in Provo. The fire damaged two 
tractors and a nearby building, inflicting more than 
$30,000 in damage. 

In the past few months, the ALF has claimed responsi
bility for two other actions at BYU facilities . On May 17, 
the ALF rescued doves, rabbits and finches from the 

,. 
In response tow hat it characteri-zes as a'hlncrease in 

"vio1ent rheto.tic and tactics," the FBI lias<requested 
that Congress expand the 1992 Animal .Bnterprlse 
Terrorism Act ~(AETA). In a May stat~ent to the 
Senate Judiciary Committee, the FBI and federal pros
ecutors spedfically cited the diffiCulty of using AETA 
to prpsecute Stt>p Huntingdon Animai Gruelty activ
ists as a reason for the changes .. · 

The US HouseofRepresentatives iS curref!tlY considering 
BR 4454, the 11Eroterrorism Prevention Act," in comn1it
tee. The legislatioi;l, introduced by Washington Repxesen
tative George Nethercutt, would, among other things: 

• expand the AEtA to include destructive acts against 
plant enterprises, such as agricultural centers 
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Ellsworth Farm lab. Two weeks later it sabotaged ve
hicles, spilled chemicals and sprayed graffiti on walls 
and equipment. No one was injured in these actions. 

Harrison David Burrows, 18, has since been arrested for 
the arson action and is under house arrest in West Vir
ginia pending a September 27 trial. Burrows allegedly 
confessed to setting the fire as well as past ALF actions. 
According to an FBI affidavit, Burrows called a local 
television station and claimed the arson for the ALF. The 
FBI alleges that a search of his house turned up ppysical 
evidence including a birdcage taken from the farm. 

Burrows was first questioned when he and a companion 
were seen watching the fire while on a walk. He faces the 
charge of destroying property by fire, which can carry five 
to 20 years in prison. He has pleaded not guilty. 

Not to be deterred by increased federal surveillance 
and repression, the Total Liberation Tour pulled up to 
perform at BYU mere days after the ALP's most recent 
action. The performance included speakers from Stop 
Huntingdon Animal Cruelty, Crimethinc. and other 
liberation groups. Jakob Nyberg, who helped put to
gether the Utah ·show, said that organizers held it at a 
public library because venue owners in other cities had 
been intimidated by police and FBI agents. 

Even though the FBI claims that it didn't send agents 
to monitor the Total Liberation Tour event, Ray Mey, 
supervisor of the FBI's Joint Terrorism Task Force, said 
"The increase in [ELF and ALF activity] may be tied to the 
planned stop," which he claimed would feature top 
leaders of both the ELF and ALF. 

The combination of underground actions with public 
educational events, like the Total Liberation Tour, cre
ates an aboveground base of support, without which 
underground actions and cells wouldn't be able to sur
vive. The aboveground support networks are essential to 
help those arrested by the government. 

Oscar wants the ALF to liberate him from the Journal office. 



Treehuggers Gone Wild 
In Europe, a new environmental group called Fuck for 

Forest is off to a great start in its efforts to raise awareness 
and funds for forest defense. During a Cumshots concert in 
Oslo, Norway, two Fuck for Forest members had sex on 
stage, imploring the crowd, "How far are you willing to go 
to save the world?" 

Although the tuckers, Tommy Hoi Ellingsen and Leona 
Johansson, raised $14,677, no environmental groups 
were \Villing to accept the money. Norway's Rainforest 
Foundation refused the donation because it came from 
an illegal activity. "I cannot see that this helps the work 
for the rainforest," explained Lars L0vold, head of the 
foundation. The World Wildlife Fund rejected a dona
tion offer more kindly, citing policy restrictions and 
wishing Leona anq Tommy the best of luck. 

Despite criticism by mainstream environmental groups, 
Fuck for Forest will continue in its work using sexuality to 
raise money for nature. "The goal is to take over the entire 
commercial porn industry and transfer all the money to 
protection of the environment," Ellingsen said. 

As a show of international solidarity, the fucking Earth 
First! Journal would be more than fucking willing to 
accept a fucking donation from the group. 

Frozen Dogs 
The town council of Superior, Colorado, a suburb of 

Boulder, is considering selling unwanted prairie dogs as 
frozen food. The town says that the native prairie dogs 
are overgrazing a federally pro-
tected wetlands system, 
which was built by the 
Rock Creek neighbor
hood to make up for 
all the wetlands de
stroyed by the develop-
ment. In addition, Rock 
Creek residents complained 
that the prairie dogs have been bur
rowing into people's manicured lawns. 

Animal rights activists and prairie dog 
sympathizers, who have repeatedly protested 
the trapping and legal poisoning of the animals, 
are pressuring the council to leave the prairie 
dogs as they are. Activists point out that the 
prairie dog population has already been greatly 
reduced by development, and overgrazing due to 
predator loss is also the result of development. 

In the past, prairie dogs have been relocated to 
other counties, but no county will accept any more. 
If the current plan is adopted, the frozen dogs 
would go to rehabilitation centers for prairie dog 
predators, which begs the question of whether 
predators who become accustomed to eating fro
zen food are really likely to improve their chances 
of surviving in the wild. 

Illegal Birdsongs 
To overcome traffic noise in cities, urban nightingales 

have to sing louder to find mates. In fact, the birds can 
sing up to 14 decibels louder, according to a recent study 
by the Free University of Berlin. 

This is becoming a problem in Europe, where labor 
regulations forbid exposing workers to sounds louder 
than 87 decibels without ear protection. The nightingales 
have been reported to sing at up to 95 decibels. 

The UK Royal Society for the Protection of Birds does 
not think that this is a problem, however. "Breeding 
levels for some birds is lower close to roads," said the 
society's spokesperson. Therefore it is a good sign that the 
birds are increasing their volume to attract mates. 

Walking DNA Robots ... Not Kidding 
In May, the New Scientist reported that New York Univer

sity chemists have successfully built a w~lking robot out of 
DNA. The robot consists of two strands of DNA, united in 
a double helix. The two strands act as the legs. 

Researchers hope to induce cells to assemble these tiny 
robots, which would provide an easy mechanism for nanoscale 
manufacturing. The hope is that these DNA robots can be 
used to manufacture even more nanomachines. The next 
task is to program them to move and carry atoms. A planet 
covered by gray goo may be closer than we thought. 

Nature Bites Back: Rogue Waves 
Freakishly high waves in otherwise normal ocean waters 

have been reported by mariners for centuries, but they've 
gotten very little attention from sdentists until recently. 

Scientists were initially skeptical about their exist
ence because statistical models showed that such 

abnormalities should occur only once every thou
sand years. But new radar measurements collected 

by the European Space Association documented 
the occurrence of 10 waves taller than 80 feet in 

just three weeks. Data from one offshore 
oilfield reported encounters with 466 such 

waves over a 12-year period. 
These "rogue waves" are now being 
blamed for the sinking of at least two 

ships per week globally and for sink
ing 200 supertankers and container 

ships (which measure more than 
650 feet long) in the last 20 years. 

The safety and economic im
plications of such a frequency 

has European authorities 
worried, prompting them 

to research ways to fore
cast such waves. Rogue 

waves have been associated with ocean 
currents and weather fronts, but scientists 
admit that they do not know all the ways 
that such waves could arise. 
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He's "W"orking on Your Side! 

BY STU SUGARMAN 

Dear EF! Lawyer, . 
I just read Lenny's and Andrea Lindsay's stories on the SHAC 

7 in the Journal's last issue (July-August, pages 2, 12-13). Do 
you think these charges will stick? 

- STOP H uNTINGDON ANiMAL CRUELTY N ow!, N Ew j ERSEY 

Dear Stop Huntingdon, 
On May 26, armed FBI agents launched unannounced 

pre-dawn raids across the country, ultimately arresting 
seven Stop Huntingdon Animal Cruelty USA (SHAC USA) 
activists, including SHAC USA's president and campaign 
coordinator. The Bush aqministration charged the SHAC 7 
and SHAC USA, a non profit organization, with felony 
Animal Enterprise Terrorism Act (AETA) offenses and con
spiracy to commit AETA felonies. 

The government also charged three of the SHAC 7 with 
three counts each of aiding and abetting interstate stalk
ing. The charges carry a maximum penalty of three years 
prison for the AETA counts and statutory maximums of 
five years in prison for each of the interstate stalking 
counts. Fines could total $250,000 for 
each count per person. I regret I do not 
have the space for a complete discussion 
of all the charges, but I've written some 
thoughts below. 

To prove its case that any of these defen
dants committed animal enterprise terror
ism under AETA, the government must 
prove (to paraphrase the statute) three ele
ments: (I ) the person)~.nowingly traveled 
between states, or us~ inail or the Internet 
across state lines; (i};;.for the purpose of 
physically disrupting.the functioning of an 
a)limal enterprise; and (3) intentionally 
damaged or caused the loss of any property 
used by the animal enterprise, or conspired 
(agreed with others) to do so. 

On element one, it seems that the govern
ment cannot prove that any of the defen
dants traveled or used the Internet in any 
way relevant to these charges. The govern
ment, in its charges, does not describe who 
posted what message. I think that the gov
ernment omitted this information because 
it does not know who did what. 

least one of the SHAC 7 to "get on the bus" as prosecutors 
say, and rat on the other six-possibly by making up a story 
where all seven did not violate these statutes. It is more 
likely, though, that this will end up being another case of 
"nobody talks, everybody walks." 

On elements two and three, the government alsp must 
prove that t1le posting itself was intended to cause, and 
did cause, the p hysical disruption of Huntingdon Life 
Sciences (HLS), Chiron or other corporations qualifying 
as "animal enterprises."· A person who posts the home 
address of an HLS executive does not necessarily intend 
to, and cannot possibly succeed in, physically disrupting 
HLS because HLS is not the target. The same is true for a 
person who posts information about the many evils of 
HLS and Chiron because this information is constitution
ally protected-there is nothing a jury would find crimi
nal about it. Even the statements urging the destruction 
of HLS property are protected speech because of the 
remoteness of the speech in time and place to the target 
and the receiver. Under Texas v. Johnson, a US Supreme 
Court ruling, the government must show that the speech 
was directed at inciting or producing immediate lawless 

action and that the speech is likely to incite 
or produce such action. 

In almost all cases, according to the gov
ernment, posts urging people to damage 
HLS property occurred weeks or months 
before any destruction occurred. Thus, any 
connection between the post and the ac
tion is speculative and likely to be coinci
dental. Even in the single case wher~ damage 
supposedly occurred hours after such a 
posting, that damage is still not considered 
"immediate." Additionally, while the post 
urging people to destroy HLS property may 
have been created by the person who ulti
mately destroyed the property, SHAC USA 
and the SHAC 7 would have played no role 
at all in the destruction. 

John Ashcroft's recent prosecution 
against Greenpeace crashed and burned 
(see EF!J July-August 2004), and it looks 

., like his SHAC attack is headed in the same 
~ direction. Please support SHAC USA and 
*the SHAC 7, and show that you stand 

beside them in their fight against animal 
s cruelty. If any of us are to succeed, we must 
~ support each other! Without being able to prove who posted 

what messages, the government should get 
nowhere at trial. This truth raises the possi
bility that the government expects the pres
sure of a criminal prosecution will cause at 

~ Do you have a legal question? Contact Stuart 
,... ...... ...__., .. ll....alb'-._..., .... ~ A. Sugarman, LLC, 3430 SE Belmont #101, 
···Or you e next "Portland, OR 97214; blc@hevanet.com. Please 

write "Dear EF! Lawyer" on the subject line. 
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Prisoners in the Struggle: Support The111! 
Regulations for mail sent to prisoners 

vary according to individual prisons. Be
fore sending monetary donations, stamps, 
books or packages, ask prisoners what the 
regulations are. Assume that the authori
ties read everything that you write to a 
prisoner. The following list is a small 
sample of the total number of political 
prisoners and prisoner support groups 
worldwide. The EF! journal offers dis
counted subscriptions for prisoners. Please 
contact' 71s for more information. 

Prisoner and Legal Updates 
•Tre Arrow, c/o Rudy Kischer, Em

barkation Law Group, 609 W Hastings 
St, 6th Floor, Vancol}ver, BC V6B 4W4, 
Canada. Awaitmg hearing on possible 
extradition to -the US to stand trial for 
alleged involvement in arsons on log
ging trucks and an Earth Liberation 
Front (ELF) arson on vehicles owned by 
a sand and gravel company. He is also 
awaiting trial for charges of shoplifting 
and providing a false name in Canada. 

In late june, Arrow was deemed ad
missible to Canada, making it possible 
for him to appeal for refugee status to 
prevent his extradition. Bail has been 
denied again, and he may remain im
prisoned in Canada for up to a year 

before his refugee hearing. Authorities 
have refused to accommodate Arrow's 
raw food diet, and he has lost more 
than SO pounds. 

For more information, visit 
www.trearrow.org. 

•Sherman Austin was released from 
prison on July 12 after serving one 
year for maintaining a website that 
contained a link to another website 
with information on how to make 
explosives. He now begins three years 
of strict probation, in which his access 
to phones, computers and other digi
tal communication devices are strictly 
limited and supervised. Furthermore, 
he is banned from any contact with 
"anarchist groups," or groups that" ad
vocate violence as a means of disrupt
ing order and achieving social, 
economic and political change." 

For more information, visit 
www .freesherman.org. 

•Dr. Yuri Bandazhevsky, Valiuk for 
Bandazhevsky Y.I., 231318 Grod
nenskaya oblast, Lidski raion, 
Peskovtsy ul. Oktiabrskaya, 2, Belarus. 
Bandazhevsky has been transferred 
from prison to a penal colony after 
serving 3.5 years for telling the world 
that the nuclear radiation around 

Jt\di·9et\ous Fo!"est Defet\ders 

Released it\ Mexico 
Two Tarahumara forest defenders were released from prison in northern 

Mexico on June 23, after a campaign of national and international pressure 
led to the dismissal of their charges. · 

Isidro Baldenegro and Domingo Rivas Carillo were framed for marijuana 
and weapons possession in March 2003, after they took part in a campaign 
t.hat successfully prevented the Fontes family drug cartel from illegally 
logging an old-growth forest on Tarahumara land (see EF!JMay-June 2003). 
The police commissioner was allegedly bribed into arresting the two 
activists by Artemio Fontes. Fontes has also been accused of conspiring in 
the assassination of Tarahumaran forest defenders including Baldenegro's 
father, Julio Baldenegro, in 1986. ~ 

'Baldenegro and Rivas' case attracted international attention and calls for 
their release. Relie~ed to be free, Baldenegro and Rivas have vowed to 
continue thei.r people's struggle for laild and self-determination-but they 
have alsp expressed concerns for their safety. "I think that in any moment 
[tlle Fontes family] :might take revenge for what we have publicized." 
Balde'Iiegro said. "' 

For more information on supporting Baldenegro and Rivas or on the 
Tarahumara's struggle, visit www.sierramadrealliance.org. 

Chernobyl was worse than the Belarus 
government reported. He is expected 
to remain at the colony until he is 
paroled in December. 

•Marco Camenisch, Postfach 3143, 
CH-8105 Regensdorf, Switzerland. 
Serving 27 years for using explosives 
to target nuclear facility power lines 
and for the alleged murder of a Swiss 
border guard, which he denies. He 
reads French, German, Spanish and 
Italian. Cameniscb has been trans
ferred to the address above. 

•William "Billy" Cottrell, #29526112, 
Metropolitan Detention Center, POB 
1500, Los Angeles, CA 90053, USA. 
Awaiting trial for alleged involvement 
in a series of ELF actions that damaged 
approximately 125 SUVs. 

In an attempt to pressure Cottrell to 
implicate others, authorities have 
threatened to add between one and 
seven more charges of "using a de
structive device during a violent 
crime," each carrying a minimum 30-
year sentence. Cottrell continues to 
maintain his innocence and refuses to 
cooperate with authorities. His trial is 
scheduled for October 26. 

Please note that Cottrell's prisoner 
ID number has changed and his mail 
was confiscated upon his transfer, so 
he has lost touch with many of his 

continued on next page 
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continued from previous page 
correspondents. For more information, 
visit www.freebillycottrell.org. 

• Ibai Ederra, Carcel de Pamplona, 
C/San Roque Apdo 250, 31080-Irufiez 
Pamplona, Navarra, Spain. Awaiting 
sentencing for sabotaging a dam con
struction site. 

• Manase Furima, Lembaga Pemas
yarakatan Manokwari, Jl. Sa bang No 4, 
Manokwari, Papua, Indonesia. Await
ing trial for taking part in a March road 
blockade to prevent illegal logging. 

•Thomas "JJ " Hicks, #18231058, 
FCI McKeen, POB 8000, Bradford, PA 
16701, USA. Hicks has been sen
tenced to nearly six years for mari
juana and weapons charges. He was 
formerly active with Katuah Earth 
First! (KEF!) and Zapatista support 
groups. Because of his activist his
tory, federal and prison authorities 
investigating ELF actions pressured 
him to take a plea bargain involving 
FBI interviews, which he accepted . 
However, no evidence of snitching 
has surfaced as far as KEF! has seen. 
The loose consensus among KEF!ers 
is that they support him as individu
als and not organizationally. 

•Matthew Lamont, #T90251 I D3-
140, 44750 W. 60th St, Lancaster, CA 
93536, USA. Lamont, an Earth First!er, 
is serving three years for possession of 
an incendiary device. He has been 
transferred to the address above. 

•Jeffrey "Free" Luers, #13797671 , 
OSP, 2605 State St, Salem, OR 97310, 
USA. Serving 22 years and eight 
months for arson at a car dealership 
and for the attempted arson of an oil 
truck. Free recently expressed appre
ciation to everyone who participated 
in his first annual international day of 
solidarity and action on June 12. Ac
tivists in 25 cities around the world 
held events to raise awareness and 
support for Free. In Moscow, Russia, a 
group of anarchists painted "Free Jeff 
Luers" in large letters on the side of the 
US Embassy. 

•George Mashkow III and Jared 
Mcintyre were sentenced in July for a 
series of ELF actions that damaged nine 
homes under construction in New York 
in 2001. Mashkow and Mcintyre acted 
as informants against Co nor Cash, who 
was acquitted of all charges in May (see 
EF!J July-August 2004). Mashkow was 
sentenced to nearly a year, while 
Mcintyre received 3.5 years and has 
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been ordered to pay $300,000 in resti
tution. TheEF!J editorial collective con
demns snitching and has deliberately 
omitted their contact addresses. 

•Matius Nasira, Lembaga Pemas
yarakatan Manokwari, Jl. Sa bang No 4, 
Manokwari, Papua, Indonesia. Await
ing trial for taking part in a March road 
blockade to prevent illegal logging. 

•Sergio Maria Stefani, c.c. Regina 
Coeli, via della Lungara 29, 00165 
Roma, Italy. Awaiting trial for alleg
edly damaging fur stores and butcher 
shops. Stefani is also under investiga
tion for allegedly planting an incendi
ary device in front of a butcher shop. 
Authorities are now attempting to lif!k 
him to a recent letter-bombing on the 
basis of an imaginary similarity be
tween incendiary devices and letter 
bombs. He has been transferred to the 
address above. 

•Robert Thaxton, #12112716, MCCF, 
4005 Aumsville Hwy, Salem, OR 97301, 
USA. Serving a seven-year mandatory 
minimum sentence for throwing a rock 
at a cop at a 1999 Reclaim the Streets 
action in Eugene, Oregon. Thaxton, 
aka Rob Los Ricos, has been transferred 
to the address above. 

• Kerry Whit burn was released from 
prison on June 10 after serving less 
than a month for unspecified actions 

against Newchurch Guinea Pig Farm 
in England. 

•Helen Woodson, #03231-045, c/o 
Bates County Jail, POB 60, Butler, MO 
64730, USA. Awaiting sentencing for 
parole violations, including dumping 
a cup of red paint over the security 
apparatus of a federal court and mak
ing warnings ("threats") of weapons 
of mass destruction. Woodson recently 
completed 20 years for disarming a 
Minuteman II missile silo with a jack
hammer, mailing warning letters to 
officials with 6ullets inside, robbing a 
bank and burning the money. 

Animal Liberation 
•Dave Blenkinsop, EM7899, HMP 

Bullingdon, Oxfordshire 0 X6 O.PZ, UK. 
Serving 10 years for attacking the 
managing director of Huntingdon Life 
Sciences (HLS), rescuing 600 guinea 
pigs from a lab supplier and planting 
incendiary devices under slaughter
house vehicles. 

•Hanna Ekegren, Box 1005, 718 92 
Frovi, Sweden. Serving 10 months for 
damaging eqMipment at a chicken pro
cessing plant and destroying the eggs 
of thousands of chickens that would 
have been bred for the industry. 

• Paul Holliday, KA9328 , HMP 
Lindholme, Bawtry Rd , Hatfield 

s iJI\ Jtaly 
'~Italian U:p a campaign of 

·;against' the ···. the ee<J·anaJrc 
magaZine teita member$ were 
of participating · broke out when police ·~u.'"'"" ·' '"l"' 
suppress a protest ·· . . crops. In June, police 
a house in Pisa and arrested . members of n Silvestre. A few days ,.~ 
late.r, they arrested a siXth. ~· " ~;, 

All six of the activists arrested in June are accused of promoting revoJti~ "0 

tionary activities such as sabotage. They are also accused of having li~ ' 
withaMarxistgroup,.theCell~·ofRe-volutionaryOffensi:ve (COR), wbichh · 
carried out politically ~mspired direct actions. The 11 Silvestre 6 ·· are4

• n 
Marxist, of course-S-they are anarchists. _-, 

One of the six · sO:on aftet her an.est, and four others were 



Woodhouse, Doncaster, Yorks DN7 
6EE, UK. Serving nine months for 
making phone calls to animal abusers, 
including HLS shareholders, hunters 
and agricultural suppliers. 

•Paul Le Boutillier, KA9326, HMP 
Hull, Hedon Rd, Hull HU9 5LS, UK. 
Serving 2.5 years for making phone 
calls to animal abusers, including 
HLS shareholders, hunters and agri
cultural suppliers. 

Ecodefense 
•Angela Marie Cesario, #66522-065, 

Federal Prison Camp Dublin, 5675 8th 
St, Camp Parks, Dublin, CA94568, USA. 
Serving 41 months for arson attacks on 
logging trucks in Oregon. 

• Ifia.ki Garcia Koch, Carcel de 
Pamplona, C/San Roque. 
Apdo. 250, 31080-Irufiez 
Pamplona, Navarra~ Spain. 
Serving neaily five years 
for sabotaging a dam con
struction site ... 

•Craig "Critter" Mar
shall, #13797662, SRCI, 
777 Stanton Blvd, 
Ontario, OR 97914, 
USA. Serying 5.5 years 
for conspiracy to com
mit arson and possession 
of incendiary devices to 
destroy SUVs. 

•Jeremy Rosenbloom, 
#66521-065, Federal Prison 
Camp Sheridan, POB 6000, 
Sheridan, OR -97378, USA. 
Serving 41 months for arson at
tacks on loggirig trucks in Oregon. 

•John Wade, #38548-083, FCI Pe
tersburg Low, POB 1000, Petersburg, 
VA 23804, USA. Serving 3 7 months for 
a series of ELF actiohs against 
McDonald's and Burger King, urban 
sprawl, the construction industry and 
an SUV dealership. · 

Indigenous Resistance 
•Byron "Oso Blanco" Chubbuck, 

#07909-051, POB 1000, Leavenworth, 
KS 66048, USA. Serving 80 years for 
aggravated assault on federal agents, 
escape and bank robbery. Chubbuck 
funneled money that he stole from 
banks to the Zapatista Army of Na
tional Liberation in Chiapas, Mexico. 

•Leonard Peltier, #89637-132, POB 
1000, Leavenworth, KS 66048, USA. 
Peltier, an American Indian Movement 
activist, is serving life in prison after 

being framed for the deaths of two FBI 
agents killed during the 1975 Pine 
Ridge siege. 

MOVE 
The "MOVE 9," members of an 

eco-revolutionary group, were 
framed for the murder of a cop and 
sentenced to 30 to 100 years each. 
Although many of tl).e MOVE prison
ers are listed together, they must be 
written to separately. 

•DebbieSimrnsAfrica,#006307,janet 
Holloway Africa, #006308, and Janine 
Philips Africa, 
#006309 I SCI 
Cambridge 

Springs, 451 Fullerton Ave, Cambridge 
Springs, PA 16403-1238, USA. 

•Michael Davis Africa, #AM4973, 
and Charles Simms Africa, #AM4975, 
SCI Grateford, POB 244, Grateford, PA 
19426-0244, USA. 

• Edward Goodman Africa, 
#AM4974, SCI Mahanoy, 301 Morea 
Rd, Frackville, PA 17931, USA. 

•William Philips Africa, #AM4984, 
and Delbert Orr Africa, #AM4985, 
SCI Dallas, Drawer K, Dallas, PA 
18612, USA. 

•Mumia Abu-jamal, #AM8335, SCI 
Greene,175ProgressDr, Waynesburg, 
PA 15370, USA. Abu-Jamal, a politi
cally active journalist, was framed for 
the murder of a cop in 1981. 

Political Prisoners 
• Fran Thompson, #1090915, 

Chillicothe Correctional Center, 1500 

W Third St, Chillicothe, MO 64601, 
USA. Before she was given a life sen
tence in the early 1990s for shooting a 
stalker in self-defense, Thompson was 
active in animal rights and environ
mental campaigns ... 

Vieques 
Demonstrators celebrated the end 

of US military maneuvers on the is
land of Vieques, Puerto Rico, in May 
2003. Actions taken during a victory 
celebration led to the arrest and con
viction of several activists, who were 
charged with conspiracy to destroy 
federal property. Although they share 
the same address, they must be writ
ten to separately: MDC Guaynabo, 

POB 2147, San juan, Puerto Rico 
00922-2147. 

•Jose Velez Acosta, #23883-069. 
Serving two years and nine months. 

•Jose Perez Gonzalez, #21519-
069. Serving five years. 

•Nestor de Jesus Guishard, 
#21716-069 . Serving one year and 
two months. 

Prisoner Support Groups 
•Anarchist Black Cross Network, 

www.anarchistblackcross.org. 
• Anarchist Prisoner Legal Aid Net

work, 818 SW Third Ave, PMB 354, 
Portland, OR 97204, USA. 

•Books Through Bars, 4722 Balti
more Ave, Philadelphia, PA 19143, 
USA; www.booksthroughbars.org. 

• Break the Chains Prisoner Support 
Group, POB 12122, Eugene, OR 97 440, 
USA; www.breakthechains.net. 

•Critical Resistance, 1904 Franklin 
St, Ste 504, Oakland, CA 94612, USA; 
www. cri ticalresistance. org. 

•Earth Liberation Prisoners Support 
Network, www.spiritoffreedom.org.uk. 

•Free's Defense Network, POB 3, 
Eugene, OR 97440, USA. 

. • Friends of Free, www.freefreenow.org. 
• North American Animal Liberation 

Front Supporters Group, POB 69597, 
5845 Yonge St, Willowdale, Ontario 
M2M 4K3, Canada. 

• Prison Activist Resource Center, 
POB 339, Berkeley, CA 94701, USA; 
www. prisonactivist.org. 

•Prison Book Program, 110 Arling
ton St, Boston, MA 02116, USA; 
www. prisonbookprogram.org. 

• Prison Moratorium Project, 388 
Atlantic Ave, 3rd Floor, Brooklyn, NY 
1217, USA; www.nomoreprisons.org. 
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BY jAMES jOHN BELL Globalize Liberation: How to 
Uproot the System and Build a 
Better World edited by David Solnit, 
City Lights Books, 2004. 
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What the now-classic Ecodefense 
manual is to the Earth First! 
movement, Globalize Liberation is 
to the global democracy move
ment. This manual is like having a 
Lonely-Pia net-Guide- to- the
Revolution, complete with subject 
tabs like "strategy" and "corporate 
power" to make skimming both 
easy and productive. 

Globalize Liberation was com
piled by long time direct action organizer David 
Solnit. "As a carpenter, I have packed this book 
like a tool belt," explains Solnit. The book is 
uniquely solution-oriented, and contains tools, 
ideas, insights and understandings of how to 
uproot the system and build a better world. 

The book opens with a communique from 
Colombia's indigenous U'wa people declaring, 
"the monkey king is an illusion," and its varied 
contributors continue to weave Earth-centered 
and ecological themes throughout. It is divided 
into three overarching sections: "What's the 
Problem?," "How to Change Things," and "Ideas 
in Action." The "What's the Problem?" section 
is sweeping and broken down into 12 different 
issue-based perspectives, including frameworks 
like Indigenous, Ecology, Capital, Feminism, 
Corporate Power and War. 

Inside you'll find excellent resources on 
direct democracy, participatory economics and 
applying "Zapatismo" to your local organizing . 
The book gives voice to a wide range of 
fascinating organizers from around the world, 
including the best English-language accounts 
published to date of the revolution in 
Argentina and its far-reaching implications. 

Cultural resistance-culture that is used to 
resist and change the dominant structure-shows 
up as a recurring theme. Globalize Liberation's 
designer, jason Justice, utilizes numerous 
photos and illustrations of cultural resistance 
in action. The result is that you wind up getting 
two books in one: the "other book" is an 
incredibly inspiring photographic scrapbook of 
global revolutionary movements. 

"I see two parts of cultural resistance," explains 
Solnit, "The first part is to bring culture into the 
streets ... communicating not just to people's 
heads, but to their guts and their hearts. The 
other is to bring .. . creativity and innovation into 
our organizing .... Globalize Liberation is an effort 
to learn from the experiments of the last decade." 

Now it's up to you to take these lessons learned 
and try them out for yourself. Share your 
successes with the EF! Journal. Build your own 
laboratories of resistance and let your 
experiments run wild . 

fames fohn Bell (LastWizards.com) is a Pacific 
Northwest writer and cofounder of The smartMeme 
Strategy & Training Project (smartMeme.com). 
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BooKs: C1 
BY MICHAEL DONNELLY 

Been Brown So Long It Looked Like 
Green To Me by Jeffrey St. Clair, Common 
Courage Press, 2004. 

"They say we can't win without the 
funders . Yet, that's the only way we've 
ever won." 

-MIKE RosELLE 

Jeffrey St. Clair's book, Been Brown Sb 
Long It Looked Like Green To Me is a 
400-page verification of Roselle's 
testimonial. -

After a brilliant "Opening Statement," the book 
starts out with a summary of the events that led to the 
modern environmental movement, going on to chart 
the rise and fall of the Big Greens as they tepidly 
challenged Reagan and Bush-led depredations and 
then completely collapsed in a spasm of Clinton 
sycophancy-illustrated perfectly by their surrender of 
the grassroots andent forest victory. 

From there, it's the same thing over and over 
again in campaign after campaign. St. Clair charts 
how local activists rise up to challenge corporate 
assaults on nature only to see the Groundhog Day
like script repeat: The Big Greens and their 
foundation masters come in, take credit for the 
grassroots' hard work, use the issue to raise funds 
and then cut a "compromise" friendly to Democrats 
and corporations. 

Been Brown So Long covers so many issues, it could 
very well be the definitive history of every ecological 
issue since the first Earth Day. 

Wilderness issues appear first, as they did for the 
early environmental movement. The slaughter of 
Yellowstone's bison, the strip-mining of the oceans, 
the suffocating of salmon streams and the murder of 
activist David Chain all come under much-needed 
scrutiny, as do Big Agriculture and the energy industry. 

The book's excellent reporting of the continued 
assault on America's indigenous people is perhaps its 
most essential section. That the spineless Democratic 
Senate "leader," Tom Daschle, is able to get Big Green 
support for yet another raid on the Sioux's sacred Paha 
Sapa (the Black Hills) is just about all one needs to 
know about the rot that permeates the Democrats and 
the DC-based environmental establishment. It's 
enough to make one throw up one's hands and run for 
a cave in the hills. 

But in the end, hope is all over the place. As St. Clair 
notes time and again, hundreds of real activists are 
valiantly working to hold off the predators and their 
political and nonprofit enablers. Reading their stories 
is the antidote to despair. 

This is an important book. Unlike so many cautious 
tomes about environmental issues, it names names 
and has the facts to back it all up. It also names 
places-places that deserve better. With this fine 
compilation out there, hopefully we'll see more support 
for these special places, and an even greater vision that 
will motivate generations to come. 
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K 'EM OUT 
BY K.SEE AND Kv 

Stencil Pirates by Josh MacPhee, Soft Skull Press, 2004. 
Josh Macphee's collection and documentation of street stencils from around the world is showcased 

in his book, Stencil Pirates. With more than 1,000 photqs, Stencil Pirates provides an impressive look at 
stencil-based street art. Included among the photos are parrative text, a how-to section and templates 
for the reader to cut out and stencil with. 

MacPhee's writing is accessible and engaging as he takes you through an extensive history of 
stencil culture. From fabric printing in China, to political poster campaigns in Nicaragua, to Crass 
record covers and Hip-Hop graffiti in New York City, the book illustrates a non-linear web of influences. 
You'll find his thoughts on computer technique infiltration, pop culture, class, censorship, mass media and 
the evolution of the art. 

Stencil Pirates also addresses the backgrounds of the artists, their diversity, and their motivations much 
better than previous street art books. It represents more womyn artists, identity politics, and class issues, 
including gentrification. It's good to see that an art-school-educated, gallery-represented male may find 
graffitf liberating for different reasons than a disenfranchised kid or a young womyn, who may all be 
deaiing with oppression in different ways. For example, Stain and Scout, two Albany, New York-based 
artists; consider their stenciling a "civic duty" and place images of kids from their neighborhood over 
abandoned spaces and windows. Their pieces alter and beautify the urban neighborhood they belong to, 
creating a more. colorful and playful atmosphere. 

Stencil Pirates is the most thorough book out there on stencils and the culture surrounding them, and it 
should be on the book list of anyone who is curious about making stencil art. It will inspire you to get an X acto 
knife and some paint and hit the streets with your own eye-catching creations. 

Kv enjoys time spent with her feline friend Oliver and fending off weeds from her tomato plants. She found street 
art a much needed relief from the suffocating nature of art school, as well as a liberating way for women to reclaim 
space. k.see is a· chronic traveler who can be found slinging cheap art in the streets, posting the same pieces on your 
clothes at a conference or painting it on those unsightly electrical boxes. 

BY ROBERt OVETZ, PHD 
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Insurrection: Citizen Challenges to Corporate Power by Kevin Danaher and Jason 
Mark, Routledge, 2003. 

Published soon after the Cancun World Trade Organization ministerial collapsed 
in September 2003, Kevin Danaher and jason Mark's new book-Insurrection: Citizen 
Challenges to Corporate Power-is an inspiring, energizing and informative ode to 
movements against corporate domination . 

. · Danaher and Mark offer thoroughly researched, blow-by-blow accounts of the 
anti-sweatshop, dolphin-safe tuna, anti-Big Tobacco, Burma democracy and anti-

- corporate globalization movements. Each of these have enough detail and critical 
insights into tactics and strategy to be required reading for any activist. 

The authors have an ambitious, if not practical, objective of setting out tactical and 
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strategic successes side by side with the inherent limitations of movements confined to national boundaries 
in an increasingly globalized world. Victories by the corporate accountability movement, as they call them, 
"have been half-wins, precarious victories vulnerable to reversal." While Danaher and Mark celebrate •our 
ability to disrupt corporate rule, "the task must now be to dismantle corporate rule." 
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Yet from even "half-wins," a couple of the movements the book highlights are genuinely lacking any indicator 
of success. One that hardly qualifies as an "insurrection" is the anti-sweatshop movement, which garners a 
lengthy chapter and yet amounted at its height to no more than a few dozen campuses, protests no larger than 
a few hundred students and a mere hundred universities eventually signing onto credible sweatshop monitoring. 
Examples of real cooperation with the workers themselves are rare and cooptation is rife. 

The authors would have been better off giving space to movements that have realized actual success in 
linking the local to the global in fighting corporations. The independent music, anti-dam, anti-GMO food 
and the immensely successful environmental justice movement have engendered some of the most powerful 
domestic examples of an insurrection against corporate globalization in the past two decades. 

Eventually, the authors call for a "deep transformation of global corporate capitalism" rather than an 
actual" dismantling." This effort would include a colorful mix of revoking corporate charters, alliances with 
small business and the anti-corporate right and promoting what they call a "green/fair economy." 

Despite its limitations, Insurrection is an invaluable new chapter in the account of the increasingly 
successful, global grassroots resistance to corporate domination that is being written at this moment by 
people from California to Bolivia to Quebec to India and many places in between . 

Robert Ovetz, PhD, is a member of the faculty of the Art Institute of California, San Francisco and and works with 
the Sea Turtle Restoration Project. He can be contacted at ultrasoundOOO@hotmail.com. 
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announcet11ents 
Defend Community Gardens 

Fall • New York City 
Community gardens in the Bronx are being threatened 

by developers. More Gardens! is calling for people to come 
and help defend the gardens from the bulldozers and do 
community outreach. 

The More Gardens! Coalition is a group of community 
people, gardeners, and environmental and social justice 
activists committed to protecting and creating commu
nity gardens. 

For more information or to make a donation, contact More 
Gardens!, 79 Clinton Street, Apt 17, New York, NY 10002; 
(917) 518-9987; (718) 585-2109; www.moregardens.Qrg. 

Help Stop University of Minnesota 
Telescope Project on Mt. Graham 

Your best chance to persuade the University of Minne
sota (UM) to divest from the Mount Graham telescope 
project is now! 

Mt. Graham is an ecological wonder in southern Arizona 
and is held sacred to Western Apaches. The University of 
Arizona (UA) and investors from Germany, Italy and the 
Vatican are building three telescopes on Mt. Graham's 
Emerald Peak. The UM recently joined the controversial 
project, and a campaign to stop its $10 million investment 
is building steam. 

The case against the telescopes is clear. San Carlos and 
White Mountain Apaches are opposed to the telescopes' 
desecration of the mountain. The telescopes are destroying 
the fragile mountaintop ecosystem, threatening endemic 
species like the Mt. Graham red squirrel with extinction. 

The Minnesota Mount Graham Coalition is preparing for 
a vigorous campaign during the upcoming school year at 
the UM campus in Minneapolis, with the goal of getting UM 
to divest from the project by June 2005. We are looking for 
help from enthusiastic and motivated individuals and groups, 
as well as folks with divestment campaign experience. 

For more information, contact (612) 872-4995; 
rrrmn@ziplip.com. 

The Mountains of Katuah Need Your Help! 
Come to Appalachia to help fight Mountain Top Re

moval (MTR), a mining process in which coal companies 
dynamite the tops off of mountains, dump the waste into 
adjacent valleys and extract the coal underneath. 

These companies are altering the geology of our home to 
feed an ever-expanding coal market. More than 1,000 
miles of streams have already been buried under blown-up 
mountains in West Virginia. Now the coal companies are 
expanding southward to blast the mountaintops in Ten
nessee and Alabama. 

Karuah Earth First! is utilizing lawsuits, demonstrations 
and direct action to take down these greedy coal addicts. The 
Tennessee Valley Authority (TV A), the largest buyer of coal 
in the country, is headquartered in Knoxville, as is the Office 
of Surface Mining. There is no shortage of local targets. 
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If we can break the back of MTR here in Karuah, we can 
affect coal mining practices nationwide. 

Come to Karuah before it's too late! Send us money! We 
also need Kinko's copy cards, phone cards, cameras, video
tape, colored duct-tape, welding torches, climbing rope 
and most importantly, volunteers. 

For more information or to send donations, contact 
· Meagan Carter,2131 Riverside Drive, Knoxville, TN 37915; 
zorgonus@yahoo.com. · 

Cycle Cir~us of Impending Doom 
September 5-Qctober 9 • New England 
Focusing on environmental issues and George Bush's 

impending second term,. the Cycle Circus of Impending 
Doom will be touring New England this Fall. In between 
skits, musical acts and puppet shows, trained and experi
enced puppets will shock and awe you with their death
defying tricks! 

Form a troupe with your friends or come to circus 
camp in Glover, Vermont, from September 5-11 and join 
one. Troupes will bike separately and then meet up in 
towns to perform, share meals, camp out and tell adven
ture stories. 

To join the ride or host a show in your town, contact 
mblue@riseup.net. 

Buffalo Field Campaign Road Show 
September, West Coast • October, East Coast 
In the coming months, we will embark on our annual 

Buffalo Field Campaign roadshows, visiting communities 
across the country and sharing buffalo-inspired stories 
and video footage to generate support for protecting the 
Yellowstone herd. Contact us if you'd like to organize an 
event in your town! 

For more information, contact Buffalo Field Cam
paign, POB 957, West Yellowstone, Montana 59758; 
bfc-advocate@wildrockies.org (West Coast); bfc
media@wildrockies.org (East Coast). 

World Cartree Days 
September 22 
Every September, people around the world join together 

for victorious days of action, reclaiming their streets and 
lives from the automobile. 

Organize an event in your town or city! 
For more information and organizing resources, visit 

www.carbusters.org/wcfd. 

Northwest Social Forum 
October 1-3 • Seattle, Washington 
The Northwest Social Forum will be a broad-based gath

ering of people and organizations with a desire to learn 
from each other and build relationships that will benefit 
everyone in the struggle for social justice. 

For _more information, contact (206) 448-7348; 
www.nwsoctalforum.org. 



Zine Fest 
October 6-10 • Madison, Wisconsin 
This year's Madison Zine Fest will feature tables, work

shops and zine-related film screenings in conjunction 
with Wisconsin Book Festival events. Invited guests 
include.Davy Rothbart of Found Magazine, Daniel Raeburn 
of The Imp, Chris Dodge, street librarian of the Utne 
Reader and McSweeneys. 

People making zines, zine librarians and others interested 
in alternative print resources are encouraged to get involved. 

For more information, contactAlycia Sellie, 139 EJohnson 
St, Madison, WI 53703; aasellie@wisc.edu. 

Global Walkout for Peace ana Justice 
October 22 
The 9-11 Commission didn't see the obvious. If the US 

stopped '·killing people in other countries, we wouldn't 
hav~ to worry about terrorism at home. It's that simple. It 
is only through unity and solidarity that we can regain 
power from the greedy, corrupt, polluting military-indus
trial complex. Join us in walking out of your jobs and 
classrooms before the US election. 

For more · i_nformation, contact (800) 884-1136; 
www .consensus.net/walkout.html. 

National Demonstration Against 
Huntingdon Life Sciences 

Hammer HLS! Support the SHAC 7! 
October 23-25 • New Jersey 
In May, seven Stop Huntingdon Animal Cruelty (SHAC) 

activists were indicted under the controversial federal 
Animal Enterprise Terrorism Act. 

The SHAC 7 are alleged to have 
operated a website that reported 
on and expressed support for 
protest activity against 
Huntingdon Life Sciences -. 
(HLS), a notorious animal test-
ing lab. For this_they are charged 
with "terrorism" and face 23 years 
in federal prison. 

This case is meant to pave the way 
for the silencing of activists involved in all 
issues. It is imperative that the broader social 
justice movement stands behind the SHAC 7 in a 
communal defense of free speech. 

Join us in New Jersey in October to show united 
support for the SHAC 7 and to let HLS know that we 
will not back down until they back down. 

For more information, visitwww.shac7.com. To make 
a donation to the SHAC 7 Defense Fund, send checks to 
SHAC 7 c/o NJARA, POB 17 4, Englishtown, NJ 07726. 

EarthVision Environmental Film Festival 
October 27-30 • Santa Cruz, California 
The focus of the seventh annual Earth Vision Festival is 

the use of film and video as tools for raising environmental 
awareness and uncovering environmental issues. The films 
shown at Earth Vision are the work of passionate indi
viduals with cameras who have 
documented a broad spectrum 

of environmental problems along with the diverse grassroots 
efforts to solve them. 

For more information, visit www.earthvisionfest.org. 

International Gift Economy Conference 
November 12-14 • Las Vegas, Nevada 
People from across the US are coming to hear interna

tional women speakers discuss· a different point of view
one that will offset the negative and exploitative men
tality of our times while challenging the global _patriar
chal capitalist system. Proposing to unite the women's 
movement, the movement of indigenous peoples for 
social change, the antinuclear and peace movements 
and many others, the gift paradigm envisions social 
change stemming from an economic and cultural model 
based on women's practice. 

Registration is $50. Scholarships are available and no 
one will be turned away for lack of money. For more 
information, contact the Center for the Study of the Gift 
Economy, 109 W Johanna Street, Austin, TX 78704; 
www .gifteconomyconference.com. 

Drawing Resistance: A Traveling 
Political Artshow 

Looking for hosts in 2005-2006 
Drawing Resistance is a show of two-dimensional art

work by 31 pqlitical artists from North America. Since its 
inception in September 2001, it has traveled more than 
5,000 miles to 25 cities in the US and Canada. 

Drawing Resistance is currently looking for hosts and 
contacts for 2005-2006 in cities in the Southwest, Texas, 
the Southeast and Europe. 

For more information, contact Nicolas Lampert, 
animaltrap@yahoo.com; www .drawingresistance.org. 
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MONKEYS NEED YOUR MONEY! 
That's right. In fact, they need.$10;000 right away to 
purchase and paint the first Primate Freec;!om Bus. 

The 2005 Primate Freedom Tour win be the most 
visible and newsworthy event on the animal rights 
front. More and brighter buseS,i' Vi3,n$' ·,and 
advertisements will assure the greatest coverage 
and impact possible. ~· '' r 

Help us expose the dark and hidden world of primate 
vivisection to the light of day- to the scrutiny of the 
public eye- to the embarrassment of the lawmakers 
who stearyour money to buy mpre and ever.increasing 
excruciating experimentation. 

~·· 

Give the monkeys some mone.y today, 
or give your wages to the vivisectors forevei'IIJ,ore. 

·. . .•. '~ 

Please earmark donations for the Tour and pay to: 

PRIMATE FREEDOM PROJECT 

P.O. Box 6219 
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93160 

Concerned Oingles. 
links socially conscious singles 

who care deeply about 
the earth, the environment, 
and a healthy society. 

Nationwide I International 
All ages • Straight I Gay 

Since 1984 

FREE SAMPLE: Box 444-EF 
Lenox Dale, MA 01242 

OR TELEPHONE (413) 243-4350 
oR VISIT www.concernedsingles.com 
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A RADICALLY 

DIFFERENT WORLD VIEW 

Is PossiBLE 
The Gift Economy Inside and 

Outside of Patriarchal Capitalism 

Whoever wins the US election, a new cultural alignment 
is necessary for the survival of the planet. A radically 
different world view can liberate an alternative culture 
based on the leadership of women. 

November 12-14, 2004 
Clark County Library 

1401 East Flamingo Road, Las Vegas, Nevada 

Speakers 
Vandana Shiva (India) o Claudia Von Werlhof 

(Austria) o Heide Gottner Abendroth (Germany) 
Yvette Abrahams (S. Africa) o Paula Gunn Allen 
(USA) o Ana Isla (Peru/Canada) o Corinne Kumar 

(India/Tunisia) o Mililani Trask (Hawaii) 
Genevieve Vaughan (USA) and many others ... 

www. GiftEconomyConference. com 
(512) 444-1672 

• Bumperstickers 
• 3" Round Window Stickers 
• 1" Round "Silent Agitaters" 

_Contact th.e Earth First! Journal to order your free 
stickers today. You pay for postage and we'll send you 

as many stickers as you want. ;t . 
(520) 620-6900 • collettive@earthfirstjournal.org 

Stop Public .Lauds 



. covering communities 
of resistance 

for over three years 

0,afn~ 
• · - : · magaztne 

subscribe for $18 to receive 6 issues 
of the award-winning magazine. 

PO Box 1225 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 

or subscribe online at 
www.clamormagazine.org 

a joint project of global exchange and co-op america 

You want to be green, but you 
have questions. 
Can I really run my truck on french-fry grease? 
How secure are digital voting machines? 
Is it just me or is it getting hotter? 

At Green Festival you 'l l find answers, great 
food, entertainment and hundreds of 
practical ways to keep the earth wet and wild . 

Live well, do good. 

300 exhibitors/50 speakers 

september 18 & 19 
washington de washington conventioncenter 

november 6 & 7 
sa n fran ci sc 0 concourse exhibition center 

877 727 2179 

www.greenfestivals.com 

Subscribe to the Earth First! Journal ... the radical environmental journal 

I Name----------- 0 $500 Lifetime Subscription 0 $40 Surface Mail, International 
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Earth First! 
Directory 

ARIZONA 
Chiricahua-Dragoon Alliance 
POB 76, Elfrida, AZ 85610 . 
(520) 824-3201; asante@vtc.net 
Chuk'shon EF! 
sabthebastards@hotmail.com 
Flagstaff Activist Network 
POB 911, Flagstaff, AZ 86002 
(928) 213-9507; flagact@infomagic.net 
Phoenix EF! 
2238 N 24th St, Phoenix, AZ 85008 
phoenixef@excite.com 
Tucson EF! 
az_earth_first@hotmail .com 
CALIFORNIA 
North Coast EF! 
POB 28, Arcata, CA 95518 
(707) 825-6598 
Orange County EF! 
POB 4738, Irvine, CA 92616 
Santa Cruz EF! 
POB 344, Santa Cruz, CA 95061 
(831) 425-3205; cruzef@cruzio.com 
Slingshot/Long Haul Infoshop 
3124 Shattuck Ave, Berkeley, CA 94705 
(510) 540-0751 
smartMeme project 
2940 16th St Ste 216, San Francisco, 
CA 94103 
(415) 255-9133; smartmeme@riseup.net 
COLORADO 
DIY Traveler's Inn . 
(303) 554-0923; pathogenusa@ecomail.org 
FLORIDA 
Lake Worthless EF! 
c/o Downward Mobility Press & Distro 
POB 961, Lake Worth, FL 33460 
(561) 547-6686; littleprincel@juno.com 
ILLINOIS 
Autonomous Zone 
1573 N Milwaukee PMB 420, Chicago, 
IL 60622 
azone@azone.org 
INDIANA 
Boxcar Books and Community Center 
310A S Washington St, Bloomington, 
IN 47401 
(812) 339-8710; boxcar@boxcarbooks.org 
Buffalo Trace EF! 
POB 3503, Bloomington, IN 47403 
Ke.kionga EF! 
1015 W Creighton St, Ft Wayne, IN 46807 
MASSACHUSETIS 
Mass Direct Action 
POB 484, Somerset, MA 02726 
Mass EF! 
takeaction2001@hotmail.com 
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Lawrence Grassroots Initiative 
POB 43, Lawrence, MA 01642 
(978) 688-3569 
M.AlNE 
Maine EF! 
maineef@yahoo.com 
People's Free Space 
POB 1582, Portland, ME 04104 
peoplesfreespace@riseup.net 
MICHIGAN 
Massasauga EF! 
POB 44173, Detroit, MI 48244 
ma-ssasaugaearthfirst@yahoo.com 
Popular Power 
POB 374, Traverse City, MI 49685 
MINNESOTA 
Church of Deep Ecology 
POB 16075, St Paul, MN 55116 
(800) 862-7031; 
contact@churchofdeepecology.org 
Forest Ecosystems Action Group 
2441 LyndaleAveS, Minneapolis, _MN 55405 
paarise@rntn.org 
ONAMOVEEF! 
7908 Minnetonka, StLouis Park, MN 55426 
( 612) 719-7000; onarnoveearthlst@aol.com 
MISSOURI 
Confluence/St Louis IMC 
POB 63232, StLouis, MO 63163 
(314) 772-0322 
MONTANA 
Buffalo Field Campaign 
POB 957, West Yellowstone, MT 59758 
(406) 646-0070; buffalo@wildrockies.org 
Cold Mountains, Cold Rivers 
POB 7941, Missoula, MT 59807 
Wild Rockies EF! 
(406) 961-0171; odinswyrd@yahoo.com 
NEBRASKA 
Environmental Resource Center 
205 N Mears, Chadron, NE 6933 7 
(308) 432-3458; 
buffalobruce@panhandle.net 
NEW YORK 
Central New York EF! 
POB 37044, Syracuse, NY 13235 
Project Harmony 
216 W 122St,NewYork, NY10027 
(212) 662-2878; haja216@aol.com 
Wetlands Preserve 
POB 344, New York, NY 10108 
(212) 947-7744; 
adam@wetlandspreserve.org 
NEW JERSEY 
Green Vigilance 
46 E Monroe, Mt Holly, NJ 08060 
(609) 265-0392 

South jersey/Philly EF! 
224 W Glencove Ave, Northfield, NJ 08225 
phillyearthfirst@yahoo.com 
NORTH CAROLINA 
Katuah EF!/Roadkill Faction 
POB 1485, Asheville, NC 28802 
Uwharrie EF! 
bison 12@wildmail.com 
NORTH DAKOTA 
Unci Maka Uonihanpo 
POB 29, Ft Yates, ND 58538 
treeeyes@westriv.com 
illll.Q 
Corner Books 
108A Dayton St, ,Yellow Springs, OH 45387 
Hock-Hocking EF! 
23 Elliott St, Athens, OH 45 701 
(740) 592-2581; shaman2b@frognet.net 
POPLAR 
POB 571, Athens, OH 45701 
poplar@riseup.net 
OREGON 
Blue Mtns. Biodiversity Project 
27803 Williams Ln, Fossil, OR 97830 
Cascadia EF! 
POB 10384, Eugene, OR 97440 
(541) 482-2640; ef@cascadiarising.org 
Cascadia Forest Defenders 
POB 11122, Eugene, OR 97440 
(541) 684-8977; forestdefenders@riseup.net 
Cascadia Rising 
POB 12583 Portland, OR 97212 
(503) 493-7495; action@cascadiarising.org 
Green Anarchy 
POB 11331, Eugene, OR 97440 
Mazama Forest Defense 
1257 Siskiyou Blvd#l158,-Ashland, OR 97520 
(541) 482-2640 
TENNESSEE 
KatUah EF!/Tennessee Valley Faction 
POB 281,, Chattanooga, TN 37401 
(423) 949-5922; johnjEF@bledsoe.net 
KatUah EF!/River Faction 
2131 Riverside Dr, Knoxville, TN 37915 
zorgonus@yahoo.com 
TEXAS 
EF! Austin 
2900 Lafayette St, Austin, TX 78722 
(512) 478-7666 
Dirty South EF! 
POB 667302, Houston, TX 77266-7302 
dsef@riseup;net 



UTAH 
Wild Wasatch Front 
864 W 700 St, Brigham City, UT 84302 
VERMONT 
Save the Corporations (from Themselves) 
169 Main St, Brattleboro, VT 05301 
(862) 254-4847; larrysvt@hotmail.com 
VIRGINIA 
Shenandoah EF! 

POB 1605, Harrisonburg, VA 22803 
risinguphburg@yahoo.com 
WASHINGTON 
Olympia EF! 
POB 11426, Olympia, WA 98508 
Shuksan Direct Action 
sda@riseup.net 
The Last Wizards 
Book of Green Shadows 

2103HarrisonAve#2341, Olympia, WA 98502 
.james@lastwizards.com 
WISCONSIN 
Madison EF!/Infoshop 
1019,Williams·onSt#B, Madison, WI 53703 
WYOMING 
Teewinot EF! 
POB 1588, Wilson, WY 83014 

' (307) 69016961; teewinotef@wildrockies.org 

International Contacts 

AUSTRALIA 
EF! Australia 
efoz@earthfirst.org.au 
EF! OZ-Jervis Bay 
7 Verge Rd, CaBala Beach, NSW, 2540, 
Australia 
(61) 2-44-466-477 
CANADA 
EF! Montreal & Diffusion Noire 
c/o Librairie Alternative, 2035 StLaurent, 2 
e etage, Montreal, Quebec H2X 2T3, Canada 
Elaho EF! 
earth_first@ziplip.com 
CURA~AO 
EF! Cura~ao 
POB 4893, Willemstad, Cura~ao, 
Netherlands Antilles 
599-9-4616256 (fax) 
CZECH REPUBLIC 
Zeme Predevsim 
POB 237, 160 41 Prague 6, Czech Republic 
zemepredevsim@volny.cz 
Car Busters 
Kratka 26, 10000 Prague 10, Czech Republic 
(420) 2-7481-0849; 2-7481-6727 (fax); 
carbusters@ec·n.q: 
EIRE 
An Talmah Glas (Green Earth) 
54 Avora Park, Howth Co, Dublin, Ireland 
353 (0)1 8324087; atgblue@yahoo.com 
ENGLAND 
EF! Action Update 
12 London Rd, Brighton BNl 4JA, UK 
mail@actionupdate.org.uk 
Leeds EF! c/o CRC 
16 Sholebroke Ave, Leeds LS7 3HB, UK 
0113-262-9365; leedsef@ukf.net 
Manchester EF! 
A30, c/o Dept. 29 , 22a Beswick St, 
Manchester M4 7HS, UK 
0161-226-6814; 
mancef@nematode.freeserve.co. uk 
London Rising Tide 
62 Fieldgate St, London El lES, UK 
info@risingtide.org.uk 
London EF! 
84B Whitechapel High St, London E1 0, UK 
077 5 1-432-240; eflondon@ziplip.com 
FRANCE 
Les Eco-guerriers 

www.eco-action.org. 
'', 

PHILIPPINES 
EF! Davao 
44-20 Elenita Heights, Min tal, Davao City, 
8000, Phillipines 
POLAND 
Citizen's Environmental Movement 
ul. Prochnika 1/301, 90-408 Lodz, Poland 
42 630-17-49; ore@ore.most.org. pl 
.!3Jl.S.£IA 
ECODEFENSE! 
POB 1477, Kaliningrad 236000, Russia 

~ (0112) 44-84-43; ecodefense@online.ru 
;::. Rainbow Keepers 
~ POB 14, Nizhni Novgorod, 603082, Russia 
1:' (8312) 34-32-80 s. ~ SCOTLAND 

71 Av Jean Jaures, 92140 Clamart, France 
01-40-95-09-06; contact@earth-first.org 
GERMANY 

! 

EF! Germany c/o Manuel Lindinger 
Steinstrasse 10, Seitenfluegel Rechts, 12045 
Berlin, Germany 
green.rage@web.de 
llilliA 
Anand Skaria 
POB #14, Cochin 682001, Kerala, India 
(009) 484-25435 
Bander Bagicha 
Near Maurya Lok, POB 229 Patna-800 001 
Bihar, India 
.lS.MEL 
Green Action Israel 
POB 4611, Tel Aviv 61046, Israel 
972 (0) 3 516 2349 
NETHERLANDS 
GroenFront! 
Postbus 85069, 3508 AB, Utrecht, Netherlands 
31-84-8666018 (tel/fax); groenfr@dds.nl 
NIGERIA 
Environmental Rescue International/ 
EF! Nigeria 
20 Dawson Rd, by Forestry Junction, Benin 
City, Nigeria · 
234-52-25-45-29; 
environmentalrescue@yahoo .co. uk 

Glasgow EF! 
POB 180, Glasgow G4 9AB, Scotland 
44 (0) 41 636 1924 
Fife EF! 
c/o 91 South St, St. Andrews, Fife KY16 9Q, 
Scotland 
01334-477411 
SOUTH AFRICA 
Earth Action! 
POB 181034, Dalbridge, Durban 6016, 
South Africa 
SOUTH KOREA 
Green Korea United 
110-740 #605 Korean Ecumenical Bldg 
136-56 Younji-Dong, Jongro-Gu, Seoul, 
South Korea 
82-2-747-8500; 
greenkorea@greenkorea.org 
S£AIN 
Environmental Workshop 
IES Xelmirez I, 15701 Santiago, Spain 
SWEDEN 
Morgan Larsson 
Lagmansgaten 9C, 46-37 Vanersborg, 
Sweden 
UKRAINE 
Rainbow Keepers 
POB 322, Kiev 252187, Ukraine 
7 38 (044) 265-7628; 550-6068 
WALES 
Gwyned<J and Mon EF! 
The Greenhouse, 1, Trevelyan Terr 
Bangor, Gwynedd LLS7 lAX, Wales 
01248-355821 
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Will the Sage Grouse be the 
Next Spotted Owl? 

BY LENNY 

Energy, mining and ranching interests are in a panic over 
the potential Endangered Species Act (ESA) listing of the 
greater sage grouse, and so is their most important lackey
Interior Secretary Gale Norton. The sage grouse "could 
become the spotted owl of the intermountain West," 
Norton warned at a June 22 meet
ing of western governors. As a re
sult, the exploitation industries of 
the West are gearing up to fight the 
grouse's listing tooth and nail. 

The sage grouse (Centrocercus 
urophasianus) is a ground-nesting 
bird that lives at elevations of 4,000 
to 9,000 feet. Its survival depends 
on large, uninterrupted stands of 
sagebrush for food and cover from 
predators-in fact, the adult birds 
eat nothing but big sage during the 
Fall and Winter months. 

The sage grouse may be best 
known, however, for its distinctive 
mating rituals. During late Winter 
and Spring, the males flock from 
miles around to gather at their 
traditional strutting grounds (leks), 
where they perform an elaborate 
courtship dance. Females visit the 
leks to choose a mate from among 
the displaying males. 

Early white settlers reported that flocks of sage grouse 
darkened the skies when roused into flight. The bird's 
range once spanned 16 western states and three Canadian 
provinces but as their habitat has been increasingly frag
mented and destroyed, the sage grouse population has 
plunged from two million to only 140,000. They are now 
only found in 11 of the original 16 states. 

According to Pat Deibert, a biologist with the US Fish and 
Wildlife Service, even a single road or telephone pole can 
be damaging to sage grouse populations. Added to these 
woes are a century of cattle grazing, mining, oil and gas 
exploration, and the deliberate destruction of sagebrush 
for development. More recent threats include large wild
fires, off-road vehicles and West Nile Virus-an exotic 
disease to which the birds have no known immunity. As 
Ben Deeble of the National Wildlife Federation says, the 
sage grouse are "facing death from a thousand cuts." 

But some cuts are bigger than others-and richer. At the 
heart of the current debate lies the fact that sage grouse 
territory coincides with some of the country's prime gas 
drilling areas, especially in Wyoming, Montana, Colo
rado and Utah. In fact, the Bush administration's energy 
plan prioritizes oil and gas exploration .in these very 
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areas. With a major gas boom in the .making-the Bureau 
of Land Management is calling for 3,100 gas wells in the 
Pinedale, Wyoming, area-the industry is determined to 
prevent an ESA listing from threatening its potential prof
its. For example, a listing would require an increase in the 
size of no-development buffers around grouse leks. 

Listing of the sage grouse would also protect other species 
that depend on sagebrush habitat, 
such as the pygmy rabbit/ moun
tain quail and white-tailed .. prairie 
dog. Animals that have thei.r mi
gratory routes disrupted by gas drill
ing-like pronghorn antelope and 
mule deer-would also benefit. 

"The sage grouse occupies 
nearly 12 times as much land as 
the northern spotted owl," 
Norton said. To head off a list
ing, she has encouraged western 
governors to tailor economic ac
tivities to reduce their impact on 
the sage grouse. But that's not 

Si enough for those who profit from 
~ exploiting our wilderness. 
~ Energy1 mining and ranching 

interests have banded together 
to form a nonprofit group called 

[ the Partnership for the West 
~ (PW). An internal PW memo that 

was leaked to environmental 
groups reveals a planned cam

paign to discredit the sage grouse's ESA listing. The 
memo made it clear that PW intends to "unleash 
grassroots opposition to a listing, thus providing some 
cover to the [Bush administration] political leadership." 
The reason? "Such a listing would cause economic dis
ruption that would make the northern spotted owl 
decision look minuscule by comparison." And who wrote 
this memo? PW's director Jim Sims-the former director 
of communicat'ions for Vice President Dick Cheney's 
energy policy development group. 

PW and other industry groups claim that local conser
vation efforts will be hampered by a federal ESA listing, 
but local efforts can easily continue in addition to an 
ESA listing. PW's true concern is that current ineffective 
local efforts will indeed be superseded by legal protec
tion with some teeth. 

In the sage grouse's ability to protect large stretches of 
habitat under the ESA, it might indeed resemble the spot
ted owl. It is up to us to work for that listing, but it is also 
up to us to fight the deception and division that big 
industry will once again try to sow. 

When Lenny enrolled at Pomona College, they told him his 
school's mascot was extinct. Not if we can help it! · 
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